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Abstract 
Let A and R be rings with unit , C^ and ^R be full subcategories of 
Mod-A and Mod-R respectively . This thesis is intended to be an up to date 
account of the major results in the theory of equivalences between module 
subcategories C^ and Qu . We concentrate on the representable equivalences . 
The classical Morita equivalence theorem characterizes the category equiv-
alences between Mod-A and Mod-R by progenerators . Later , Fuller general-
ized Morita's theorem to the equivalences between Mod-A and a subcategory 
gji{C Mod-R) which is closed under direct sums，quotients and submodules 
and he characterized such equivalences by quasi-progenerators . We prove 
Fuller's result via Azumaya's approach . 
More recently , Menini and Orsatti further generalized Fuller's context 
and showed that every abstract equivalence between the category C] C Mod-
A which is closed under taking submodules and such that A^ G C^ and the 
category Qn C Mod-R which is closed under taking epimorphic images and 
arbitrary direct sums is represented by a bimodule APR , with A = End{PR) 
,and the representing module is uniquely determined by the equivalence and 
is then called a *-module . 
There is a very important class of modules known as tilting modules 
which first come from the representation theory of finite dimensional algebras 
.Menini and Orsatti proved that every tilting module is a *-module and then 
provided examples of tilting modules which are not quasi-progenerators and 
so their result is a non-trivial generalization of Fuller's theorem . Later , Colpi 
characterized tilting modules as the representing modules of equivalences 
between certain module subcategories . 
Until most recently , Trlifaj proved that every *-module over an arbi-
trary ring is finitely generated . Also the relations between *-modules， 
tilting modules，quasiprogenerators and progenerators are studied by Colpi 
,Menini and Trlifaj . 
Some module equivalences can be characterized by dualities . We present 
the equivalence VA �^ n studied by Colpi and the equivalence FGP-A 〜 
FCI-R studied by Xue . 
Finally , as applications of the previous theory , we give the Tilting The-
orem due to Colby and Fuller that characterizes the tilting modules . Also 
some conditions due to P. A. Guil Asensio and F. Guil Asensio that solve 
the problem of when two tilting modules define the same torsion theories 
are presented • And then we record some results that characterize the iso-
morphisms of the endomorphism rings of the above representing modules by 
category equivalences . 
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Let A and R be rings with unit , C^ and Gn be full subcategories of Mod-A 
and Mod-R respectively . This thesis is a survey of the main results in the 
theory of equivalences between module subcategories C^ and Qn . In fact 
, w e focus on the equivalences between module subcategories that can be 
represented by a bimodule ^ ¾ via the pair of functors Tp 二 ( - (8u P) and 
Hp = HomR{P,—). 
Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the theory of equivalences between 
module categories . It contains some notations , basic definitions and lem-
mas that are useful in the following chapters . 
Chapter 2 includes some classical results of the theory of equivalence 
between module categories . The classical Morita equivalence theorem states 
that the additive functors F : Mod-A ^ Mod-R : G define an category 
equivalence if and only if there exists a progenerator Pn with A = End{PR) 
canonically • Moreover F = ( - 0 ^ P) and G = HorriR{P, - ) . The reader is 
referred to [AF] for a complete proof of Morita's theorem . 
Later , as a generalization of Morita's result , Puller [F , 1974] considered 
the equivalences between Mod-A and a subcategory ^ ( C Mod-R) which is 
closed under direct sums , quotients and submodules and he proved that every 
equivalence between Mod-A and Qn is represented by a quasi-progenerator 
PR , with A = End[Pn) canonically , via the pair of functors Tp 二 (一 (gu P) 
and Hp 二 HomR{P, - ) and GR = Gen[PR) . Conversely if Pn is a quasi-
progenerator with A = End(PR) then it induces such an equivalence . We 
prove Fuller's result via Azumaya's approach [A , 1979 . 
A general technique in studying equivalences between module categories 
is that for a bimodule ^¾，we set Tp = (— 0 ^ P) and Hp = HorriR^P,—) 
ii 
and suppose that 
Tp 
CA ^ Qn 
Hp 
defines an equivalence , then we try to obtain some characterizations of the 
bimodule A^R and properties of the equivalence . In this way , M. Sato 
([S1] and [S2]) obtained some useful results for the equivalences : Mod-A 〜 
Im{Tp) , Mod-A 〜Gen(PR) , Im{Hp)�/m(Tp) and Im{Hp)〜G^{PR). 
Naturally , in view of Fuller's result, one may try to weaken the conditions 
and find equivalences between module subcategories that are still represented 
by some modules . 
Chapter 3 presents a further generalization of Puller's context . Recently 
,Menini and Orsatti [MO , 1989] proved that if there are given subcate-
gories : C A C Mod-A which is closed under taking submodules and such 
that AA e CA and Qn C Mod-R which is closed under taking epimorphic 
images and arbitrary direct sums , then every abstract equivalence between 
them is represented by a bimodule ^ ¾ , with A = End{pR) canonically 
, v i a the pair of functors Tp = ( - (gu P) and Hp = HorriR{P, —) and 
CA = Cogen{HorriR{P, Qn)) for a cogenerator QR and Qn 二 Gen[PR). 
Moreover the representing module is uniquely determined by the equivalence 
and is then called a *-module . 
There is a very important class of modules in contemporary module the-
ory known as tilting modules which first come from the representation theory 
of finite dimensional algebras . Menini and Orsatti [MO] proved that every 
tilting module is a *-module and then provided examples of tilting modules 
which are NOT quasi-progenerators and so their result is a non-trivial gener-
alization of Fuller's theorem . Later , Colpi [C2 , 1993] characterized tilting 
modules as the representing modules of equivalences between certain module 
subcategories . 
Until most recently , Trlifaj [T2 , 1994] proved that every *-module over 
an arbitrary ring is finitely generated . This is the most important result 
about the structure of the *-modules . 
Also the relations between *-modules , tilting modules , quasiprogenera-
tors and progenerators are studied by Colpi , Menini ([CM , 1993] and [C2 , 
iii 
1993]) and Trlifaj [T2 , 1994；. 
Chapter 4 contains some interesting module equivalences that can be 
characterized by dualities . let R be a ring , we denote with R-mod {mod-R) 
the category of all finitely generated left (right) i^-modules , 7¾ ( lR ) the 
category of all projective ( injective ) right i^-modules and FGP-R ( FCI-
R ) the category of all finitely generated projective ( finitely cogenerated 
injective ) right i^-modules . Similarly we introduce the notations RV , R l , 
R-FGP and R-FCI for left i^-modules . 
R. Colpi [C3 , 1993] proved that for a bimodule ^ ¾ , 
HorriA{-, A%) : A-Mod ?=^ Mod-R : Homn(-, AUn) 
induce a duality between A-mod and mod-R if and only if there exists an 
equivalence between VA and lR . Moreover , the equivalence is induced by 
the pair of functors Tu = ( - 0^ U) and Hu 二 HomRip , - ) ) . 
Also Xue [X , 1995] obtained that there is a duality between A-FGP and 
FCI-R if and only if there is an equivalence between FGP-A and FCI-R 
.Again , in this case , the equivalence is induced by the pair of functors 
Tu = ( - 0A u) and Hu = HomR(U,- ) ) . 
As applications of the previous theory , in the last chapter , we give a 
general version of Tilting Theorem due to Colby and Fuller [CbFl , 1990； 
that actually characterizes the tilting modules . 
Moreover , some conditions due to P. A. Guil Asensio and F. Guil Asensio 
GG , 1992] that solve the problem of when two tilting modules induce the 
same torsion theories are presented . 
Finally we record some results that characterize the isomorphisms of the 
endomorphism rings of the representing modules by category equivalences 
.Bolla [B , 1984] showed that if there are given progenerators Pn and Qs 
,then every ring isomorphism 6 : End^Pn) 一 End{Qs) is induced by a 
category equivalence Fs : Mod-R — Mod-S which is unique up to natural 
isomorphism . Later Lok and Shum [LS , 1995] generalized Bolla's result 
to the class of quasi-progenerators . And P.A. Guil Asensio and F. Guil 
Asensio [GG] obtained another generalization to the class of tilting modules 




Introduction to Module 
Equivalence 
1.1 Introduction and Preliminaries 
In the following , every ring has a nonzero identity and is associative but not 
necessary commutative . And over a ring , every module is unital . For every 
ring R , Mod-R {R-Mod) denotes the category of all right (left) i^-modules 
. A n d we use the symbol MR (^M) to emphasize that M is a right (left) 
i^-module . 
Categories and functors are always additive . Every subcategory of a 
given category is full and closed under isomorphic objects . Unless noted 
otherwise , we will follow the notation and conventions of [AF] . And our 
main reference books of ring theory are [AF] , [Fa]，[R] and [W] . Actually 
the reader should be familiar with the material in chapter 5-6 of [AF . 
Let A and R be rings , C^ and Qn be subcategories of Mod-A and Mod-
R respectively . Our main interest is to study the category equivalences 
between C^ and Qn . We use “ C^ � G R “ to denote that C^ and Qn are 
equivalent . 
1 
We say that a category equivalence 
G 
CA ^ Gn 
F 
is defined (here G , F are additive functors) if there exists natural isomor-
phisms f j , : GF — IdgR and v : Idcj, — FG i.e. we have the commutative 
diagrams with isomorphic columns : 
GF{M) ^ ^ GF{M') N - ^ N' 
MM ^M' _ "N' 
、 z 、, 
^ ^ 
M 丄 M' FG{N) ^ ^ FG{N') 
for any M , M' G 0R and N , N' G C^ . And in this case , by [AF , 21.2 and 
21.3], 
(i) F and G are full and faithful functors i.e. 
HomA(N, N') S HorriR{GN, GN') 
HomniM, M ' ) ‘ HomA〔FM, FM') 
where N , N' G C^ and M , M' e Qn . Note that here C^ and Qn are full 
subcategories and 
(ii) (F, G) and {G, F) are adjoint pairs with respect to categories C^ and Gn 
i.e. we have the isomorphisms , 
$i(M, N) : HorriA{N, FM) = HorriR{GN, M) 
which is natural in N G C^ , M G Qn and 
$2(L, K) : HorriA{FL, K) = HorriR{L, GK) 
which is natural in L G Qn , K G C^. 
1.1.1 Let APn be a bimodule . Recall that we have the functors 
Tp = (— (g)A P) : Mod-A — Mod-R and 
2 
Hp = HoruR(PR, - ) : Mod-R^ Mod-A 
and associated with these functors Tp and Hp , there are natural morphisms 
p : TpHp ~^ IdMod-R and cr : IdMod-A — HpTp defined as follows : 
for every M G Mod-R , 
PM : HoruR{PR, M) ®A P "^ M [f 0 p H f{p)] 
and for every N 6 Mod-A , 
aN • N ^ HomR{Pn, N ^A v) [n n^ [p ^ n ^ p ] . 
We call a and p the natural morphisms associated with the functors Tp 
and Hp . Sometimes we may write p{M) and a{N) for pM and a^ respec-
tively . 
An equivalence G : C^ ^ Qn ： F is said to be representable if there 
exists a bimodule ^ ¾ such that the following natural isomorphisms of func-
tors hold : 
F^HomR{PR,-)\g^ = Hp\g^ 
G={-^A P)]c^=Tp]c^ . 
In this case we say that the bimodule A^R ( or the pair of functors (Tp, Hp) 
)induces the equivalence (G, F). 
1.1.2 Adjoint Isomorphism . It is well known that {Hp, Tp) is an adjoint 
pair [AF 20.6] . That is for every NA e Mod-A and M^ G Mod-R , we have 
the natural isomorphism 
$ : HorriA{N, HorriR[P, M)) ~> HorriR{N 0^ P, M) 
defined by ^{g)[{n^p)] = 5<^)(P) for every g G HomA(N,HomR(P,M)) 
and (n (8) p) G N (8u P . Moreover 
¢-1 : HorriR{N ^A P, M) ~> HomA[N, HomR[P, M)) 
is given by [^'^{h){n)]{p) = h{n^p) where h G HoniR{N^A P, M) , n e N 
and p G P . 
3 
Note here that ^{IdH{M)) 二 PM for every Mn and ^'^{IdT{N)) = � N for 
every NA . 
L e m m a 1.1.3 Let NA G Mod-A , MR e Mod-R . For brevity , here we 
write T = Tp and H = Hp . Then , with notations above，we have : 
(a) px{N) o T(cr7v) 二 IdT(N) and hence pr{N) ^s always epic . Moreover if 
aN is an isomorphism then pr{N) ^s an isomorphism . 
(b) H{pu) 0 cfH{M) = Idn{M) and hence aH{u) ^s always monic , Moreover 
if pM is an isomorphism then an{M) ^s an isomorphism , 
(c) g = pM 〇 Tp{^-\g)) for each g G Homn{N 0^ P, M) • 





THT{N) - ^ T{N) 
Let n e N and p G P then we have 
pTm。T、。N、、n<^p) = [PnN)o(s^N^Idpy)Qn^p) 
二 PT(AO(CTAr(n)(g)p) 
= C T N { n ) { p ) 
二 n (8)p 




HTH{M) - ^ ^ H{M) 
Let f e Hp{M) = HorriR{P, M) andp G Pthenwehave [i^(PM)ocr^(M)](/)(P)= 
PM[(JH{M)U){V)] = PM{f^P) = f { p ) . 
4 
(c) Let n e N and p G P then 
(PM�Tp(^_iM)) (n(g)p) = (PM� (^—i(50)<^J4) (n^P) 
= P M ( ^ ' H f f ) H ^p) 
=^-'{g){n){p) 
二 g(n<S)p) 
and so g 二 pM�Tp(^-^(g)). 
(d) [(i^P(^(/))。Jiv)](n)CP) = [(^(/))oJiv)](n)(p) = ^ ( f ) ( n ^ p ) = f(n)(p) 
,for every n G N and p G P . 口 
A bimodule A^R is faithfully balanced if the canonical morphisms 
A — End^Mn) [a ~> [m — am]] and R — End{AM) [r ^ [m — mr] 
are ring isomorphisms . 
Let P G Mod-R , a module M e Mod-R is P-generated if there exists a 
set X and an epimorphism (/> : P^ ^ M — 0 . Gen^Pn) denotes the cate-
gory of all right P-generated i^-modules , and Gen{PR) denotes the smallest 
subcategory of Mod-R containing Gen(&) and closed under taking submod-
ules . Clearly Gen{PR) = ^ ( ¾ ) if and only if Gen{PR) is closed under 
submodules . 
We set tp{M) = { 5 ] / ( P ) | f e HomR(P, M ) } i.e. the trace of P in M 
and tp{M) is the largest submodule of M which belongs to Gen{PR). 
Note that HorriR^P, M) is canonically isomorphic to HorriR{P,tp{M)) 
and so Ptp{M) is an isomorphism if and only if pu is monic . It follows that 
PM is an isomorphism for all M G Gen(Pn) if and only if pM is monic for all 
M e Mod-R . 
We say that a module MR is P-presented if there exists a P-presentation 
of M , i.e. there is an exact sequence : P"、么 P^ ^ M — 0 , where X 
5 
and V are sets . So M and / m ( ^ ) = ker{(p) are P-generated . Pres^Pn) 
denotes the category of all P-presented modules . Clearly 
Pres{Pn) C Gen{PR) C ^ { P n ) . 
Dually , let KA G Mod-A then N G Mod-A is said to be K-cogenerated 
if there exists an exact sequence 0 ~> N 么 pX and N is K-copresented if 
there exists an exact sequence 0 — N 么 P^ ^ P^ , where X and Y are 
sets . Denoted by Cogen{KA) {Copres(KA)) the subcategory of Mod-A 
cogenerated (copresented) by KA . Clearly Copres(KA) ^ Cogen{KA). 
Recall that a module N G Cogen{KA) if and only if HorriA{N,K) sep-
arates the points of N , i.e. for each x G N , x + 0 , there exists a 
f e HorriA{N, K) such that f { x ) — 0 . See [AF , 8.11:. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.1.4 Let ^¾ be any bimodule . Then , with notations above 
,we have 
1) Im{Tp) C Pres{PR) C Gen^Pn) C ^ ( ¾ ) . 
2) Let Qn be a cogenerator of Mod-R，and let i ^ 二 HomR[P,Q) . Then 
Im{Hp) C Copres{KA) C Cogen[KA). 
3) dN is a monomorphism if and only ifN G Cogen{KA) ，where KA 二 
HomR{P, Q) and Qn is a cogenerator of Mod-R . 
4) pM is an epimorphism if and only if M G Gen{PR). 
5) For every M G Mod-R , Hp{M) = Hp{tp{M)) canonically . 
Proof: 
1) Let N e Mod-A , as A^ is a generator of Mod-A , there is an exact 
sequence 
^ x ) 一 jOO — N 4 0 
for some sets X and Y . Applying the right exact functor Tp 二 (— (gu 尸） 
we get the following exact sequence in Mod-R , 
(乂⑷ 0A P) — (乂⑷ 0A P) 一 Tp{N) — 0 
6 
and since (乂⑴ 0 ^ P) = P^R [ i M a e i ) ^P ^ {aaP)aei ] canonically for any 
set I . We have the commutative diagram with exact rows 
(A(^) 0 ^ P)——^ (A(^) ^^ P)——> Tp{N)——> 0 
o^ ^ = 
、一 4^  、‘ 
P f ) ~~> P f ) ~~> Tp{N) ^ ~ . 0 
,here the upper row is exact and so is the lower row . Hence Im{Tp) C 
Pres{PR) . Other inclusions are clear . 
2) For each M G Mod-R there is an exact sequence in Mod-R : 
0 4 M — QX — Q^ 
where X and Y are sets . Applying the left exact functor Hp = HorriR{P,-) 
,we have the exact sequence 
0 4 Hp{M) — HomniP, Q^) — HomR(P, Q^). 
And since HorriR{P, Q^) = HomR[P, QY 二 i ^ canonically for every set I , 
we have the commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 ——> Hp{M)——、HomR(P,QX)——> Romji(F,Q^) 
二 c^ ^ 
、一 4- “ 
0 ——> Hp{M)——^ HorriR{P,QY ——> HorriR{P,QY 
,here the upper row is exact and so is the lower row . Therefore 
Im{Hp) C Copres{KA) C Cogen{KA). 
3) Note that N G Cogen[KA) if and only if for each x e N , x + 0 , there 
exists a f G HomA[N, K) such that / ( x ) • 0 . 
Hence it suffices to prove that cr# is monic if and only if for each x G N 
,X + 0 , there exists a f G HomA[N, K) such that f { x ) — 0 . 
(<=)Note that for ^ 二 adjoint isomorphis.m，see 1.1.2 , we have 
HomA[N, K) 二 HomA{N, HoniR(P, Q)) ^ HorriR{N (gu P, Q) 
7 
.Let 0 + n G N and then by hypothesis , there is a f G HorriA{N, K) such 
that / (n ) ^ 0 . So there is a p G P such that f{n){p) + 0 . But f = ^'^P) 
for some f3 G HorriR{N (gu P ,Q) • We have 0 + f{n){p) 二 $ _ i ( / ^ ( n ) ( p ) = 
P{n^p) and hence n(g)p + 0 i.e. o"iv(n)(p) = n ^ p + 0 . We have a7v(n) 7^  0 
and so a^ r is monic . 
( � ) L e t 0 + n G N and then by assumption , crjv(n) + 0 and so we have 
ajv(n)(p) + 0 for some p G P i.e. n<^p + 0 . Note that Q^ cogenerates 
N (S)A P , so there exists a g G HorriR{N (gu P, Q) s.t. g{n 0 p) + 0 . But 
again 
HorriA{N, K) 二 HomA{N, HomR(P, Q)) ^ HorriR{N 0 ^ P, Q) 
and so g = ¢(^) for some ^ ^ HorriA{N, HorriR{P,Q)) = HorriA{N, K ) . 
Then g{n 0 p) = $ (^ ) (n0p) = ^(n)(p) ^ 0 . So ^{n) + 0 and therefore K 
cogenerates N . 
4) Note that /m(pM) = tp{M) = { E / ( ^ ) I f ^ HorriR{P,M)} and 
tp{M) 二 M if and only if M G Gen{PR) . So p is epic if and only if 
M e Gen(PR). 
5) Clear . • 
Let G : CA ^ GR : F be an equivalence , where CA and Gn are subcate-
gories of Mod-A and Mod-R respectively . If this equivalence is representable 
i.e. there exists a bimodule A^R such that 
C ^ ( - 0A P)\c^=Tp\c^ 
F^HomR{PR,-)\g^ = Hp\g^ 
,then Tp and Hp define an equivalence 
Tp : CA ^  Gn ： Hp 
and in this case , there are some natural isomorphisms 
TpHp ^ Idgj^ 
IdcA 么 HpTp 
.Now we have the following important 
8 
Proposition 1.1.5 
(1) There is a natural isomorphism TpHp ^ Idg^ if and only ifp : TpHp — 
IdgR is a natural isomorphism . 
(2) There is a natural isomorphism Ide^ ^ HpTp ifand only i f a : Idc^ — 
HpTp is a natural isomorphism . 
Consequently we have that Tp : C^ ^ Gn : Hp defines an equivalence of 
categories if and only if the associated natural morphisms a and p are iso-
morphisms . 
Because of this , the natural morphisms a and p are fundamental tools in the 
categorical theory of modules . To study the equivalence Tp : C^ ^ Qn : Hp 
,we need only to calculate a and p . See also [S2 , lemma 1.2] and [MO , 
proposition 2.4 . 
Proof: 
Now F ^ Tp , G ^ Hp and FG = Idg^ , Idc^ = GF . So we have 
r] ： TpHp 兰 Idg^ 
C : IdcA = HpTp 
for some natural isomorphisms 77 and ( . 
(1) Suppose that 77 is a natural isomorphism and then we need to prove 
that p is also a natural isomorphism . 
Let MR e Qn 二 ImTp C Gen[Pn) . By proposition 1.1.4(4) , pM is an 
epimorphism . 
By assumption , we have an isomorphism 
rjM : TpHp{M) — M 
and for r]u ^ HorriR{TpHp{M),M)告 HorriA{Hp{M),Hp{M))，here ^ = 
adjoint isomorphism of the adjoint pair {Hp,Tp) and see 1.1.2 for the def-
inition of $ , there is a f3 G HorriA{Hp{M),Hp{M)) such that ¢(/^) 二 m 
and 
(i) m i p ) = 嘲 ( 脚 ) = m ( f ^ p ) 
9 
for every f e HomR[P, M) and p G P . But 
HomA{Hp{M),Hp{M)) ^ HorriR{M, M) 
and so there is a h G HorriR{M, M) s.t. HorriR{P, h) 二 HpQi) = (5 . 
Then for every f G HorriR{P, M) = Hp{M) , p(f) = h o f and hence for 
every p G P we have 
{ii) P{f){p) = Kf{p)) 二 {h o pM)[f^P) 
. I t follows from {i) and {ii) that 
m i f ^ p ) = [hopM)(f^p) 
for every / G Hp{M) = HomR(P, M) and p G P . But then rjM 二 h o pM 
and r]M is an isomorphism , so pM is monic and hence an isomorphism . 
(2) Now we prove that if ( is a natural isomorphism then a is a natural 
isomorphism . To see this , let 
N G CA = Im{H) C Copres{KA) C Cogen{KA) 
and then o> is monic by proposition 1.1.4(3). 
By assumption , let Civ ： N — HorriR^PR, N ®A P) = HpTp(N) be an 
isomorphism . So 
Ov G HorriA{N, HomR[P, N (8u P)) ^ HorriR{N 0^ P, N (8u P) 
and then <l>(0v)(n(8)_p) 二 [Ov(^)](P) ^^ every n G N and p e P . Note that 
HorriR{N (gu P, N 0^ P)望 HorriA{N, N) 
，so there is a h G HoruA(N, N) such that Tp{h) = h 0 Idp = ^(Ov) and for 
every n G N and p G P , we have 
{aN。")(rO](P) 二 h(n) ^p = Tp{h){n<^p) = $ (Cv) (n0p) = [Civ(n)](p) 
10 
.Hence a^oh 二 C/v which is an isomorphism and then aM is epic . Therefore 
cTyv is an isomorphism . • 
Let APn be a bimodule ’ Qn be a cogenerator of Mod-R and KA = 
Homfi{P, Q) . Then we have the following subcategories : 
Im{Tp) C Pres{PR) C Gen{PR) C ^ ( i ^ ) C Mod-R ’ 
Im{Hp) C Copres{KA) C Cogen{KA) C Mod-A 




Some Classical Results 
2.1 Morita Theorem 
Let A and R be rings , the characterizations of the equivalence between Mod-
A and Mod-R was done by Morita [M , 1958] and this is the first work on the 
theory of equivalence for module categories . One may see [AF] or [Jacobson 
,Basic Algebra II] for a complete presentation of Morita's results . 
Def in i t i on 2.1.1 Pn e Mod-R is called a progenerator if it is a finitely 
generated projective generator of Mod-R . 
Theorem 2.1.2 [Morita , 1958； 
T 
(a) Let Mod-A T^ Mod-R be an equivalence of categories . Then there 
H 
exists a faithfully balanced bimodule A^R ( APn ^= T(A]A) ) which is 
a progenerator on both sides i.e. AP and Pn are progenerators and 
T ^ (一 (gu P) = Tp 
H ^ HomR(P,-) = Hp 
By proposition 1.1.5 , we know that Tp and Hp define an equivalence between 
Mod-A and Mod-R and their associated natural morphisms a and p are 
isomorphisms . 
This is a representation theorem and the representing modules are pro-
generators P i.e. every abstract equivalence between Mod-A and Mod-R is 
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represented by (Tp, Hp) . Hence to study equivalences between Mod-A and 
Mod-R , it is required only to study the equivalences induced by {Tp,Hp) 
and this means that we just need to consider their associated natural mor-
phisms cr and p . 
(h) Let APR he a himodule , Tp 二 (一 (gu P) and Hp = HomR(P,-). 
Then 7¾ is a progenerator and A = End{PR) canonically if and only 
讨 
Tp 
Mod-A ?5 Mod-R 
Hp 
defines an equivalence via the canonical natural isomorphisms 
a : IdMod-A ^ HpTp and p : TpHp — Iduod-R 
Proof : 
See [AF，Chapter 6] or [Jacobson，Basic Algebra II , 3.15] for a proof by 
the notion of Morita context . • 
2.2 Fuller Theorem 
In fact there are many ways to generalize Morita's theorem in the literature 
. O u r direction is to investigate the equivalences between subcategories of 
modules . The first attempt to generalize Morita's theorem in this direction 
is due to K. R. Fuller [F , 1974] . He considers the equivalence between the 
category Mod-A and some “ closed “ subcategory of Mod-R . 
Definition 2.2.1 
(a) P e Mod-R is a selfgenerator if it generates each of its submodules . 
(b) P G Mod-R is quasi-projective ifPn is PR-projective . That is for any 
epimorphism (p : P 一 M in Mod-R and for each f G HorriR{P, M) 
there exists a morphism g G HorriR{P, P) ( lifting of f ) such that 
^^9 = f . _ 
P ^ ^ P 
3 9 f 
小 小 
P - ^ M > 0 
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Parallel to the Morita's theorem，we divide Fuller's result into two parts 
and the first part is a representation theorem . 
Theorem 2.2.2 [Fuller , 1974； 
(a) ( representation theorem ) Let Gn be a closed ( complete additive ) 
subcategory of Mod-R (i.e. afull subcategory closed under taking direct 
sums , epimorphic images and submodules ) , and let 
Mod-A h GR 
H 
be an equivalence . 
Then there exists a bimodule 八戸只 such that A = End[Pn) canonically , 
Pji is a quasi-progenerator and Gn 二 Gen(P_R)(= Gen{PR)) . Moreover 
T ^ (-0AP)=%|Mod-A 
H = HomniP,—) = Hp\gR 
So , again , to study abstract equivalences between Mod-A and Qn we need 
only to consider the equivalence induced by (Tp, Hp) • 
(b) Let APR be a bimodule , Tp 二 ( - 0A P) and Hp 二 HorriR(P, —) . Then 
P^ is a quasi-progenerator and A = End{PR) canonically if and only 
if the pair offunctors {Tp, Hp) defines an equivalence between Mod-A 
and Gen{PR) via the associated natural isomorphisms 
cr : Iduod-A — HpTp 
P ： TpHp ^ IdGen(Pn) 
And in this case , Gen{PR) = Gen{PR) so that Gen[Pn) is a closed 
subcategory of Mod-R . 
We prove this theorem along with many other things • 
Proof: 
Part (a) See also [F , theorem 1.1:. 
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Now we have that 
(1) H and T are full and faithful functors . 
(2) (T, H) and {H, T) are adjoint pairs with respect to the two categories 
Mod-A and Gn . 
In fact (1) and (2) are ture for all functors that realize a category equiv-
alence [AF , 21.2 and 21.3 . 
(3) Define T{A)R = Pn and then P has an canonical bimodule structure 
APR defined by the composition of ring homomorphisms : 
A ^ End{AA)三 End{T{A)R) 
i.e. we use this ring homomorphism to define the left A-scalar multiplication 
of APR [AF , 20.3] . However , since A has an faithfully balanced bimodule 
structure A^A and now T is full and faithful , we have A = End[PR) canon-
ically . 
(4) we have the A-isomorphisms : 
H{M) ^HomA{AA,H{M)) (by [AF , 20.1]) 
^ HomR{T{A), M) (as (T, H) is an adjoint pair) 
that are natural in M G Mod-R . Therefore H = Homni^APR, _). 
Consider the functor Tp = {-0AP) : Mod-A 一 Mod-R . By assumption 
,QR is closed under direct sums and epimorphic images and T{A) 二 P e Qn 
，so Im{Tp) = / m ( - (gu P) ^ Gen{PR) C ^ . 
Now both T and Tp 二 (_ (8u P) are left adjoints of H = HomR(P,-)= 
Hp , so we have that T = Tp . See [W , 45.4] or [St , chapter IV , proposition 
9.1]. 
(5) PR 二 T(A) G Qn , so Gen[PR) C ^ . Now let Mn G Gn , then 
there exists an epimorphism A ( � — H [ M ) A — 0 . Applying the right exact 
functor T , we get the epimorphism 
T(A(x)) — TH{M) 4 0 
and since P f ) - 乂⑷ 0A P = 了尸(]闪）=T(AW) and TH{M) = M , 
there is an epimorphism P^^ — M — 0 and so Qn C Gen{PR). 
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Finally we obtain that 0丑 二 Gen[PR) = Gen(Pi?). 
(6) We need to show that Pn is a quasi-progenerator . We will show this 
via Azumaya's approach . See theorem 2.2.5 below . 
Part (b) 
See also theorem 2.2.5 . • 
If there is a bimodule ^ ¾ , with A = End{Pn) canonically , such that 
GR = Gen{PR){= 5 ^ ( ¾ ) ) and 
T ^ (-(SuP) = Tp|Mod-A 
H ^ HomR{P,-) = Hp\g^ 
Then , since (T, H) defines an equivalence between Mod-A and Gen{PR) and 
by proposition 1.1.5 , (Tp, Hp) defines an equivalence between Mod-A and 
Gen{PR) and this means that their associated natural morphisms a and p 
are isomorphisms . 
We now present a refinement of Fuller's theorem [F , theorem 2.6] due to 
Azumaya [A , 1978] . And part (a)(6) and part (b) of Theorem 2.2.2 
are contained in Azumaya's theorem . Actually Azumaya found out some 
characterizations for a bimodule A^R which induces an equivalence between 
Mod-A and Gen{PR). 
Let APR be a bimodule . Denote Tp = (— (8u P) , Hp = HomR(P,-) 
and the associated natural morphisms a : Iduod-A — HpTp and p : TpHp — 
Iduod-R as usual . First we give some remarks and definitions . 
2.2.3 For a i^-module M , HomR[P, M) is canonically isomorphic to HomR[P, tp{M)) 
and since p(tp{M)) is always epic and p(M) is monic if and only if p{tp{M)) 
is monic , we have p{tp{M)) is an isomorphism if and only if p(M) is monic 
Note also that M G Gen{PR) if and only if M = tp{M) . So pM is an 
isomorphism for every M G Gen{PR) if and only if pM is an monomorphism 
for every M e Mod-R . 
Definition 2.2.4 
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(1) We call AP a weak generator if N ^A P 二 • implies N = 0 for any 
N e Mod-A . 
(2) Ppi is called ^-quasi-projective if Honift{P, - ) preserves the exactness 
of P\p — Mfi 一 0 for every set I and M G Mod-R.. 
(3) PR is called semi-Y.-quasi-projective ifHomn[P, —) preserves the exact-
ness of 
Pji') - P(fP "> Mn - 0 
for sets J，I and M G Mod-R . 
If an epimorphism ？⑴ ^ M — 0 is given ’ here I is a set , and let 
Ai : PR — P\P be the canonical injection , i G / . Then for h o A, : Pn — M/? 
，we denote h o A^  二 hi G HorriR[P, M)A and write h = (~)ie/ where 
" ( ( P i ) ) " = ^ , 5 > i f e )， f o r (p,) G Pj|^  . 
i£l 
T h e o r e m 2.2.5 [Azumaya , 1978] The following statements are equivalent 
for a bimodule ^P^ : 
(1) a{N) is an isomorphism for every N G Mod-A and Gen{Pn) is closed 
under taking submodules，i.e. Gen{PR) = Gen(P/?). 
(2) a(N) is an isom.orphism for every N G Mod-A and p(M) is a monomor-
phism for every M G Mod-R i.e. Tp and Hp define an equivalence 
between Mod-A and Gen{PR). 
(3) 4户 is a weak generator and p{M) is a monomorphism for every M G 
Mod-R . 
(4) PR is finitely generated，quasi-projective and A = End{Pft) canonically 
and Gen{PR) = 5 ^ ( / ¾ ) . 
(5) Pfi is finitely generated , quasi-projective and generates each ofits sub-
modules (i.e. Pa is a quasi-progenerator ) and A = End{Ppi) canoni-
cally . 
Azumaya proved this theorem by a series of lemmas and propositions . 
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Lemma 2.2.6 [A , lemma 1 and proposition 5] Let APn be a bimodule and 
Pg、i MR ~^ 0 be exact and Xi : Pn — Pg、be the canonical injection , 
i G I . For h o \ : P^ ^ Mn , we denote h o A^ = hi G HomR[P, M)A and 
write h = (hi)i^j where 
h{{Pi))=^j:h,{p,) , for fe)eif) 
iei 
.Now assume that p{M) is a monomorphism then 
(a) HomR{P, M) 0^ P = (Eie/ hiA) 0^ P and 
(b) If AP is a weak generator , then HomR(P,M)A = Eieii^i^) ，that 
is , for each f e HomR(P, M) there exists {ai)i^i G 义⑴ such that 
f 二 Eie/("iai) and f{p) = h{{aip)iei) forpe P . 
Proof : 
Recall that HomR^APR, MR)A is a right A-modules canonically [AF , 4.4 . 
“ D，，Clear . 
“ C ” Let t G HorriR{P, M) (gu P and p{M){t) = x G M . 
Since h is epic , there exists {pi) e Pg�such that 
oc = h(pi) = J 2 H P i ) . 
iei 
But {hi 0 Pi) G HoniR{P, M) 0 ^ P for all i G I , so J2ieii^i ^ Pi) ^ 
HomR[P, M) 0A P and 
p{M){J2{hi^Pi)) = X > i f e ) = ^ 
iei 
. B y assumption , p{M) is monic , so t = E ( ^ ^ P i ) ^ HomR(P, M) 0A P . 
(b) Now let L = {HorriR{P, M ) / ( E hiA) and consider the exact sequence 
0 ^ Y.{hiA) ^ HomR{P, M) ^ L ^ 0 
iei 
where q 二 natural epimorphism and j = inclusion map . Applying (— 0 ^ P) 
,we get the exact sequence 
J2(h,A) ^A P ^ ¾ HorriR{P, M) ^A P ^ ^ L 0 ^ P 一 0 
i€l 
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but , by part (a)，j (g) Idp is an epimorphism and so L 0 ^ P 二 0 . Then , as 
j^ P is a weak generator by hypothesis , L = 0 and hence HorriR{P, M)A 二 
T.iei{hiA) . • 
Propos i t ion 2.2.7 [A , proposition 2] Let APR be a bimodule and AP be flat 
i.e. Tp = (— (gu P) is exact , and let p{M) be monic for all M G Mod-R . 
Then Gen{PR) is closed under suhmodules i.e. Gen{PR) = Gen[PR). 
Proof: 
Let L G Gen{PR) , so for some set I and A^，there is an epi Pg) ^ Nn 一 0 
and L < N . Now ^~^{L) < P f ) and (p : cp_、L) 一 L — 0 is epic and 
so , if (p-\L) e Gen{PR) which is closed under epimorphic image , we have 
L e Gen{PR). 
Therefore it suffices to show that for every K < Pg�, here I is a set , we 
have K G Gen{PR). 
Denote M 二 尸⑴ /K and we get the exact sequence 
0 — K ^ P g ) ^ M — 0 
- where h 二 ("a)ae/ , K G HoniR{P, M ) ] , is the natural epimorphism and 
inc 二 inclusion map . 
For the set I , consider the epimorphism 义⑴么（Eae/ hcA) — 0 defined 
by (K(^)o=e/) ^- E hatta where {aa)a&i ^ 乂⑴. 
Since A^ is a generator of Mod-A and for ker{^) < 乂⑴，we have the 
exact sequence 
A00 么 乂 ⑴ 么 ( ^ h^A) — 0 
aeI 
where Y is an set and 乂⑷么 Ker{4>) is epic . Applying the right exact 
functor ( - {gu P) = Tp , we get the exact sequence 
•00 0A P 1 ^ 义⑴ 0A P ^ ¾ {J2haA) ^A P 一 0 . 
For 0 ~> E KA ^ HoniR[P, M) ’ here j = inclusion map , since 力尸 is 
fiat i.e. (— 0A P) is exact and so 
0 — {J2�…^A P ^ ^ HoruR(P, M) ^A P 
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is a monomorphism . Indeed j (g) Idp is an isomorphism by lemma 2.2.6(a) 
because，by assumption , p{M) is monic and 
K 0 V = U � Idp){ha 0 p ) e HorriR{P, M) ®A P 
for every a G I and p G P . 
Note that M e Gen{PR) , so p{M) : HorriR{P, M) (8u P — M is an 
isomorphism and then f3 = p{M) o (j (g) Idp) : (E KA) ®A P ^ M is an 
isomorphism . 
And now we have the commutative diagram , 
A(n ^^ P d ^ 乂⑴ 0A P ^ ¾ (E h^A) ^A P ^ ^ ^ 0 
qi Q2 P 
� ‘ 4- � ’ 
p f ) ^ ^ 4 ' ) ^ ^ M ——^ 0 
where qi and q2 are the canonical isomorphisms 乂(巧 0A P = P f ) and 
乂⑴（gu P 兰 P^R respectively and here g ^= q2�(V^ % Idp) o gf^ so that 
the left hand side square is commutative . The right hand side square is 
commutative because 
/3o(00/dp)((acOo:e/(8)p) = 0o-{^{{aa)aei) ^P) 
= p { M ) 0 {j^Idp){{Ehaaa) ^p) 





for every {aa)aei ^ 义⑴ and p G P . 
From the diagram , since the upper row is exact , the lower row is also 
exact and then ker{h) 二 K = Im{g) G Gen[Pn) . • 
Lemma 2.2.8 [A , lemma 3] Let APn be a bimodule such that PR is quasi-
projective and A ^ End{PR) canonically . Then for every finitely generated 
right ideal L < A^ , the canonical map 
0 : LA 一 Homji(P, LP)A [x ^ [p ^ xp] 
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is an isomorphism . 
Proof: 
Define 小:L^ — HomR(P, LP)A by 0(x)(p) = xp for every x e L and p G P 
.Obviously 4> is an A-homomorphism and injective . 
Now let LA = ( Xi e L 丨 i 二 1,2,…，n )^ 二 E L i XiA . Then 
LP = f > P 
i=l 
and we define an epimorphism 
h ： J f ) - (LFU 
by h((pi, ...,Pn)) 二 TdXiPi . 
Let f e HomR{P, PL)A , since Pn is P^-projective , Pn is PR-projective 
AF , 16.12] and so there is a g G HorriR{P,户⑷）such that hg = f . 
P —^ P 
3 g f 
sp 小 
Pg - ^ LP ^ 0 
Write g 二 (5^i,...,50 for some gi G HorriR{P, P) • A and then g{p)= 
{gi{p), ...,pn(p)) for every p G P . For i = l , . . . ,n we write gi 二 A(ai) for 
some ai G A and 
f{p) = hg{p) 
=K{gi{p),...,gn{p))) 
二 J20Ci(diP) 
= ( E Xiai){p) 
二（^I>iai)(p) 
for every p G P . But Y^Xiai G L^ and so (/> is epic . It follows that ¢) is an 
A-isomorphism . • 
Lemma 2.2.9 [A , lemma 4] Let A^R be a bimodule and Pn be quasi-projective 
with A = End(PR) canonically . If p{K) is monomorphism for all K < Pn 
,then A_P is flat . 
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Proof : 
Recall that ] P is flat iff for every finitely generated right ideal L < A^ we 
have that /i : L (gu P — LP [1 (g) p ^ lp] monic [AF，19.17(c)]. 
Let L be a finitely generated right ideal of A . By lemma 2.2.8 , there 
is a A-isomorphism 0 : L^ — HorriR{P, LP)A defined by ^{x){p) = xp for 
every x G L and p G P . Applying ( - (gu P) , we get an isomorphism 
0 ③ Idp : LA 0A P — HorriR{P, LP)A ^A P 
. B y assumption , as {LP)R < PR，p{[LP)R) : HomR(P, LP)A ^A P 一 LP 
is a monomorphism . So 
p{{LP)R) o 沙(g) Idp) : LA 0A P — LP 
is also a monomorphism . Note that for every 1 G L and p e P , 
p{{LP)R)。（0 0 Idp){l^p) = p{{LP)R){^{l) 0p) 二 0(/)(p) 二 lp = M(Z^P) 
and hence /i is monic . • 
Corollary 2.2.10 [A , corollary 6] Let ^¾ be a himodule . IfA? k a weak 
generator and p [ p j p ) is injective for every set I , then the canonical map 
if ： Ag) — HomR(P, PW)A [{ai) ^ [p ^ {aip)]] 
is an isomorphism and in particular A = End{PR) canonically . 
Proof : 
Note that if ^P is a weak generator , then A^ is faithful as a A-module 
because for a G A and aP 二 0 , then aA (gu P 二 (1 ③乂 (aP)) = 0 and so 
aA = 0 . Therefore a = 0 . 
For any set I , define (p : A^) — HomR(P,P(i))A by (p((ai)iei)(p) 二 
{aip)iei for every {ai)ia G 乂⑴ and p G P . 
(f is injective because 乂户 is faithful . For if a G A and aP = 0 then a = 0 
Now consider pg、^ pg、where Id = identity map . By assumption , 
p ( j j P ) is monic and by lemma 2.2.6(b) ’ for each f G HorriR^P, i^^))，there 
exists (CLi)iei e A(,) sudi that f{p) 二 Id((^aiP)iei) for every p e P . Therefore 
f{v) = {oLiV)iei = ^{{cLi)ia){p) for p G P 
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and so (p is epic . • 
Corollary 2.2.11 [A , corollary 7] Let APR be a bimodule , AP be a weak 
generator and p{M) he a monomorphism for every M G Mod-R . Then Pn 
is Y^-quasi-projective i.e. PR is P^^-projective for every set I . 
Proof: 
Let A : A ~> End{PR) be the canonical ring homomorphism (A-scalar left 
multiplication) . For any set I , let h : Pg、~^ MR be an epimorphism and 
f ： Pji 4 MR , then by lemma 2.2.6(b) , there exists {ai) ia e 乂⑴ such that 
f{p) 二 h{{aip)iei) for p e P . Note that a^  + 0 for only finitely many i G I 
and so 
g ： P ^ P(i) b H {aip)ia 
is well defined and we have hg = f . 
P ^ ^ - P 
9 f 
小 小 
户⑴ _A_^ M— > 0 
Finally we have checked that Pn is J]-quasi-projective . • 
Proposition 2.2.12 [A , proposition 8] Let APn be a bimodule . Then the 
following conditions are equivalent : 
(a) PR is finitely generated , quasi-projective and A = End{PR) canonically 
(h) PR is Y1 -quasi-projective and for every set I , 




See also [S1 , theorem 3.1 . 
(b) =^ (a) Let {Ki | i e 1} be the family of all cyclic submodules of Pn and 
consider the epimorphism 
h : ^ K i ^ P n 
iei 
defined by h{{ki)i^i) = Eiei h for every {h)iei G ©^^/ ^ . By assumption , 
PR is Pf)-projective . Since ©^^/ ^ < P(iP , we have that PR is (©^^/ ^ 0 " 
projective [AF , 16.12(1)]. 
So for Idp = identity map : PR — Pn , there exists a g G HomR[P, 0^^/ Ki) 
such that hg 二 Idp . 
P " ^ P 
3 g Idp 
>|/- 小 
0ie/ K, - ^ P — ^ 0 
We can regard g as a homomorphism PR ^ Pg、( i.e. we compose g with 
the inclusion map 0^^/ Ki ^ P g � . ) 
Given that A ? = HomR(P, P(i))A canonocally , so there exists (ai)i^j e 
乂⑴ and for every p G P , g(p) = (aip)iei e Qi^j Ki . Then a^P < Ki for all 
i e I and since {ai)i^i e 乂⑴,there is a finite set F C I such that a^  二 0 
for every i ¢. F . Now for each p G P , 
V = % ( P ) ) = h{{aip)ia) = ^{ciip) 二 E ( — G Y^ Ki 
iei ieF ieF 
and thus /¾ = J2ieF ^i which is finitely generated . Also a J>Quasi-
projective module is clearly quasi-projective . 
(a) => (b) Since PR is quasi-projective and finitely generated , / ¾ is X> 
quasi-projective [AF , 16.12 . 
As Pn is finitely generated and A = End{PR) canonically , we have 
乂⑴兰 _ ( P R ) f ) = {HorriR{P,P)f^ = HorriR{P,P^'^) 
canonically . • 
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Proposition 2.2.13 [A , proposition 9] Let 4 ¾ be a bimodule , a and 
p be the associated natural morphisms of functors Tp 二 (一 <8u P) cind 
Hp = HorriR{P, - ) . If a{N) is an epimorphism for every N G Mod-A 
and Gen{PR) is closed under suhmodules . Then p{M) is a monomorphism 
for every M G Mod-R . 
Proof: 
For each N G Mod-A , by lemma 1.1.3(a) , p{Tp{N))oTp{a{N)) = IdTp{N) 
and then Tp{a{N)) is a monomorphism . By assumption，cr{N) is an epimor-
phism and Tp is a right exact functor , so we have Tp{a{N)) is epic whence 
isomorphic . It follows that p{Tp{N)) is an isomorphism i.e. p[MR) is an 
isomorphism whenever Mn = Tp{NA) for M G Mod-R and N G Mod-A . 
Let M e Gen{PR) we claim that p{M^) is an isomorphism . 
First we have an exact sequence 
0 4 K — P(jp ^ M 一 0 
for some set I . By assumption K G GenQPn) and so we have an epimorphism 
f ： pg) — K for some set J and we get the exact sequence 
pi^) 1^ p(^) ^ M ^ 0 . 
Applying Hp , we get the exact sequence 
i ^ p ( P y ^ )越 )H p { P ^ J ^ ) 二 Coker{Hp{f)) ^ 0 
and then applying Tp , we have the commutative diagram with exact rows 
TpHp(P^J)) ^ TpHp{P^l^) ^ Tp(Coker(HpU))) ~ ~ " ^ • 
P ( 0 p(PiP) 3 “ 
— ^ 、’ 
4^) ^ U 4 ' ) ~ ^ M ——.0 
where j f ) 兰 2>(](刀）and 4 ' ) = ^(乂⑴），so p ( i f ) ) and p ( i f ) ) are 
isomorphisms . Note that 





and then there exists h : Tp{Coker{Hp{g))) — M such that the right 
hand side square is commutative [AF , 3.6(1)] . Consequently h is bijec-
tive and Tp{Coker{Hp{g))) = M . So p{M) is an isomorphism for every 
M e Gen{PR) . That is we have proved that p{M) is a monomorphism for 
every M G Mod-R . See also remarks 2.2.3 . • 
L e m m a 2.2.14 If PR is a quasiprojective module and a selfgenerator then 
Gen{PR) = G^iPn). 
Proof : 
See also [F , lemma 2.2] and [S1，lemma 3.2]. 
Again it suffices to prove that for every K < Pg、, where I is a set , we have 
K G Gen{PR) . If PR generates each cyclic submodule zR < K , then Pn 
generates K also . � 
Furthermore we can assume K is a cyclic i^-module i.e. K = zR < P^ 
and I is a finite set . So now it will be sufficient (by induction) to prove that 
all submodules of P^ , n > 1 , are generated by Pn . 
However , this amounts to showing that if Pu is Mrprojective for i 二 
1,2 and PR generates all submodules of Mi and M2 then PR generates all 
submodules of Mi 0 M2 . 
Now let K < Ml © M2 and define N = K n M2 < M2 and we have 
N e Gen{PR) by assumption . Consider the natural epimorphism /i : K + 
M2 — {K + M2)/{N + M2) and note that ^ k • K — {K + M2)/{N + M2) 
is epic also and Xer(/i|x) = N . So we get 
K / N ^ { K + M2)/{N + M2) < (Ml + M2)/{N + M2) - M i / ( M i n {N + M2)) 
and then by assumption , K/N e Gen(Pji) . And we have two epimorphisms 
f ： P、J) — N 一 0 and h :尸⑴—K/N — 0 for some sets J and I • 
Now we consider the exact sequence 
0 一 N ^ K 二 K|N 一 0 
By assumption , Pn is (Mi 0 M2)-pr0jective • Since K < M i 0 M s , Pn is 
K-projective [AF , 16.12] and we get an epimorphism 
HomR{P, K) ^ HorriR{P, K / N ) ^ 0 
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where 7r*(v?) = vr o ^  for ip G HorriR{P, K) . Let \ : P 一 户⑴ be the natural 
injection for every i G I . Since 7r* is epic , for h o A^  : P 一 K/N , there 
exists ipi e Homji[P, K) such that ir^i 二 h\ , for all i G I . 
尸⑴ _A_^ K/N 
个 个 
Ai 7T 
P ^ ^ K 
Denote g 二 © � e / 灼：户⑴—K [AF , 6.6] and we have 
7T�g = 7 r ( 0 (fi) = 0(7T(/^i) = 0 ( / iA i ) = h . 
iei iei iei 
Claim K = N + Im[g) : if x G K , since h is epic , 7r{x) = h(z) = 7rg(z) for 
some z G P^ . That is {x - g{z)) G Ker{ii) 二 N . 
Now N e Gen[Pn) and Im{g) G Gen{PR) so K e Gen{PR) . • 
2.2.15 Proof of Theorem 2.2.5 [A , theorem 10 , 1978: 
(1) =^ (2) By proposition 2.2.13 . 
(2) =^ (3) If for some N G Mod-A，N (gu P 二 0 and then since a{N): 
N = HomR[P, N � P) 二 0 we have N 二 0 . It follows that ] P is a weak 
generator . 
(3) =4> (4) Suppose that ^P is a weak generator and p{M) is a monomorphism 
for each M G Mod-R . 
By corollarv 2.2.11 , Pn is X>quasi-projective and by corollary 2.2.10 , for 
every set I , Ay = HomR[P,尸⑴)^ canonically . Then by proposition 2.2.12 
,PR is finitely generated , quasi-projective and A = End{PR) canonically . 
Then by lemma 2.2.9 , A? is flat，further by proposition 2.2.7 , Gen[Pn)= 
Gen{PR) and now we have the condition (4) . 
(4) =^ (1) By proposition 2.2.12 , we have Pu is X)-quasi-projective , hence 
semi- 2-quasi-projective , and A $ = HorriR^P, i^ (^ ))A canonically . Now we 
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need to prove that a{N) is an isomorphism for each N G Mod-A . 
Now for any set S , 
(j) ： Af=HorriR{P,户(〜[MieS ^ [P ^  Mies]] 
and 
I e :义⑶(g>A 卩钟⑶[{{ai)i^s) 0 P ^ {aip)ieA ] 
,so we get an isomorphism 
c' ： HorriR{P, P^) ^ HomniP,义⑶ 0^ P) 
defined by C H / ) 二 广丄。f for every / G HorriR{P,P^^^) and note that 
cr(A(* )^) = f7i 0 伞,SO a ( A ^ ) is an isomorphism for every set S . 
For N e Mod-A , consider the exact sequence 
A ( � — 乂⑴ — N A — 0 
and applying (— 0 ^ P) , we get the commutative diagram with exact rows 
A(^ 0^ P ^ 义⑴(gu p -~~> NA 0A p ^ 0 
c ^ 兰 二 
S ^ N ^ 、•^ 
pj/^ “ ^ > P(J、 ~"^> NA ^A P ——> 0 
. T h e n applying Hp 二 HomR(P, —) and note that /¾ is semi-E_quasi-
projective ’ we get the commutative diagram with exact rows 
Hp{A^'^ ^A P)——> Hp(A(i) (8u P)——> Hp(^NA (8u P)——^ 0 
rsJ ^ = 
、- 4- 、-
丑 户 ( 4 乃 ） — — ^ Hp{P^^^)——> Hp{NA ^A P ) — — > 0 
Finally we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows 
A(J) ——> 义⑴ ——> NA ——> 0 
^ a-(A(^ )) ^ a(A“)） <r{NA) 
、， ^^  4-
Hp{A^'^ 0A P)——^ Hp{A^'^ ^A P)——^ Hp{NA ^A P)——> 0 
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where cr{A^^ )^ and a{A^^ )^ are isomorphisms and hence a(7VA) is an isomor-
phism . 
(4) =^ (5) Clear . 
(5) =^ (4) By lemma 2.2.14 . • 
We end this section by giving examples of quasi-progenerators which 
are not progenerators and so Fuller's result is an effective generalization of 
Morita's theorem . 
Example 2.2.16 [MO , Remark 5.8] Let R be a right primitive ring but 
NOT right artinian [AF , 14.6(2)] . So we get a faithful simple right R-
module Pn . Let A = End^Pn)，then 
(i) /¾ is a quasi-progenerator i.e. ^ ¾ induces an equivalence between Mod-
A and Gen{PR) but 
(ii) now Gen{PR) is the category of all semisimple modules of the form p j P 
.Thus , if R is not right artinian then Gen{PR) ^ Mod-R and so Pn is not 
a progenerator . 
2.3 The Equivalence M o d - A 〜 I m { T p ) 
Let APR be a bimodule , Tp = ( - (gu P) and Hp = HomR(PR, - ) with 
the associated natural morphisms a and p . One of the main techniques in 
studying the category equivalence 
Tp 
CA ^ Gn 
Hp 
is that first we suppose that Tp and Hp define an equivalence as above and 
then try to find out some characterizations of the bimodule ^ ¾ . In this 
way ’ Sato ([S1 , 1978] and [S2 , 1979]) obtained some useful results for the 
equivalences : Mod-A 〜Im{Tp) and Im{Hp)�/m(T_p). 
T h e o r e m 2.3.1 [S1，theorem 2.1 ] Let ^¾ be a bimodule , Tp = (— 0^ P) 
and Hp 二 HomR{PR, —) with the associated natural morphisms a and p . 
Then the following statements are equivalent : 
(1) a : Iduod-A ^ HpTp is a natural isomorphism . 
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(2) Tp and Hp induce an equivalence between Mod-A and Im{Tp). 
(3) Tp and Hp induce an equivalence between Mod-A and Pres{PR). 
(4) PR is semi-Yl-quasi-projective , A = End{PR) canonically and for every 
set I , the canonical map 
0 ： HorriR{PR, P R f ) — HomniPR, PjP) l(fi)iei H [p H (fi(p))iei]] 
is an isomorphism . 
Proof : 
(1) =4> (2) For every N G Mod-A , a{N) is an isomorphism and so Tp{a{N)) 
is an isomorphism too . But p{Tp{N)) o Ti^(tJ(AO) = ^drp{N) , so piTp{N)) 
is an isomorphism for every N G Mod-A i.e. p{M) is an isomorphism for all 
M e Im{Tp) and hence p : TpHp ^ Idim{Tp) is a natural isomorphism . 
(2) =^ (3) Since Im{Tp) C Pres^Pn)，it suffices to prove that Pres{PR) C 
Im{Tp) . Let M G Pres{PR) and then we have an exact sequence 
攻 )丄 P ^ R 上 M R 一 0 
for some sets J and I . 
An argument similar to that in the proof of proposition 2.2.13 gives us a 
a commutative diagram with exact rows 
TpHp{P^^^) ^ ^ ^ T p H p { P ^ i ^ ) 巡 Tp{Coker{Hp{f))) ^ . 0 
p(P")) /^户⑴） 3 h 
、一 N ^ “ 
4 乃 丄 i f ) - ^ MR ：~~~^ 0 
and from this diagram , it follows that h is an isomorphism and hence 
M ^ Tp{Coker{Hp{f))) G Im{Tp). 
(3) =^ (4) Note that , by [AF，20.1(2)] ’ we have the isomorphism 
/x : A (8u P = P [a 0 P ^ ap. 
、j 
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and since 
A • End(AA)运 End{Tp{A)R) ^ End{PR) 
,so we have the isomorphism 
A : A^End{PR) 
defined by A(a) =^ /i o (A(a) (g) Idp) o /i_i for every a G A and 
A{a){p) = f i o ( X [ a ) ^ I d p ) o f j r \ p ) 
=/z(A(a)0/c^p)(l(g)p) 
二 /i(a ③ p) 二 ap 
� for every p G P , so A just is the canonical ring homomorphism : A ~^ 
； End{Pn) . Hence A = End{PR) canonically . ； 
Also 
(A^))-i 




where (p :义⑴（gu P ^ 户⑴ is defined by ip{[ai)ia � p) = {aiV)iei for every 
{ai)ia G 乂⑴ and p G P and (^ * : HorriR{PR,义⑴(g)A P) — HomR^Pn, P f ) ) 
is defined by (^*(/) = ^ � f for every / G HorriR^PR, 乂 ⑴ � ] P ) . 
Now we check that 
W o <A(J) o (A(n)-i = ^ : HorriR{PR, P^)(') 一 Homn{PR, P^')) 
and so the canonical map is an isomorphism . 
For every (hi)iei G End[PR)� i� , there is a unique {ai)i^i G 义⑴ sudi that 
A{ai) 二 hi for all i G I . And for every p G P , 
b*。^(义⑴ o (A(i))-i(("OiG/)KP)=(外。J(A(i))((a^/))W 
= ^ { { a i ) i e i ^ p ) 
二（aiP)ie/ 
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i.e. the composition map is canonical . 
Finally we need to prove that Pn is semi-J>quasi-projective . 
Let P〔J、"^ 尸⑴ ~^ LR ^ 0 be an exact sequence with Ln G Mod-R • 
As in the proof of proposition 2.2.13 , first apply Hp and we get the exact 
sequence 
Hp{P^^^)型)i^4')) 二 Coker{Hp{f)) ^ 0 
.Then applying Tp we have the commutative diagram with exact rows 
TpHp{P^'^) ^ ^ ¾ TpHp{P^^^) ^ Tp{Coker{Hp{f))) ~~~^ 0 
P(P(^)) P(i^(”） 3 h 
、一 山 ^' 
J=j/) 丄 i f ) 丄 LR ~ - 0 
.Clearly 户⑷ and 尸⑴ G Pres{PR) , so by assumption ,"(户⑷)and "(户⑴) 
are isomorphisms . Note that ^ 
Ker{T{7r)) = Im{TH{f)) = /m((p(i^W))-i。f。乂户⑷)） 
= ( p ( P W ) ) - i ( / m ( / ) ) 
二（pOPW))-i(i^er^) 
二 i^er("op(pW) 
and then there exists a h : Tp{Coker{Hp{f))) — L such that the right hand 
side square is commutative and consequently h is an isomorphism . 
h 
Now let NA = Coker{Hp{f)) • Then Tp(N) ^ L and , by condition 
(3) , cfN is an isomorphism . Since Hp{h) : HpTp{N) ^ Hp{L) and so 
Hp{h) o a{N) : N = Hp{L) . As Hp is an additive functor , it preserves 
commutative diagram and isomorphisms and then we have the commutative 
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diagram with exact rows 
H p ^ ) ) - ¾ MPiP) ~ ^ Coker{Hp{f)) - N 
epic 
H^(P^ )^) ^H(p(^h = 印 
HpTpHp[P^J)) ^ ^ FpTpi7p ( i f ) ) ^ H,Tp{N) 
H(p(p(/)ri ^(pCff))) = 糊 
H,{Pk'') ^ 办 ( 嫂 ) ） — 糊 
. H e r e , since (7丑(户(乃）,^ H{p^ ^^ ) and (^ N are isomorphisms and ir is epic , 
we get that HpTp{7r) is epic . But then Hp{g) is epic because Hp{p{P^^)) 
Hp{p{P^^)) and Hp{h) are isomorphisms . Hence 
H p ( F j P ) 型 i M i f ) ) ^ 糊 一 0 
is exact i.e. Hp preserves the exactness of P ^ ^ 尸⑴ ~^ Ln — 0 . 
(4) =^ (1) By hypothesis (4) , P^ is semi-E-quasi-projective and 义⑴ = 
HorriR{P,户⑴)canonically . We need to show that a : IdMod-A — HpTp is a 
natural isomorphism . But it follows from the same proof as that of [theorem 
2.2.5 ( 4 ) � ( 1 ) ] . • 
2.4 The Equivalence Im{Hp)�/m(Tp) 
Let A^R be a bimodule , Tp = (— (8u P) and Hp = HomR(PR, - ) ’ clearly 
Im{Hp) and Im{Tp) are the smallest subcategories between which Tp and 
Hp may induce an equivalence i.e. if we have an equivalence 
Tp:CA^QR:Hp 
then CA = Im{Hp) and Qn = Im{Tp). 
Theorem 2.4.1 [S2 , theorem 1.3 , 1979] Let APn be a bimodule , Tp = 
(—0^ p) and Hp = HorriR{PR, —) with the associated natural morphisms a 





(1) Tp : Im{Hp) ~> Im{Tp) and Hp : Im{Tp) ^ Im{Hp) are inverse 
category equivalences . 
(2) Tp : Copres{KA) — P r e s ( i ^ ) and Hp : Pres^Pn) — Copres{KA) are 
inverse category equivalences . Here KA = HorriR{PR, Qpi)A , Qn ^s an 
injective cogenerator in Mod-R . 
(3) p{Tp{-)) : TpHpTp — Tp and a{Hp{-)) : HpTpHp — Hp are natural 
isomorphisms . 
(4) p{Tp{-)) : TpHpTp "^ Tp is a natural isomorphism . 
(5) a{Hp{-)) : Hp — HpTpHp is a natural isomorphism . 
(6) Coker(aN) ^A P = 0 for every NA e Mod-A . 
(7) HorriR{P, Ker(pM)) = 0 for every Mn G Mod-R . 
(8) The functor TpHp : Mod-R ^ Im{Tp) is a right adjoint functor of 
the inclusion functor J : Im{Tp) ^ Mod-R with adjoint isomorphism 
HorriR{-,p{-)). 
Proof : 
For brevity , sometimes we may write T 二 Tp and H = Hp . 
(2) =^ (1) Pres{PR) 2 Im{Tp) and Copres{KA) 5 Im{Hp) in general . 
(1) =^ (2) Now p : TpHp — Idim{Tp) and a : Idim{Hp) — HpTp are 
natural isomorphisms . We need to show that Pres(Pff) C Im{Tp) and 
Copres{KA) ^ Im{Hp). 
For Pres(PR) C Im{Tp) , see the proof of [theorem 2.3.1 (2) =4> (3):. 
Let NA G Copres[KA) and so there is an exact sequence 
0 4 NA 一 Ki ^ Kl 
where X and Y are sets . Applying Tp 二 ( - (8u P) we get an exact sequence 
0 一 Ker{g 0 I d p ) 丄 K^ ^A P ' 数 K^ ^A P 
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where i = inclusion map . Since K^ 二 (HomR(P,Q)x ^ HorriR{P, Q^) G 
Im{Hp) and similarly K\ G Im{Hp) . Then by applying Hp，we get a 
commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 ~ ~ ^ > Hp{Ker{g^Idp)) ^ Hp{K^ ^AP) • ' " ) ) Hp{K^ ^A P) 
八 ^ 八. 
h = = 
0 ~ ~ > NA ^ ^ ^ K^ ~ ^ K l 
and hence , by 5-lemma , NA = Hp{Ker{g 0 Idp)) e Im{Hp). 
(1) <^ (3) By proposition 1.1.5 , (1) means that p : TpHp — Idjm{Tp) and 
a : Idjm{Hp) — HpTp are natural isomorphisms . But p : TH — Idim{T) 
natural isomorphism iff p (T( - ) ) : THT — T natural isomprphism and 
a : HT 4 Idim{H) natural isomorphism iff (j{H{-)) : HTH ^ H natu-
ral isomprphism . Note also that p{Tp{-)) : TpHpTp — Tp and a{Hp{-)): 
Hp — HpTpHp are natural morphisms . 
(4) 4=^  (6) Since p{T{N)) o T—) = I d _ for all N e Mod-A . 
T{N) 
T{aN) 
THT{N) ^^¾ T{N) 
. S o p{T{N)) is always epic and 
THT{N) = Ker{p{T{N)))^Im{T{aN)). 
Since Tp is a right exact functor , it preserves cokerals . And then 
Ker{p{T{N))) = THT{N)|Im{T{aM)) 
=Coker{T{aN)) 
^ T{Coker[aN)) 
.Thus , p{T{N)) is monic if and only if 
Ker{p{T[N))) ^ T{Coker{aN)) 二 Coker(aN) ^A Pn = 0 . 
35 
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：？ 
•‘ (5) <^ (7) H{pM) o a ( i 7 ( M ) ) = IdH{M) for every M G Mod-R . So a{H{M)) 
is always monic and 
: HTH{M) = Ker{H{pM)) 0 Im{a{H{M))). 
..1 
I Because H is a left exact sequence , it preserves kernels and 
I 
I 
Coker{a[H{M))) = HTH{M)/Im{a{H{M))) ‘ 
=Ker{H{pM)) 
=H{Ker{pM)) 
.Thus , a{H{M)) is epic if and only if 
1 0 = Coker{a{H{M))) = H{Ker{pM)) 二 HomR(P, Ker{pM)). 
•j 
j (3) =^ (4) and (3) =^ (5) are clear . 
\� (5) ::=^  (3) Note that (5) <=> (7) . Now It suffices to prove that p(T(AT)) 
is monic for each N G Mod-A . Since 
Ker{p{T{N))) = T{Coker{aN)) e Im{Tp) C Gen(Pn) 
,so the natural homomorphism 
HomniP, Ker{p{T{N)))) 0^ P — Ker{p{T{N))) 
is epic . But , by condition (7) , HomR{P,Ker{p{T{N)))) = 0 . Hence 
Ker{p{T{N))) = 0 . 
(4) => (3) Note that (4) <^ (6) . Now It suffices to prove that a{H{M)) is 
epic for every M G Mod-R i.e. we need to show that Coker[a{H{M))) = 0 . 
\ Since H{Ker{pu)) = Coker{a{H{M))) and by condition (6) , 
i Tp{H{Ker{pM))) = Tp(Coker(a(H[M)))) = 0 
i 
i 
j i.e. HomR[P, Ker{pM))^AP = 0 and this implies that HomR[P, Ker[pu))= 
j 0 because [ / 0 p ^ f { p ) = 0] for every f G HomR(P, Ker{pM)) and every 
j p e P . But then 
•j . 
•j 
j 0 = HomR[P, Ker{pM)) = Coker{a{H{M))) 
\ 36 
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(1) => (8) Now we have T : Im{H) — Im{T) is full and faithful i.e. 
T : HorriA{N1,N2) — HorriR{TN1,TN2) 
is a Z-isomorphism for Ni , N2 G Mod-A . 
We need to prove that (J, TH) is an adjoint pair with respect to categories 
Im{T) and Mod-R with adjoint isomorphism HorriR{-,p{-)). 
Let K G Im{T) and M G Mod-R , then 
HorriR{K, TH{M)) '^ HorriR{TH{K),TH{M)) 
^^ HorriA{H{K),H{M)) 
墓 HomR{TH{K),M) 
(Px)* , � 
^ HorriR{K, M) 
=HomR(J(K),M) 
where p^ = HorriR{pK,TH{M)) and ( p f ) * = HomR[p]^^M) . Let (pM)* = 
HorriR{K,p{M)) . We want 
(pf)*。^。r—i。PK = HomE{K, p{M)) 
but this is equivalent to 
( p � * o $ = ( ~ ) * o ( p l ) - l o T . 
Note that both sides are maps : HorriA{HK, HM) — HomR(K,M) and 
clearly (p^^)_i = (p&i)* . Now let h G HomA(HK, HM), 
LHS 二（ ( P 。 * o $ ) ( / 0 
二 m ° { p K ) 
RHS = ((PM)*o(p|^)-ioT)(") 
=( (pM)*o (p^^)*oT) ( / l ) 
=PM。T{h) 0 p f 
, so it suffices to check ¢(/1) = pM�T{h) : THK — M , let f G H{K) and 
p e P , 
(pMoT(h))if^p) = ij)Moh<S>Idp)[f^p) 
= P u W ) (g)p) 
二 KfM 






( 8 ) � ( 5 ) Since a{H{-)) is a natural morphism , it suffices to show that 
a{H{L)) : H{L) ~> HTH{L) is an isomorphism for every L G Mod-R . 
Clearly A (g>A P G /m(T) , by condition (8) , 
I 
I (p(L)), = Bomji(A0AP, p{L)) : HorriR{A^AP, TH{L)) ~> HomR(A0AP, L) 
is an isomorphism . Consider 






二 HomR[P, {HL) ^A P) 
where fji : A (gu P ^ P [a^P ^ 叩]and ^f = i7om^(/i, L) , v{h) = h{l) for 
every h e HorriA(A, HTHL) and 1 G A . Now we check that 
” o (歪)-1 o ( (p(L))*) - i�M* 二 <则):H{L) 4 HTH{L) 
i.e. for every f G H{L)，we want 
(^。(¢)-1。((pW)*)_i。AO(/) = ^{H{L)){f) : P — {HL) ^A P . 
Note that ((p(L))*)"^ 二（p(L)_i)* and then we have 
( t ; � ( $ ) - i � ( p ( L ) - i ) * � M * ) ( / ) = < $ - i ( p ( L ) - i ( / � / i ) 
= ( $ - i ( p ( Z ^ ) - i ( / � M ) ( l ) 
.Thus , for every p G P , 
( $ - i ( p ( L ) - i ( / o ^ ( p ) = P ( L ) - i ( / o M ( l 0 p ) 
二 p{L)-V{p)) 
= f ^ P 












！ *-modules and Tilting Modules ‘ 
j 
I 3.1 The Equivalence Cogen{KA)�Gen(Pn) 
j 
j Let A^R be a bimodule , Tp = ( - (8u P) and Hp = HomR(P, —) . Recall 
^ that if we choose a cogenerator Qn of Mod-R and let KA = HomR(P, Q) 
then we can define a category Cogen(J<A) . However it should be noted that 
proposition 1.1.4 (2) and (3) hold regardless of which cogenerator Qn 
we choose i.e. for any cogenerator Qn G Mod-R with K = HomR(P,Q), 
Im{Hp) C Copres{KA) and aN is monic iff N G Cogen{KA). 
Also by proposition 1.1.4 (3) and (4) we know that Cogen[KA) and 
Gen{PR) are the largest subcategories between which the pair of functor 
1 (Tp, Hp) may induce an equivalence i.e. if we have an equivalence 
Tp ： CA ^  GR ： Hp 
then CA Q Cogen{KA) and Qn C Gen[PR). 
Clearly if A 二 End(J"R) then A e Im{Hp) C Cogen{KA) . Moreover 
Cogen{KA) is closed under taking submodules ( and arbitrary direct products 
)and Gen{PR) is closed under taking epimorphic images and arbitrary direct 
sums . Menini and Orsatti [MO , 1989] studied the equivalences between such 
two categories and also obtained a representation theorem . 
T h e o r e m 3.1.1 [MO , theorem 3.1 ] Let A , R be rings , Qn an arbitrary 
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i 
: (i) CA Q Mod-A a full subcategory , closed under taking submodules and 
j such that A^ G C^ ； 
{ i i ) Qji C Mod-R a full subcategory , closed under taking epimorphic images 
‘ and arbitrary direct sums ； f. 
and a category equivalence 
.1 
T : CA ^ QR ： H j i 
j with T , H additive functors . Then there exists a bimodule ^^¾ , unique up 
1 to isomorphism , with the following properties : 
\ 
I ( 1) PR G QR , A = End{PR) cononically . 
1 
j (2) T = ( - (g)A P) cmd H = HorriR{P, —) naturally . 
i 
(3) Gn 二 Gen(P_R) and C^ = Cogen{KA) , where KA 二 HomR(^PR, Qn). 
1 Proof: 
I Note that now (T, H) is an adjoint pair with respect to categories CA and ^ 
.Also T and H are full and faithful . 
(1) Let P = T{A)R e Qn . Since A = A^A , so P has a canonical bimodule 
I structure ^^¾ defined by the composition of the ring homomorphisms 
i 
I A ^ ^ End{AA)三 End{T{A)R) = End{PR) 
.But T is full and faithful and hence A ^ End{PR} canonically . [AF , 20.3； 
(2) For every M G Gn , there are isomorphisms 
H{M) = HomA(A, H{M)) ^ HorriR{T{A), M) = HomR[P, M) 
which are natural in M G ^  . So H = HorriR^P,-). 
Define Tp = ( - (g^ P) , then Im{Tp) C Gen[Pn} C 0^ because 7¾ G GR 
which is closed under direct sums and quotient modules . Now we have that 
Tp ： CA — Gn and T are both left adjoints of H = Hp and hence，by the 
uniqueness of the left adjoint of H , T = ( - (gu P) = Tp . 
(3) Now Gn 二 / m ( r ) = Im{Tp) C Gen{PR) C ^ and so Gn = Gen{PR). 
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On the other hand , C^ 二 Im(H) = Im{Hp) C Cogen{KA) . Note that 
KA = HomniP, Q) 二 HomR(P, tp{Q)) 
and tp{Q) e Gen{PR)，so KA e CA . By assumption CA is closed under 
submodules . Now we claim that C^ is closed under taking arbitrary products 
so that Cogen[KA) Q CA . 
To prove this , let {Ni]iei be a family in C^ and hence there exists 
Mi e QR such that HorriR^P, Mi) 二 Hp(jVU) 二 Ni for every i G I . Since 
tp{Uiei^i) ^ Gen{PR) = Qn so HomR{P,tp{lliei^i)) ^ Irn{Hp) = CA • 
But 
HorriR{P, tp(H Mi)) = HomR(P, H 风 )）= 1 1 HorriR[P, M,) = ^ 风 
iei iei iei iei 
which is in C^ . 
Finally if there is some PR satisfying conditions (1) to (3) , then A = 
End{PR) = H{Pn) and so T(A) = T F ( i ^ ) = ^ i.e such a PR must be 
isomorphic to T{A) . • 
Def in i t i on 3.1.2 Let Pn be a module , A 二 End{PR)，Tp = ( -②力 P) and 
Hp 二 HomR[P,-) , If{Tp,Hp) induce an equivalence between Cogen(J<A) 
and Gen{PR) , where KA = HorriR{P, Qn) and Qn is a fixed , hut arbitrary 
,cogenerator in Mod-R , then we call Pn a ^-module . 
Clearly Cogen{KA)�Gen[PR) is a further generalization of the equiva-
lence studied by Fuller (see theorem 2.2.2) . In [MO] , Menini and Orsatti 
proved that every tilting module (see definition 3.4.1) is a *-module and 
pointed out that there are tilting modules which are not quasi-progenerators 
.Hence this generalization is not trivial . Moreover , naturally , they also 
posed a question on the characterizations of *-modules . We are going to 
solve these problems . 
Now we first give some useful characterizations of *-modules due to Colpi 




(1) Pn e Mod-R is selfsmall i f , for any set X , the canonical map 
T] : HorriR{P, P)W — HorriR{P, P(A) [{gx)xex ^ [p ^ {9x{p))xex]] 
is an isomorphism . 
Note that 77 is always monic . Let vr^  : P ( � —P be the x-th canonical 
projection , then PR is selfsmall iff for any g G HomR(P, P)(�，TT ^0 g • 0 
for only finitely many x G X . So every finitely generated module is selfsmall 
but not conversely . 
(2) Pn e Mod-R is w-Y^-quasi-projective iffor any PR-presentation ofMR 
{ex) : P f ) ^ 4 ” ^ Mn — 0 
and for any f G HorriR^P, M) , there exists a g e HomR(P, P^^) such 
that (f 0 g 二 f 
p f ) ~ ~ . p f ) 上 MR ~ ~ > 0 
个 个 
3 g f 
PR - ^ PR 
I.e. Fom^(P,pW) H-R(P'0) HomR(P,M) ts epic . 
However , HorriR^P, - ) may not preserve the exactness of (ex) and so this is 
a weaker notion of semi-E_quasi-projective module (see definition 2.2.4). 
Before we study the equivalence C o g e n { K A ) � G e n { P R ) , we consider 
the case C o g e n { K A ) � P r e s � P R ) first and the results are also due to Colpi 
C1 , 1990]. 
Proposition 3.1.4 [C1 , proposition 3.7] Let PR G Mod-R , A = End[PR) 
，QR be a cogenerator of Mod-R and let KA 二 HomR(P, Q) . Then the 
following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) Tp and Hp define an equivalence between Cogen{KA) and Pres{PR). 
(2) Every module of Cogen{KA) is reflexive i.e. o " (A^ is an isomorphism 
for every TV^ ^ Cogen{KA). 
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(3) For any N G Mod-A , a^ is an epimorphism . 
(4) Pn is selfsmall and HpTp preserves the epimorphisms of Mod-A . 
(5) PR is selfsmall and w-Y,-quasi-projective . 
(6) For any exact sequence in Mod-R : 
p W _ p f ) A M ^ - 0 
and if we write ^ = (Wy)"eY for ^y G HorriR^P, M)，we have 
HorriR{P,M)A = J2^y^ 
yeY 
Note that Cogen{KA)�Pres [PR) if and only if C o g e n { K A ) � / m ( 7 > ) by 
theorem 2.4.1 . 
Proof: 
(1) => (2) Clear by proposition 1.1.5 . 
(2) =4> (3) [MO , proposition 3.7] Let N G Mod-A and cr^ v ： N 一 HpTp{N) 
. S o 
N/Ker{aN) < HpTp{N) G Im{Hp) C Cogen{KA) 
and hence N/Ker{aN) is an object of Cogen{KA) and (JN/K—N) is an iso-
morphism by assumption (2). 
Next we prove that Tp{N/Ker{aN)) = Tp{N) . Consider the exact 
sequence 
0 — Ker{aN)么 N � N / K e r { a N ) — 0 
.Applying the right exact functor ( - (8u P) = Tp we have 
Ker—) 0A P ^ ^ N 0 ^ P ^ ¾ {N/Ker{a^)) 0A P — 0 
and Ker{7T % Idp) = Im{i 0 Idp) = {i ® Idp){Ker{aN) ^A P) 二 • because 
for any k G Ker{aN) and p G P , 





. S o Tp(7r) = 7T 0 Idp is an isomorphism i.e. Tp{N/Ker{aN)) = Tp{N) • 
Now we have the commutative diagram with exact rows 
N ~ ^ N/Ker{aN) ^ 0 
(TN ^{N/Ker(aj^)) 
4^ 小 
HpTp{N) HpTp(-\ HpTp{N/Ker{aN)) 
and hence , as HpTp{7r) and aN/Ker{aN) are isomorphisms , dN is epic . 
(3) =^ (1) For every N G Cogen{KA) , by assumption (3) , o> is an iso-
morphism . 
Now we have pw is an isomorphism for every W e Im{Tp) because if we 
write W = Tp{N) then pTp{N) o & ( o > ) 二 Idrp{N) and o> is an isomorphism 
! Therefore we have the equivalence C o g e n { K A ) � / m ( 7 > ) and hence the 
equivalence C o g e n { K A ) � P r e s ( i ^ ) by theorem 2.4.1 . 
(3) =^ (4) 
(i) A = HorriR{P, P) 二 Hp[Pji) e Im{Hp) C Cogen{KA) so 义⑷ G 
Cogen{KA) and by (3) => (1) , we have a ( ^ W ) : 义 ⑷ ^ HpTp{A^^^). 
Then 
o"(AW) 
{HomR{P, P ) ) W 二 A W 兰 HpTp{A^^^) 
二 HomR[P, yl(x) (g)A P) 
^ i f omi , (P ,pW) 
where 小:A(^) (gu P 一 卩⑷ is defined by ^{{a^)xex ^ p ) = M p ) ) x e x 
for {a:,)xex ^ ](幻 and p G P and 0* 二 HomE{P, ¢) . It is clear that the 
composition map 
I 么 o a ( A W ) : HomR(P,巧⑷=义乂）— Homn(P, P ^ ) 
•) 
1 
I ； is canonical and so Pn is selfsmall . 










N ~ ^ L ^ 0 
<JN ^L epic ？ 4^  4-
！ HpTp{N) ^ ^ ^ HpTp{L) 
,HpTp{f) is epic . 
I (4) =^ (5) We need to show that Pn is w-E-quasi-projective i.e. for any 
exact sequence 
p W ^ p f ) ^ M ^ - 0 
in Mod-R , Hp{^) is epic . 
Write i|j = (i^x)xex and ^ = {^y)yeY for 
， ¢, e HorMP,户⑵）• Homn{P^ 巧 ⑷ = 乂 ⑵ 
j where rj is the canonical isomorphism as Pn is selfsmall • So for every x G X 
； ’ there exists ¢/^  G HorriR{P, P)(^) = A(^) such that V^ 二 v{9x) . Define 
j KA =〈也 I X G X )A = ( V(g.) I X ^ ^ � A < HomR(P,P�Y�)A . 
Note that 
I 
！ ImW 二 Y^ /m(VO 二 E < " J ( P ) 二 KP < P ( ” 
j, xGX a:GX 
^ 
and then we have Im{f) = Ker{^) 二 KP and the commutative diagram 
with exact rows 
0 > KP ——> P ( ” - - ^ M ——^ 0 
个 个 八 
= = lp iso 
0 . KP ——^ pon - J ^ pO^)/KP ——^ 0 
where (p = Tpop for fjL 二 natural epimorphism and lp 二 canonical isomorphism 
by first isomorphism theorem [AF , 3.7 . 
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Let NA = � 9x I z e X )A < {HorriR{P, 7^)产） -乂⑷ and then r]{N) = K 
.Consider the exact sequence 
0 — N 丄 A ( Y ) �A 、 Y ” N — 0 
and applyiny Tp we get the commutative diagram with exact rows 
N^AP ^ ^ A(^) 0^ P ^ ¾ (A(^)/iV) 0A P ^ " ^ 0 
3 f 0 3 h 、, 山 、< 
0 . KF ——.p(^) - ^ P(^^/KP ——^ 0 
where 
0 ： W^ (g)A P =户⑵[{dy)yeY ^ V ^ {ayP)yeY. 
is the canonical isomorphism . 
We check that KP 2 Im{^。{i 0 Idp)) . Note that 
NA 二 � 如 I X G X )A < A ( ” 
, s o {ga^ <g> p I X G X and p e P} is a set of generators of N (8u P . Write 
9x = K ) y e y e N , then 
0 ( K W ^ P ) 二 Kp)yev = " ( K ) ) ( P ) = V{9x){p) e KP 
. M o r e o v e r , K e r ( 7 r 0 Idp) C Ker{fx 0 ¢) s ince Ker (v r 0 Idp) = Im{i 0 Idp) 
and _ 
jjL 0 ( ^ ( / m ( i (g) Idp)) C ^{KP) = 0 
.Therefore , by [AF , 3.6] , there are morphisms f and h which complete 
the commutative diagram and from this diagram , h is an isomorphism . 
Then /x = h 0 7r (g) Idp 0 ¢'^ and hence (p 二 Tp 0 h 0 7r (g) Idp 0 0—i . Finally 
we have Hp[^) = Hp{lp)。Hp(h) o Hp(ir 0 Idp)�^P(0_i) which is epic 
since Hp preserves isomorphisms and Hp{7r (g) Idp) 二 i7p7>(Tr) is epic by 
assumption (4) . 
(5) =^  (6) For any exact sequence in Mod-R , 
p f ) — piY) ^ MR — 0 . 
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Here we write ^ = {^y)y^Y for ^y G HorriR(P, M)A . We need to prove that 
HomR(P,M)A = EyeYy^yA. 
Let f e HorriR{P, M)A , by assumption (5) , there is a 
g e Homn{P,户⑷）• Hor^P,巧⑵ 二 A ( ” 
such that ^ o g = f and g 二 77((%)yeY) for some {ay)yeY e A ( � . N o w for 
every p G P we have 




,hence f = Eyey ^y^y ^ ^yeY ^y^ . 
( 6 ) � ( 3 ) Consider the exact sequence , 
p f ) A p f ) ^ p f ) — 0 
，write id = {id^)a^ex for id^ e HorriR(P, P(x)) and for every f G HorriR{P, P(々） 
,by assumption (6) , there exists a^ G A such that f{p) 二 (Exex id^a,,){p) for 
everyp G P . So f 二 i d ( ( a ^ e x ) andhence HomR(P, ？产）^ HorMP,户⑷） 
canonically i.e. PR is selfsmall . 
Now let N e Mod-A and 
^ x ) — A(Y) ^  N — 0 
be exact in Mod-A . Applying Tp and then we have the commutative diagram 
with exact rows 
A ( x ) � ] p ^ ^ > A(^) 0A P , Tp{N) ~~^> 0 
^ ^ 0 二 
�� 丄 、’ 
p{x) , p(y) - ^ Tp{N) ^ 0 
where h 二 7>((^)�¢-^ and we write h = (Jiy)yeY . Now we claim that Hp{h) 
is epic and hence HpTp{(p) is epic . To this end , let g G HorriR{P, Tp{N))= 
HpTp{N) , by assumption (6) , we have 
9 = Y1 hyCiy = h o 0 ay 
yeY yeY 
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for some ay G A and where ©^^y ay : P — P ( ^ [p ^ {cLyp)yev] • Note here 
that only finitely many ay + 0 . 
So Hp{h) is epic and hence HpTp{^) is epic . Finally we consider the 
commutative diagram with exact rows 
A(y) ^ ^ N ——^ 0 
^ o"x(Y) aN 
N , 小 
HpTp(A〔Y)) -^^¾ HpTp{N) — > 0 
where a(A(7)) is an isomorphism because PR is selfsmall and hence aN is 
epic . • 
Now we can give some characterizations of a *-module PR . 
Theorem 3.1.5 ([C1, theorem 4.1 , 1990] and [MO，1989]) Let Pn G 
Mod-R�A = End{PR) , Qn be a cogenerator of Mod-R and let KA 二 
HomR[P,Q) . Then the following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) PR is a *-module i.e. Tp and Hp define an equivalence between Cogen(KA) 
and Gen{PR). 
(2) For any N G Mod-A，cr^v is an epimorphism and for any M G Mod-R 
，pM is a monomorphism . 
(3) Gen{PR) 二 Pre<s(PR) , PR ^s selfsmall and w-Y.-quasi-projective . 
(4) For any M G Gen^Pn) and any exact sequence 
: (ex) : 0 — Ker{ip) — P f ) A M — 0 
and if we write ip = {^x)xex for 中工 G HomR[P, M)A , then the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent : 
(a) HorriR{P, M) = E^ex ^xA . 
(b) Ker{if) G Gen(PR) i.e. (ex) is ohtain from a P-presentation of 
M . 
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(5) PR is selfsmall and for any set X , if 0 — M A P(f、is an exact 
sequence then 
M e Gen{PR) ifand only ifExt]^{P, i) : Ext]^{P, M) — Ext]^{P, P^ ) 
is monic . 
Proof : 
(2) =4> (1) Now we have that for any N G Cogen{KA)，cr^ is an isomorphism 
and for any M G Gen{PR)，pM is an isomorphism . 
(1) =^ (2) By proposition 3.1.4 , because now Tp and Hp subordinate an 
equivalence between Cogen{KA) and Pres(PR) (C Gen{PR)) ’ aN is epic for 
any N G Mod-A . 
On the other hand , for M G Mod-R , note that tp{M) G Gen{PR) and 
Hp{M) = Hp{tp{M)) . We consider the commutative diagram 
tp{M) - ^ M 
个 个 
Ptp(M) ^ PM 
TpHp{tp{M)) - ^ ^ TpHp{M) 
,by condition (1) , ptp{M) is an isomorphism and so pM is monic . 
(1) => (3) Now Im{Tp) 二 Gen[PR) , so Pres{PR) 二 Gen{PR) and (3) 
follows from proposition 3.1.4 . 
(3) =^ (1) By proposition 3.1.4 . 
(3) =^ (5) Now suppose that an exact sequence 
⑷ ： 0 — M 4 P f ) � P f ) / M — 0 
is given . � 
(i) Let M e Gen{PR) and so we have an exact sequence P^ — M — 0 for 
some set I . We need to prove that Ext]^{P,i) is monic . First applying Hp 
to {se) , we get the long exact sequence [R , 5.2.28], 
0 — H A M ) ^ H A P ^ ) ^ i ^ p W / M ) 
A E x 4 ( P , M ) ^ ^ ^ x & ( P , P ^ ) 
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.But Hp{7r) is epic because Pn is w-E-quasi-projective , so 6 = 0 and hence 
Ker{Ext^ff^{P,i)) = 0 i.e. Ext]^{P,i) is monic . 
(ii) If 0 — M 丄 Pjp is exact and 
Ext^P. M) ^ ^ ^ Ext^{P, P ( x ) / M ) 
is monic , then 6 二 0 , so Hp{i^) is epic i.e. the sequence 
0 — Hp{M) ^ f M P W ) ^ Hp{P^^^/M) — 0 
is exact . Also note that i^(x)，i^(x)/M G Gen{PR) and because (3) implies 
(1) , p{i^(x)) and p{i^(x)/M) are isomorphisms . Now we get the commutative 
diagram with exact rows 
0 ~ - > M 丄 P f ) 二 P f ) / M ^ “ ^ 0 
个 个 一、 
PM P = P = 
TpHp[M) ~ ~ . T p / / p ( p W ) ^ ^ ^ T p H p 0 x y M ) ~~^> 0 
and by [AF , lemma 3.14] , pu is epic and hence M G Gen{PR). 
(5) =^ (4) For any M G Gen[PR) and any exact sequence 
( e x ) : 0 ^ Ker{^) ^ P f ^ ^ M ^ 0 
, w e write ip 二 ((^ oOo^ ex and applying Hp to (ex) , we get the long exact 
sequence 
0 — Hp{Ker{^)) — Hp(P(x)) ^ H _ 
^ ExtUP. K e r _ ^ ^ Ext^P.尸⑷） 
.Since , by condition (5) , PR is selfsmall . Let 
rj ： A(x) 二 HomR(P,巧⑷兰 HomR(P,尸⑷） 
be the canonical isomorphism . If Hp{{if^%ex) is epic and then for f G 
HorriR{P,M) , there exists a h G Hom[P,P、x、、guch that (c^J o h = f . 
Write h = T]{{a^)xex) and for every p e P , 




i.e. f e Exex ^xA and hence HomR(P, M) = E^ex ^x^ . So 
HorriR{P, M) = ^ if^A if and only if Hp{{ipx)xex) is epic . 
xex 
Now we have 
HorriR{P, M) = Ea^ex ^xA <^ i^p((^a:)^6x) epic 
W 6 = 0 
<=^ Ext]^{P, i) monic 
具 Ker{^) e Gen{PR) 
and condition (4) follows . 
( 4 ) 令 ( 3 ) By the implications (b) =^ (a) of condition (4) and (6) =^ (5) 
of proposition 3.1.4 , Pn is selfsmall and w-E_quasi-projective . 
We need to check that Gen{PR) C Pres[PR) . Let M e Gen(PR) and so 
M = 5^{ /m(x) I X G HomR(P, M) =^ X} 
.Now for every x G X = HorriR^P, M) , define (/½ : P — M by W ) = x{p) 
for p e P . And so there is an exact sequence 
0 — Ker{^)么 P f ) ^ M — 0 
,here we write cp 二 ((A )^a^ ex 二 ®a:ex % . Because for any x^ G HomR[P, M) 
,we have that if〜=Xo ： P — M and clearly x^ G E^ e^x ^xA i.e. condi-
tion (a) of (4) is satisfied and so Ker{ip) G Gen{PR) . Thus , we get a 
P-presentation for M , hence Gen(PR) C Pres{PR) . • 
Corollary 3.1.6 [C1 , corollary 4.2] Let Pn he a ^-module , then Hp = 
HorriR{P,-) is an exact functor in Gen{PR) , t.e. it preserves short exact 
sequences ofGen{PR). 
Proof • 
Let Ee Gen{PR) and J 二 HomR(P, E) . For every j G J = HoruR(P, E ) , 
we define i f j = j : P 一 E . Then we have an epimorphism 
VE = 0 ^j : P(J) 一 E 一 0 [{pj)jeJ H ^ ^jPj] 
jeJ j“ 
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and by condition (4) of theorem 3.1.5 , Ker{vE) G Gen{PR). 
Now let 0 — L A M A N ~> 0 be an exact sequence in Gen{PR) . We 
need to prove that Hp{n) is epic . 
Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows and columns 
0 0 
个 个 
0 ——.L - ^ M - ^ ^ N ——^0 
• S . 个 
M^ "N 
p{Hp{M)) ^ p{Hp{N)) 
3 h 
p{Y) 
Since Pn is w-E-Quasi-projective , so there exists h such that u^�h 二 vr o uu 
. A n d we have the commutative diagram with exact rows 
0 , K iK�p{Hp{M)) J^N^ N ^ 0 
{CD) 3 g • = 
s . 4- 、‘ 
0 > L - ^ M - ^ N ——、0 
where K = Ker{vN�"）= Ker{ix o • ) == " g ( f H O ) ) = ^u{L) and iK = 
inclusion map . The existence of g is now clear [AF , 3.6]. 
And then we apply Hp to {CD) and get the commutative diagram with 
exact rows 
Hp(P(Hp_) _ _ . HAN) ^ E x t m K ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ExtiR(P,P_、) 
Hp^M) ^ Hp{N) 二 Ext^{P^L) " ^ > Ext),{P^M) 




diagram w i t h exact rows 
( 0 ^ ~ > KerM ^ P(Hp_ _ ^ M ~ " ^ > 0 
个 个 
3 c|> i 
•i 
0 ^ ― . Ker{PL) ~ ^ ^ p、_、_^ L ^ ~ ^ 0 
since Ker [ i ^M) G Gen{PR) and Pn is w-E-quasi-prolective，there is a 0 such 
tha t " M o 4> = i o VL and 
VM[Irn{4>)^KeT[vM))="财。树尸(丑?(幻)） 
=ioUL[P(HP^)) 
= i { L ) 二 L 
. S o K 二 z/^^(L) 二 / m ( 0 ) + Ker[uM) G Gen[Pn) because Im[4>) and 
Ker{vM) are PR-generated . 
Final ly by condit ion (5) of theorem 3.1.5 , as 0 — K ^ 尸(丑尸(则）and 
K e Gen{PR) , Ext]^{P, i x ) is monic => 6 = 0 =^ 6' = 0 々 Hp{ir) is epic . 
So H p preserves exact sequences in Gen{PR) . • 
Here we may refomulate the equivalence of conditions (1) and (5) of the-
orem 3.1.5 as 
Proposition 3.1.7 [C1 , proposit ion 4.3] Let PR G Mod-R , A = End{Pn) 
.The following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) Pu is a ^-module . 
(2) Pji is selfsmall and for any exact sequence in Mod-R 
(ex) : 0 — L — M、N — 0 
where M G Gen{PR) . Then Hp{ex) is exact (i.e. Hp{ir) is epic) if 
and only i f L G Gen{PR). 
P r o o f : 
(2) =^ (1) We verify the condit ion (5) of theorem 3.1.5 • Let 
0 — L 丄 / ^ ⑷ A p W / L 一 0 
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I ！ >1 
e 
be exact and we have the long exact sequence 
0 — Hp{L) ^ Hp(P^) ^ i J p ( p W / L ) 
丨 l,ExtUP.L)^^^ExtUP.P^^^) 
. C l e a r l y P(/、G Gen{PR) and by condit ion (2) , L G Gen{PR) i f f Hp{ex) is 
exact i f f Hp [ i r ) is epic iff 
Ext'^{P, i) : Extl{P, L) — Ext\[P, P f ) ) 
is monic . 
(1) r ^ (2) I f L e Gen{PR) then Hp{ex) is exact by corollary 3.1.6 . 
Conversely i f Hp{ex) is exact then we have the commutative diagram 
w i t h exact rows 
0 > L ——^ M ——> N ~~~^ 0 
八 t '^  
PL PM ^ PN = 
TpHp{L)——^ TpHp{M)——> TpHp{N)——、0 
where since M ’ N e Gen{PR) and by assumption (1) , pM and pN are iso-
morphisms . F i n a l l y f rom the above diagram and by [AF , lemma 3.14] , pL 
is epic i.e. L G Gen{PR) . • 
We end this section by giving the following results which show the rela-
t ions between *-modules and quasi-progenerators or progenerators . 
Theorem 3.1.8 [C1 , theorem 4.7] Let PR be a ^-module , A = End{Pn) 
,Hp = HomniP, - ) , Tp = (— 0A P) and KA = Hor^P, Qn) for an 
'arhitrary cogenerator Qn G Mod-R , so we have Cogen{KA)〜Gen{PR). 
Then 
(a) the following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) PR is a selfgenerator . 
(2) PR is quasi-projective . 
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(3) Gen{PR) is closed under submodules i.e. Gen{PR) = Gen[PR) 
and we have the equivalence 
T p 
Cogen{KA) ^ ^ ( ¾ ) . 
Hp 
(4) PR is a quasi-progenerator i.e. Mod-R 〜Gen(P_R). 
(b) the following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) Pji is a generator . 
(2) PR is a progenerator . 
Proof : 
Part (a) 
(1) => (2) For any exact sequence 
(exl ) : 0 — K — P — M — 0 
i n Mod-R . By condit ion (1) , K G Gen{PR) and then by proposit ion 3.1.7(2) 
,Hp{exl) is exact . Thus PR is quasi-projective . 
(2) 4 (1) Let K < PR and consider the exact sequence 
{ex2) : 0 — K 丄 P ^ P/K — 0 
, b y condi t ion (2) ’ we get Hp{ex2) is exact and so by proposit ion 3.1.7(2) , 
k G Gen{PR). 
(1) + (2) => (3) Clear by lemma 2.2.14 or one may observe that now P 
is P^-project ive for n > 1 . 
(3)力(4) Now Gen{PR) 二 " ^ ( ¾ ) and we need to show that C o g e n { K A ) = 
Mod-A . 
To see this , let N G Mod-A and then we get an exact sequence 
^ x ) 一 ^(^) — N — 0 
in Mod-A . App ly ing Tp , we have an exact sequence 
pW — P ( ” 一 Tp{N) — 0 
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I 
. B y corol lary 3.1.6 , the functor H p is exact in Gen[PR) = Gen{PR) • Then 
we have the commutat ive diagram w i t h exact rows 
A ( x ) — — > A ( ” ——> N ——> 0 
: %(x) ^ ^ <^^ (y) ^N 
N^ st ' 小 
Hp(P(x))——> Hp(P(Y))——> Hp{Tp{N))——> 0 
where cr^(x) and a^(v) are isomorphisms because A = HomR[P, P) G Im{Hp) C 
Cogen[KA) . Now f rom the diagram , we obtain that aN is an isomorphism 
for N G Mod-A . Therefore , the equivalence is actually between Mod-A and 
Gen{PR) 二 Gen[PR) and so Pn is a quasi-progenerator by theorem 2.2.5 . 
(4) =^ (1) Clear . 
par t (b) 
(1) =4> (2) By part (a) , Pn is a quasi-progenerator i.e. we have Mod-
A 〜 G e n [ P R ) • A n d now Gen{PR) = Mod-R , thus , the equivalence is 
actual ly between Mod-A and Mod-R . Hence PR is a progenerator • 
(2) =^ (1) Clear . • 
3.2 Torsion Theories and *-modules 
Let PR be a *-module , A 二 End{PR) and K ^ 二 衬隱尺(^^, Qn) for a cogen-
erator QR of Mod-R . Then by corollary 3.1.6 , 
Hp 二 HomR(P, - ) ： Gen{PR) — Im{Hp) 
is an exact functor . I n fact , 
Tp = (— (8U P) : Cogen{KA) — Im{Tp) 
is also an exact functor . Before we prove this , we first give the fol lowing 
useful result : 
Proposition 3.2.1 [CM , proposit ion 1.1] Let APn be a bimodule，Tp = 
(—0^ p)，Hp = HomR[P, - ) with associated natural morphisms a and p 
Let^g^ C Mod-R be a full subcategory closed under taking factor modules 
'(or submodules ) . If PM 仏腿 isomorphism for every M G ^ then Tp 
preserves short exact sequences of modules in i^p(0i?). 
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Proof : 
Let 0 — L 丄 K — N — 0 be an exact sequence such that L , K and 
N G Hp{QR) . App ly ing Tp , we get the exact sequence 
Tp{L) ^ ^ Tp{K) — Tp{N) — 0 
in Gn because pu : TpHp{M) ^ M for every M G Gn： . We decompose 
Tp{f) : Tp{L) ^ Im{Tp{f))、Tp{K) such that Tp{f) = hg w i t h g epic 
and h monic . Then 
0 — Im{Tp{f)) ^ Tp{K) — Tp{N) — 0 
is exact i n 0丑 , h e r e Im{Tp{f)) G Gn because fo is closed under factor 
modules ( or submodules ) . As H p is left exact , we obtain the commutat ive 
diagram w i t h exact rows in Hp {QR) : 
0 . L - ^ K ——> N ——> 0 
Hp{g)oaL aK ^N 
^ ^ 4^  、^ 
0 ^ ^ ^ Hp{Im{Tp{f))) " ~ ^ HpTp{K) ^~^ HpTp{N) 
where aL , cfK and a ^ are isomorphisms because 
Hp{pu) 0 (^Hp{M) = IdHp{M) 
for every M G Gn and f rom the diagram Hp{g)。aL is an isomorphism ’ 
hence Hp{g) is an isomorphism . Now consider the commutative diagram 
Tp (L ) - ^ I m { T p U ) ) 
个 
PTp{L) Plm{Tp(f)) 
TpHpTp{L) ^ ^ ¾ TpHp{Im{TpU))) 
where pT^(L) , Pim_ , T p H p [ g ) are isomorphisms and hence g is an iso-
morphism . Bu t Tp{f) 二 h o g and so Tp{f) is monic i.e. Tp preserves short 
exact sequences of modules in Hp(GR) . 口 




Proposition 3.2.2 [CM , proposit ion 1.2] Let Pn be a ^-module , A 二 
End{PR) and KA = HomR{P,QR) for a cogenerator Qn of Mod-R . Then 
(1) the functor Tp = ( - (gu P) preserves short exact sequences of modules 
in Cogen{KA). 
(2) Cogen{KA) = {L G Mod-A | Tor^{LA, AP) = 0} = Ker{Tor^{-, AP)) 
(3) {Ker{Tp), Cogen{KA)) is a torsion theory in Mod-A , with torsion class 
=Ker{Tp) and torsion-free class 二 Cogen[KA). 
P r o o f : 
(1) Pu t Gn 二 Gen(PR) and then Hp^Qn) = Cogen{KA) . Now apply propo-
si t ion 3.2.1 . 
(2) Let L G Mod-A and 0 — N A 乂 ⑷ 、 L — 0 be exact in Mod-A 
and we have A(x) and N G Cogen{KA) . App ly ing Tp we get the long exact 
sequence [R , 5.2.28], 
0 二 T o r t { A ^ ^ ^ A P ) 一 ( " 。 T o r f ( L , ^ P ) ^ Tp{N) 
^ T p ( A ( x ) ) , T p ( L ) — 0 
and note here tha t A ^ is a flat r ight A-module , so 0 二 T o r f ( A ( x ) , ^ p ) . 
Now i f L e Cogen{KA) then by (1) , Tp、i) is monic and so 8 = 0 . Hence 
0 = Im{a) 二 Ker(6) = Torf(L, AP). 
Conversely i f Torf(L, AP) = • then Tp(i) is monic and 
0 — Tp(N) ^ T p ( A W ) 逃 Tp (L ) — 0 
is exact i n Gen[PR) . So by corollary 3.1.6 , 
0 一 H M N ) ^ ^ i / p T p ( A W ) £ ^ HpTp[L) — 0 
is exact and then we have the commutative diagram w i t h exact rows 
0 ^ ~ . N 二 AW 二 L — ^ 0 
aN竺 %(幻= a 




where cr^(x) and a^ are isomorphisms because ^4(^) and N G Cogen{KA). 
, Then 
〜 L ^ HpTp{L) G Im{Hp) = Cogen{KA) • 
(3) By (2) , i t follows that Cogen{KA) = K e r ( T o r f ( - , A P ) ) is closed un-
der extensions and hence i t is a torsion-free class . Now we prove that its 
associated torsion class 
^{Cogen{KA)) = Ker{Tp) 二 {NA | N (gu P 二 •}. 
f 
Let N e Mod-A , 
= HomAW,K) = Hom^N,HomRiP,Q))sHomRj^N^AP,Q). 
So N G ^[Cogen{KA)) i f f (as HomA[N,-) preserves monomorph isms) , 
HorriA{N, K) = 0 i f f HorriR{N (gu P ,Q) 二 • 进 ( a s Qn is a cogenerator) 
N (gu P 二 0 i.e. N e Ker{Tp) . • 
^ I t should be noted that i f Gen{PR) is closed under tak ing extensions then 
i t is a torsion class and the corresponding torsion-free class is 
Gen{PR)^ 二 Ker{Hp) = { L ^ | HomR、P, L) = 0} 
: since hR G Gen^Pn)^ iff HorriR{P, L) = 0 . 
I f PR is a *-module , then i t is natural to ask when Gen[PR) is closed 
under tak ing extensions • I n fact we have the following proposit ion due to 
Colpi . 
Proposition 3 .2.3 [C1 , proposit ion 4.4] Let Pn he a ^-module . Then the 
following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) Ext]^{P, M) 二 0 for any M e Gen{PR). 
(2) Gen{PR) is closed under extensions . 
Proof : 
See [C1 , proposit ion 4.4] . • 
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3.3 The Structure of *-modules 
Here we prove that every *-module is small [CM] and actually f ini tely gen-
erated [T2 . 
Definition 3.3.1 A module PR G Mod-R is small iffor any family {Mi)iei 
of right R-modules the canonical morphism 
0 HorriR{P, Mi) ^ HomR(P, 0 风） 
iei ie/ 
is an isomorphism where 
r]{{9i)ia){p) = {9i{p))iei 
for every {gi)iei G ©^ei HorriR[P, Mi) and p G P . 
I f we let 7Ti : © i ^ j Mi — Mi be the z-th canonical project ion for i G I 
then PR is small i f and only i f for any f G HorriR{P, 0 ^ ^ / 风 ) i t turns out 
tha t 7Ti o f + 0 for only finitely many i G I . Clearly every finitely generated 
module is small . 
Lemma 3.3.2 [MO , proposit ion 3.4] Let PR be a ^-module and A 二 End、PR) 
• Then Hp 二 HomR(P, - ) commutes with all direct sums in Gen[Pn). 
Proof : 
Let L , G Gen{PR) for i G I then 0 , ^ / h G Gen{PR) . Now there are 
Ki e Cogen{KA) for i G I such that U = Tp{Ki) and hence Hp{U)= 
H p T p { K i ) = K i . We have 





Proposition 3 .3.3 [CM , proposit ion 1.8] Every ^-module Pn is small . 
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Proof : 
For any f G HorriR{P, 0^^j Mi) and let 7U : 0^^/ Mi ~> Mi be the canonical 
project ion . Note tha t 
Im{f) C 0 / m ( ^ , 。 / ) C 0 t p ( M , ) 
iei iei 
and clearly bo th ® i e i t p { M i ) and t p { M i ) G Gen{PR) . Then 
HomR{P,@ia^i) = Homn{P,^iGitp(Mi)) 
^ 0 i e / HorriR{P, t p { M i ) ) (by lemma 3.3.2) 
= ® i e i H o m R { P , M i ) 
• 
I n [T2 , 1994] , Tr l i fa j proved that every *-module is actually f ini tely 
generated . Th is is one of the most important results about the structure of 
*-modules . He proves this fact by two lemmas . 
Lemma 3 .3 .4 [T2 , lemma 2] Let Pn be a ^-module，A 二 End(Pn) and 
KA 二 HomR(J^, Q) for a cogeneratorQR in Mod-R . Then Hp 二 HomR(P,—) 
commutes with all direct limits in Gen{PR). 
Proof : 
Let (Mi, f i j ) i be a directed system of modules such that Mi G Gen[PR) for 
i e I . Then by proposit ion 3.2.2(2), 
Hp{Mi) e Cogen(KA) = {LA | Torf(L, P) = 0} 
which is closed under direct l imits [R , remark 5.2.53] and so 
limi7p(Mi) G Cogen{KA). 
Since Gen{PR) is closed under direct sums and quotients， 
lmMi G Gen{PR) 
and then ^ , , ^、、 
Hp{l^Mi) = Hp{l^TpHp{Mi)) 
^ HpTp{l}mHp{Mi)) ^ l^mHp{Mi) . • 
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Lemma 3.3.5 [T2 , lemma 3] Let Pn be a module such that HoniR{P,-) 
commutes with all direct limits in Gen{PR) . Then Pn is finitely generated . 
Proof : 
Let P = ( Qi I i e I )n 二 Eie/仍只 for some set I . Since giR < P for 
every i G I , we have the external direct sum 0 ^ ^ / 9iR < 户⑴ and the excat 
sequence 
0 — K — ^9iR ^ Y,9iR = P — 0 
iei iei 
where K 二 Ker(6>) . Since K < 0 ^ ^ / giR < 尸⑴ we have 
p l ^ g j t ) | K ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ | K 
iei 
and a monomorphism 0 暂 fi。中 G H o m R { P , P ( 〜 K ) . Let \ ： P —户⑴ 
be the z-th canonical inject ion and so 小⑷ 二 M f f i ) + K for every i e I . 
Now we consider the directed system , (K«, ia,p) , of al l f ini tely generated 
submodules of K and here ia,p ： K^ — Kp are inclusions for K^ < Kp . 
Then 
K = l im Ka 
and for Ka < Kp < K < 户⑴ we get the commutative diagram w i t h exact 
rows 0 ^ ^ " > Ka ~ " ^ ^ P(i) " " ^、P、 i、 IKa " " " ^ > 0 
ia,/3 二 、口 
0 > ^ . K ^ " " • > ？ ⑴ " “ ^ ^ P、i、/Kp ^ “ > 0 
where 7r, p{x + K^) = x + K^ for every x + K^ e P ^ / i a . 
By [ w , 24.6] , for the directed system {P^^^/Ka,7Ta,p) , we get the exact 
sequence ”、 “、， 
0 — l m K a 一 l m ？⑴ 一 l im 户⑴/冗。—0 
and tha t is “ 、 “、， 
0 一 K 一 ？⑴ 一 l^P^'^/Ka 一 0 
.Hence we have 






B ' r 
i • • 
« i.e. the direct l im i t of the directed system {P^^yKa,7Ta,p) is、P、i、/K,7Ta) 
i where n^ :尸⑴ | K ( ^ — 户 ⑴ | K is defined by 7r/5(^ + Kp) = cc + K for every 
i x + KpeP^'^Kp. 
e ： 
" Since P^i]|Ka G Gen{PR) for every a and Hp 二 HomR(P, —) preserves 
r a l l direct l imi ts i n G e n ( i ^ ) , so the direct l im i t of the directed system 
p {HorriR{P, P ( 〜 i ^ a ) , HomR{P,7Ta,p)) is [HorriR^P, P^'^K), Fom^(P,7ToO) i.e. 
m 
1 l i m HorriR{P, P ( 〜 i Q = HomR[P, lnn 尸⑴/冗“）=Homn(P, P ( 〜 K ) 
- Now for 0 二 fji 0 ip G HorriR{P, P^|K) ’ by [W , 24.3(2)] , there exists 
“ 如 G HomR(P, P^^^|K|3) such that (/> = ir^ 0 ¢^ . 
^ As 户⑴ > K(3 which is f ini tely generated so Kp < 尸⑷ for some f inite set 
F C I and we get 
. P、I、/K, = {P、F、IK_P、I\F、 
h 
- . T h u s , 
’ 如 € Hom^[P. P ( i ) / K ^ ) 二 HoruR(P, ( P ( F ) / i ^ ) 0 户(八尸)） 
and since P is small，there is a f inite set H such that F C H C I and 
^ / m ( # ) C ( P ( F ) / A ) e P ( _ = P ( ^ ) / i ^ 
/ m ( 0 ) = 7Tp(Im(cPp)) C 7 r ^ ( p W / ^ / 3 ) 
:: . C l e a r l y ^,{P^^VK,) C [pW + K)|K and so / m ( 0 ) C 广 + K)/K 
and c/>(gi) 二 Pi + K for some p, G P^ . But 小⑷ 二 咖 + K where 
X-^g.) e ®i^j 9iR C 尸 ⑴ . T h e n since Xi{gi) - Vi ^ K C ®iygiR we get 
Pi e ®iei 9iR and hence 
PieP^^^n^(9iR) = ^{9iR) 
iei ieH 
. F i n a l l y we obtain that 




which is f in i te ly generated since H is a f inite set . So P = Im{4>) is f in i tely 
generated . • 
I t is wor thy to point that for an i^-module P , HorriR{P, —) commutes 
w i t h al l direct l imi ts i f f P is f ini tely presented [W , 25.4；. 
Immediate ly we obtain the important 
Theorem 3 .3.6 [T2， theorem 1 , 1994] Every ^-module over an arbitrary 
ring is finitely generated . 
Final ly we have the fol lowing characterizations of *-modules . 
Corollary 3.3.7 Let PR be a module . Then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(1) Pji is a ^-module . 
(2) PR isfinitely generated , w-Tr—asi-projective andGen(PR) = Pres{PR). 
i (八） 
(3) PR is finitely generated andfor exact sequences 0 — Mn、PR ，where 
A is a cardinal , then M G Gen{PR) if and only if 
ExtUP, 0 : ExtUP. M) — Ext^P. P_^A)) 
is monic . 
(4) PR is fimtely generated , Gen(Pn) = Pres{PR) and for every exact 
sequence 0 — Mn ^ P、#、, where A is a cardinal, then M G Gen(fii) 
vmphes that Ext^{P, i) ： Ext],{P, M) — Ext],{P, /^八)）is momc . 
(5) PR is fimtely generated and for any exact sequence in Mod-R 
(ex) : 0 — L — M 一 N — 0 
with M e Gen{PR)，then Hp[ex) is exact if and only i f L G Gen{PR). 
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3.4 Characterizations of Tilting Modules 
I n [MO] , Men in i and Orsat t i have provided important examples , namely 
non-project ive t i l t i ng modules，of *-modules that are not quasi-progenerators 
. I n this section , we study the t i l t i ng modules and give some characteriza-
t ions of them and the results are mainly due to Colpi [C2 , 1993] . The 
not ion of t i l t i ng modules originally come f rom the representation theory of 
f in i te dimensional algebras . 
Let P be a modu le，Add {P ) {add{P)) denotes the class of al l summands 
of (f inite) direct sums of copies of P . For a module M , / ( M ) denotes the 
injective envelope of M . 
Definition 3.4.1 PR G Mod-R is called a tilting module if 
(1) Pji is finitely presented and proj.dim{PR) < 1 . 
(2) EociUP, P) = 0 . 
(3) there is an exact sequence 0 — R — P' — P" — 0 ； where P' and P" 
I are in Add{Pn). 
i' •• 
We begin w i t h the 
Lemma 3 .4 .2 [T1 , lemma 1.1] IfPn isa countahly generated small module 
then PR is finitely generated . 
Proof I 
Suppose PR is N O T finitely generated . Then there exists a sequence {xn)neN ^ 
M such tha t for every n , ; e M \ ( x i , . . . , ;—i〉丑 and ( Xn | n G N〉丑 二 P 
because P is countably generated。 
Let QR be an injective cogenerator of Mod-R and because 
0 ^ P/{ Xi,...,Xn_l )R ^ Q^ 
is exact for some set F , there exists a morphism 
^n ’ P/{ Xi,...,Xn-l�R ^ Q 












: where 7r = the natura l epimorphism . So 4>n{xn) + 0 and 4>n{xi) 二 0 for al l 
I 1 < i < n — 1 . Now we have 
I </MU々n:P — Q^ 
\ ^ 
[ and since P =〈工丄，…，^：几，…〉^ and by construction 0 (P ) C Q ^ C Q^ so 
i we have ^ G HoniR{P, Q ( ^ ) but Im{^) ^ Q(F) for any f inite subset F C N 
： because 0n(^n) + 0 for al l n . Thus , Pn is N O T small . • 
|. 
Proposition 3.4.3 [CM , proposit ion 1.7] Let Pn be a module . //尸丄遣^ 
{M_R I Ext]^{P, M) = 0} is closed under direct sums , proj.dim{PR) < 1 and 
P^ is finitely generated then PR is finitely presented . 
Proof : 
Now Pn is f in i tely generated and proj.dim{PR) < 1 we have an exact se-
quence 
(ex) : 0 — L R ^ R ( ^ ) — P — 0 
where i = inclusion , n G N and L ^ is projective i.e. Ln is a direct summand 
of a direct sum of copies of P and so we have a spl i t t ing monomorphism 
0 — L 丄 i^(x) for some set X . We need to show that L is f ini tely generated 
. L e t A = inclusion : R^ — (/(^^产） ,where I{R) is the injective enve-
lope of Rn，and f =入。j ： L — ( /⑷产） . A s I{R) G P^ which is d o s e d 
under direct sums so ^ ^ ^ ( P , ( / ( i ^ ) W ) 二 0 . App ly H o r M _ , _ Y )) 
to (ex) , we have the exact sequence 
0 — Homn{P. ( / (用 )闪）—H o m n { R ^ ^ \ _ 闪 ) 
二 Homn{L^ ( / ⑷ 产 ) ） — 崎 卩 , ( / ⑷ 产 ) ） 二 • . 
, so for f G H o m j d L , (/(均产)）there is a / G H o m * \ (/(均产)）such 
tha t f o i 二 f . 
L 丄 ( / ( 等 ） 
i 3 7 







i^(n) X ( / (用产） ^ I{R) 
and clearly ^？⑷ is finitely generated so , as Im{J) is f ini tely generated , the 
set _ 
F ^ { o ; G X | 7 r ^ 7 # 0 } 
is f in i te . Let ^ : R、x、— R be the canonical project ion . Clearly we have 
the commutat ive diagram 
L - ^ R〔x、-A_ (聊⑷ 
Qx 7Tcc 
4^  + 
R - ^ I{R) 
. N o w for any x G X\F i.e. ir^oJ 二 0 and hence n^of = 0 because Joi 二 f 
. A s f = X o j , we have 
0 二 7Tx o f = ^x o A o j 二 inc o q^ o j 
and this means that I m { j ) C 妒、,therefore L is isomorphic to a direct 
summand of R、F、and since F is a finite set , L is f ini tely generated . • 
Proposition 3 .4 .4 [T1 , lemma 1.2] Let Pn be a module . Then the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent : 
(1) PR is fimtely presented and projJim{PR) < 1 . 
(2) PR is small and 
尸丄暂 Ker{Exti{P, —)) = { M ^ | E x t ^ M) 二 0} 
is closed under direct sums and factors . 
Proof : 
( 1 ) 々 ( 2 ) P is f ini tely generated implies that P is smaii . 
Let MR e 尸丄 i.e. Ext'^{P, M) 二 0 and 
‘ 0 — K — M — M/K — 0 
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be an exact sequence . App ly ing HomR(P, - ) we get the long exact sequence 
0 — HorriR{P, K) — HorriR{P, M) — HomR(P, M / K ) 
—Ext]^{P, K) — Exti{P, M) = 0 — Ext\{P, M / K ) 
—Extl{P, K) = 0 
, N o t e here tha t proj.dim{PR) < 1 i f and only i f Ext%{P, —) = 0 and now 
we have Ext]^{P, M / K ) = 0 i.e. ？丄 is closed under factors . 
Since P is finitely presented and proj.dim{PR) < 1 , we have an exact 
sequence 
{se) : 0 — YR 上 XR — PR — 0 
where Y^ is f in i te ly generated and X n is projective . Clearly 户丄 is closed 
under finite direct sums . App ly HomR{-, ®ia MO to (se) , where Mi G 尸丄 
for al l i e I , we get the long exact sequence 
0 — HorriR{P, 0 M , ) — HorriR{X, 0 风）二 HomR{Y, 0 风） 
ia iGi 祐1 
— E x t ] ^ ( P , 0 Mi) — Exi^X, 0 M, ) 二 0 
iei iG 
. N o w we claim that f 二 HomR〔j, 0 ^ ^ / ^ ) is epic and hence Ext^^{P, 0^e / ^ i ) 二 
0 . 」 
To see this , let g e HorriR{Y,^i^jMi) , since F is finitely generated , 
Im{g) C ©ieF Mi for some finite set F C I . But now the sequence 
0 — HorriR{P, 0 M, ) — Horr iR{X, 0 M , ) 
ieF ^eF 
_Hom,m.,,M,)^ Ho^K(Y, 0 M , ) — ExtUP, © 风）=0 
ieF i^F 
is exact and here E x t ^ P . ^ i e F M i ) = 0 because 尸丄 is closed under f inite 
direct sums . Then there exists a h G HomR[X,④砂风）such that hoj = g 
Y - ^ 0iGF Mi 
j 3 h 





,here we can consider h as a morphism X ~> ® ie / Mi and so j* 二 HomR(J, ©tG/ ^t) 
is epic . 
Therefore Ext]^{P, 0 ^ ^ / Mi) = 0 i.e.尸丄 is closed under direct sums . 
� ^ (1) 
(i) We first show that proj.dim[Pn) < 1 . 
Consider the exact sequence 
(exl) : 0 — lR — Kn — P — 0 
w i t h Ka project ive ’ we claim that La is also projective and hence proj.dirn{PR) < 
1 [R , 5 .1 .8( i i ) ] . 
Let N e Mod-R , apply HorriR{-,N) to {exl) and note that Kn is 
project ive ’ we get the long exact sequence 
0 — HorriR{P, N) — HomR^Ka, N) — Hom.R{L, N) 
—Ext\[P, N) — Ext^{KR, N) = 0 一 Ext^{L, N) 
—Extl{P, N) — Extl{Kn. N) = 0 
and so Ext]^{L, N) = Ext\{P, N) as abelian groups . 
Now we consider the exact sequence 
(ex2) : 0 — N — I{N) — N/I{N) — 0 
where I{N) is the injective hul l of N . Apply ing Homn{P, —) to {ex2) and 
since clearly I{N) is injective ’ we ha.ve a long exact sequence 
0 — Homj,{P,N) — Homn{PJ{N)) — Homa[PJ{N)/N) 
—Ext'^{P^ N) — Ext\{P. I{N)) 二 0 一 Ext\{P, I { N ) / N ) 
—Extl{P, N) — Ext\[P, I{N)) 二 0 
and so Ext],{P, I { N ) / N ) = Ext\{P. N) as abelian groups . 
Since I{N) G 尸丄 and by assumption ,尸丄 is closed under quotients ’ 
I{N)/N e 尸丄 and hence 
Ext'^{L, N) = Extl[P. N) = Ext'^{P. I { N ) / N ) 二 0 
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.There fo re Ext]^{L, - ) 二 0 and so L is projective . 
(i i) We need to show that P is f ini tely presented . 
Consider the exact sequence 
(ex3) : 0 — L % R ^ A P — 0 
,where inc 二 inclusion and by (i) , Ln is projective . By [AF，corollary 26.2 
,we can wr i te L = 0 % j Lj , where for each j , Lj is countably generated and 
project ive . Let D 二 ®j』Lj、and i : L — D be the canonical inclusion 
map . Since 户丄 is closed under direct sums by assumpt ion，Ext)^{P, D) = 0 
. A p p l y HorriR{-, D) to (ex3)，we have the exact sequence 
0 — Homn{P. D) — Homn{R^'\D) ^ Horun{L, D) — Ext\{P, D) 二 0 
，so there is a g G HomR(R(i), D) such that g o inc = i . 
L - ^ D 
inc 3 g 
小 
R、i、~^ R^ 
Consider the si tuat ion : 
R^ 三 D = 0/(L,0 ^ I { L j ) ^ I{L^)/Lj 
jeJ 
where iTj 二 cauomcal projection and ^ 二 natural epimorphism and 
gj^qjonpg..R、i、—I{LMLj 
Since for every x G R^ , there are only f initely many j G J such that 
'g^{x) 二 qj(7Tj(g[x))) ^ 0 and so we can define 
h . , R ^ — ® I ^ / L j 
jeJ 
by h{x) = te(7T,(^(x)))beJ ^ ®jeJ 了(【力/、for x G R^ . 
, 
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Since Ker(^t) = L C Ker{h) we have a h G HorriR{P, ®j^j I { L j ) / L j ) 
such that h o j j , = h . 
R^ — ® j e j I { L , ) / L j 
epic /u. 3 h 
P ^ ^ P 
By assumption , P is small , there is a f inite subset F C J such that 
Im(h) C 0 / ( L , ) / L , -
jeF 
and then 
/ m ( ^ ) C ( 0 / ( L , ) ) 0 ( e L , ) 
jeF jeJ\F 
. N o w consider the project ion 
^:D = ^ I { L j ) ^ 0 I{L,) 
jeJ jeJ\F 
. I f g 'M “ o g : R、i、— e, -eAF ^Lj) and L 智 ®jeJ\F Lj < L then 
VGHomR[R^,① Lj) = HoruR[R^,T) 
jeJ\F 
. N o t e tha t g\j； 二 Idj; and hence _ 二 K e r ( ^ ) 0 l . Let B 二 K e r ( ^ ) n L 二 
® j ^ F L j . Then 
P ^ R、i、/L 二 {Ker{g) + L)/L = Ker{g)/B . 
Since Ker{g) is projective , by [AF , 26.2] , i t is a direct sum of countably 
generated projective modules , so i ^e r ( ^ ) 二 0 , e x ^ ^ r some set K ^ J 
and here every Hj is countably generated . For j G K \ J , we set L,- = 0 
and then 
p ^ i^(J) /L 二 (Ker(g) + L)/L ^ {®jeK Hj + ®jeJ Lj)/(®ieJ ^ j ) 
— = [ ® j e K { H ^ + h))li®3^KLj) 
= ^ ^ . # [ 0 ¾ + ¾ ) / ¾ ] 
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！ i.e. P ^ ® [ { H j + L j ) / L j ] 
； j^K 
j for some ^ . Bu t now ^ G HorriR{P, Q i j e A i ^ j + L j ) / L j ] ) and P is small , so 
there is a finite set C C K such that /m(C) C ®j^c[{Hj + L j ) / L j ] and this 
implies tha t 
I p i e [ ^ + h ) A ^ 
丨 -
I which is countably generated . By lemma 3.4.2 and note that P is small , P 
is f in i te ly generated . 
I Now PR is finitely generated , proj.dim{PR) < 1 and by proposit ion 3.4.3 
, P R is f in i te ly presented . • 
For a *-module PR , there is a weak connection between the classes 
Gen{PR) and Ker{Ext^{P, —) 二 { M G Mod-R | Ext],{P,M) 二 0} shown 
by the fol lowing proposit ion . 
Proposition 3.4.5 [C1 , proposit ion 4.5] Let Pn G Mod-R , then the fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent : 
(a) U^(PR) = Mod-R . 
(b) PR generates any injective module . 
If the previous conditions are satisfied , then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(1) Pn is a ^-module . 
.1.¾ .、，‘ 
(2) PR is selfsmall and 
Gen{PR) = {M G Mod-R | ExtUP, M) = 0} =^ 户 
Proo f • 
(a) =^.(b) By hypothesis , R e ^i{PR) 二 Mod-R , so we have an inclusion 
0 — R 丄 MR w i t h M e Gen{PR) and a commutative diagram 
R ^ ^ R 
3 h ^ 
., 、^  
pW _ !L_^ M ^ 0 
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, 
where h exists because RR is projective . Also irh 二 i monic implies that h 
is monic i.e. 0 — R ~^ P、x、is exact . 
Now let En e Mod-R be any injective module and we have an epimor-
phism 
R{Y) 1, E ^ 0 
.Consider the commutative diagram , 
0 ~ ~ . i ^ ( � ~ ^ P(XXY) 
epic g 3 f 
4^  小 
E 4-^- E 
where f exists because En is injective and f j 二 g epic implies that f is epic 
, S o E G Gen{PR). 
(b) =4> (a) I t is clear because every i^-module is contained in its injective 
envelope . 
Now we suppose that condition (b) holds . 
(1)力(2) Let M e Mod-R and I{M) = injective envelope of M . Con-
sider the exact sequence 
0 — M 一 I{M)、/(M)/M — 0 
and applying Hp = HorriR{P, - ) , we get a long exact sequence 
0 — Hp{M) — Hp{I{M)) — Hp{I{M)/M) 
么 Ext\{P, M) 一 ExtUP. KM)) = 0 
. B y conditions ( b )， / ( M ) G G e n ^ n ) and now by proposition 3.1.7 , 
M e Gen{PR) 
iff Hp{7r) is epic 
iff 6二 0 
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i f f Ext]^{P, M) = 0 . 
Tha t is Gen{PR) = { M G Mod-R | E x t ^ M) = 0 } . 
(2) =^ (1) We check the condit ion 3.1.7(2). 
For any exact sequence in Mod-R , 
(ex) : 0 — L — M、N — 0 
where M G Gen{PR)=尸丄,applying Hp ’ we get a long exact sequence 
0 — Hp{L) — Hp{M) ^ ^ Hp{N) 
^ Ext'j,{P, L) — Ext^{P, M) 二 0 
hence 8 is epic and now 
Hp{iT) is epic 
i f f (5二0 
i f f ExiUP, L) = 0 i.e. L e 尸丄= G e n { P R ) . 
• 
. Definition 3.4.6 Pn is said to be finendo i f , for A = End{PR) , AP is a 
finitely generated left A-module . 
Now we can give our main theorem which describes the relation between 
*-modules and t i l t i ng modules . Actual ly these are also characterizations of 
t i l t i ng modules and the results are due to Colpi [C2 . 
Theorem 3.4.7 [C2，theorem 3 , 1993]. Let Pn G Mod-R and A == End[PR) 
.The following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) PR is a tilting module . 
(2) PR satisfies the conditions : 
(a) Pji is finitely presented and proj.dim{PR) < 1 , 





(c) for every M G Mod-R，HomR(P, M) = 0 = Extji(P, M) implies 
that M = 0 . 
(3) PR is finitely generated and 
Gen{PR) = {Mn | Ext^P. M) = 0} 二 尸丄 
(4) PR is a faithful finendo ^-module . 
. (5) PR is a *-module and / ( ¾ ) ^ Gen^Pn). 
Proof : 
(1) =^ (2) We need only to check the condit ion (c) . Let M G Mod-R 
and HomR[P, M) = 0 = Ext^{P, M) , by assumption , we have an exact 
sequence 
0 — R — P' — P" — 0 
,where P' and P" are direct summands of a direct sum of copies of P^ and 
so HorriR{P', M) 二 0 and Ext\{P'\ M) 二 0 . Apply ing HorriR(-, M) , we 
get a long exact sequence 
0 一 Eomn{P", M) 一 HorriR{P', M) = 0 — HomR(R, M) = M 
A E ^ 4 ( P " , M ) = 0 
and hence M = 0 . 
( 2 ) 々 ( 3 ) Clearly Pn is finitely generated . 
Since PR G pi as Ext],{P, P) = 0 and 尸丄 is closed under direct sums 
and factors by proposit ion 3.4.4 and condit ion (a) , so Gen{PR) C P ^ 
Now let 0 + M e Mod-R such that Ext],{P,M) 二 0 and recall that 
tp(M) = E{Imf I f e Homn{P. M)} . So tp{M) + 0 because if t p ( M ) = 0 
then H o m R $ M ) 二 0 二 E x t U P . M ) and ’ by condit ion (c) , M = 0 . 
Consider the exact sequence 
0 — tp{M) 一 M — M/tp{M) 一 0 
and applying HomR(P, - ) we get the exact sequence 
Ext'^(P,M) = 0 一 Ext'^{P^M/tp{M)) — Extl{PMM)) = 0 
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where Ext%{P,tp{M)) = 0 because proj.dim{PR) < 1 by assumption . So 
Ext]^{P, M/tp{M)) 二 0 . Bu t HorriR{P, M/tp{M)) = 0 in general and hence 
by assumption (condit ion (c)) , M/tp{M)) = 0 i.e. M 二 t p ( M ) G Gen{PR). 
( 3 ) 々 ( 4 ) We check that Pn satisfies the condit ion (5) of corollary 3.3.7 
and so PR is a *-module . 
Let {ex) : 0 — L ~> M — N — 0 be an exact sequence in Mod-R w i t h 
M e G e n { P R ) =尸丄 . A p p l y i n g HorriR{P, - ) we get a long exact sequence 
0 — HorriR{P, L) — HomR(P, M) — HomR(P, N) 
^ Ext],{P, L) — Ext\{P, M) = 0 
. I f Hp{ex) is exact then 8 二 zero map and hence Ext\{P, L) 二 0 i.e. 
L e pi = Gen(PR). 
Conversely i f L G Gen{PR)=尸丄 then clearly Hp{ex) is exact . 
As I { R R ) e p i = Gen{PR) , we have an epimorphism P ^ ^ ^ I{R) 一 0 
and the commutat ive diagram 
R ^ - ^ R 
3 h inc 
山 、， 
P^x) _ A _ > / ⑷ — — . 0 
because R is projective , there is a h : R — P f ) such that h 〇 h : m c and 
so h is monic . I t follows that Pn is a fa i thfu l r ight i ^modu le because if for 
some r G R , Pr 二 0 then P ^ ^ V = 0 . Hence Rr = 0 and so r 二 0 . 
Note tha t for any set A , 崎 ？ , P ^ ) = 崎 卩 , 户 ) 八 = • so P ^ G 
Gen(Pn) 二 户丄. • . ^. 
Now for the module P ^ there is an epimorphism 
^ : P(i) — p P — 0 
for some set I . A n d we consider the element (x^)p G P^ such that Xp = p 
for every p G P . Then there exists a (队》G ？⑴ sud i that 





here we wr i te ^p = {<^i)iei for ^i G HomR(P, P^) and F ^= {i G I | yi — 0} 
is a f in i te subset of I , note here that F is determined by the element {xp)pep 
： Let 7Tp : pP 一 P be the canonical project ion for every p G P and we 
have the commutat ive diagram 
P 釣 ) p P 
a^ =7Tp(^ i ^p 
>4- 小 
P - ^ ^ P 
where a\ ^=兀口灼 G End{PR) = A . 
Now for p G P , 
P = 7Tp((Xp)p) = 7Tp(EiGF ^i{yi)) 
二 E ^ F ^ P ^ ( " i ) 
二 EieFaKVi) ，仅 ?“ 
^ A〈 Vi I i ^ F〉 
and so AP 二 A〈 Vi 丨 < ^ F ). 
(4) z^ (5) Now by condit ion (4) we have the canonical r ing embedding 
0 — R — End{AP) 
and an epimorphism 
{ep) : A#〜P — 0 
for some n e N . App ly ^ o r r u ( - , A ^ ) to {ep) , we get an exact sequence 
0 — H o m A U P , A P n ) — HomA(AA、APR) = ^S 
.S ince R < End“P) = HorriAUP.APR) we obtain a monomorphism 
0 一 R — P^ 
Clearly Rn is a generator of Mod-R and so there is an epimorphism 
R、x、么 I{Rn) — 0 
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! 
"I •i s . 
u ^ 
I ’ 
I ‘ ;1 
1 • 
;5 > 1 
1 
I 
； for some set X . Since we have an embedding 0 — R — PR and then we 
； get a monomorphism 0 — i ^ ( x )丄 P^^ for some set Y . Now we have a 
commutative diagram wi th exact rows and column 
.1 
I 0 ^ " ^ . i ^ W - ^ P f ) 
• 3 f 、, 、, 
I / ( ¾ ) ^ - I (RR) I 1 
1 
I where f exists because / ( ¾ ) is injective . But f i = 0 epic implies that f is 
epic i.e. / ( ¾ ) G Gen{PR). 
(5) : ^ (3) Now / ( ¾ ) G Gen{PR) and then we have an epimorphism 
！ 
丨 p (^ ) ^ / ( ¾ ) ^ 0 
and a commutative diagram 
'i 
I R ^ - ^ R 
j 
I 3 h inc 
p W _ ^ I (R j , ) ^ _ > 0 
i 
here h exists because R is projective and now gh = inc implies that h is 
monic . But Rn is a cyclic module and so we get a monomorphism 
0 — Rn — P^ 
for some n G N . . . 
Next we want to show that Pn generates every mjective module En G 
Mod-R Let i ^ f ) 么 E — 0 be an epimorphism and then we have a 
monomorphism 




for some set Y . Consider the diagram 
？ 
0 ~—^> R(x) - ^ P f ) 
4 3 f 
4^ 小 




and here f exists because En is injective and f i 二 办 epic implies that f is 
epic i.e. E G GenQPn). 
Now PR generates every injective module and is a *-module , by propo-
•i s i t ion 3.4.5 , Gen{PR) 二 户丄. 
( 3 )々 ( 1 ) Since 户丄=Gen(J^R) which is closed under direct sums and factors 
， so we have (i) / ¾ is finitely presented and proj.dim{PR) < 1 by proposit ion 
3.4.4 and (i i) Eoot]^(P, P) 二 0 since P G Gen{PR)=户丄. 
Note tha t conditions (3) ’ ⑷ and (5) are equivalent and by ⑷，w e can 
let AP = A � Pi, ".,Pn ) and then define the map 
i:R — pn [r ^ (pir,...,pn0' 
. H e r e i is monic because if (p i r , ...,Pnr) = 0 then Pr 二 0 and hence r 二 0 
since Pn is fa i th fu l . A n d now we consider the exact sequence . 
(ex l ) : 0 — R 丄 P^ 一 PVR — 0 
where i { l ) 二（Pi, ...,Pn) . We claim that P^/R is a direct summand of p W 
for some set X . ^ ( ^ 、 
By condit ion ⑷ ， & is a *-module and F - \ R G Gen(P^) = F r e s { F ^ = 
p i , so we get an exact sequence 
(ex2) : 0 一 L — P(x) — pn|R — 0 
where L e Gen{Pn) 二 尸 丄 . • wan t (ex2) sp l i t sso『几^工，^；^七 ^ ™ " 
mand of 尸 ⑷ . B u t for this , i t suffices to prove that Ext^{P /R, L) 二 0 [K 
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, co ro l la ry 5 . 2 . 3 9 ' . 
A p p l y HorriR{-,L) to (ex l ) , we get the exact sequence 
0 — HorriR{P^/R, L) — HomR{P^, L) 二 HomR(R, L) = L 
^ Ext],{P^/R, L) — Ext],{P^, L) 二 0 
where Ext\{P^, L) = 0 because L G 尸丄 and so 6 is epic . 
For Ker {6) = / m ( i * ) < HomR(R, L) we prove that i* is epic and hence 
Ext]^{P^|R, L) = 0 . 
Let g G HorriR{R, L) such that 0 + x 二 " (1 ) G L . As L G G e n ( i ^ ) 
there is an epimorphism f : P ( ^ — L — 0 for some set F . So there is a 
{qj)j^Y e P(Y) such that f{{qj)jeY) 二 冗 = “ ⑴ and the set F 暂 { j G F | 
; qj • 0} is finite . For each j , 
n 
Qi e AP = A { P U " ' , P n ) and hence Qj = Y A P i 
i=i 
where 4 ^ HorriR{P, P) 二 A . For j G F，we define 
n n 
^ j = 0 a ] ： 尸 — P [(pi, ". ,Pn) ^ E ^iP^^ 
i=l i=l 
and for j G Y \ F , ^j 二 0 . Then we define 
小:P^ — P(Y) by [x H {^j{x))jeY_ 
and so 
^{{PU ...,Pn)) 二（<fe((Pl, ";Pn)))jeY = [qj)jeY 
.Cons ider the diagram 
0 ——> R " " ^ P^ 
g • 
山 ^ 
蒼. L 丄 P ( ” 
and f m 二 f4>{{Pu ...，Pn)) 二 / ( ⑷ 炒 ） = ^ ¾ . Thus g = / 0z 二 賴 






I • . 
1 
,¾¾ 
‘ 3 .4 .8 I t should be noted that in the proof of (3) =^ (1) of the above theorem 
i , we have the exact sequence 
•••'1 . 
0 ^ R 一 P^ ~> P^/R 一 0 
j 
1 for some n e N and P^/R is a direct summand of P^ for some X . Bu t 
P ^ / R is a finitely generated i^-module , so actually i t is a direct summand 
of a direct sum of finitely many copies of P i.e. we have an exact sequence 
|I 
1 0 — R — P, — P" — 0 
I 
I 
I with P' , P" G add{PR) . Hence we may restate the definition of a tilting 
I module , PR , as a module satisfying the fol lowing conditions : 
(1) There is an exact sequence 0 — R — P' — P" — 0 such that P' and 
j P" are in add{V). 
I (2) Ext^{P, P) 二 0 . 
：！ 
1' (3) projdim{P) < 1 . 
(4) P is finitely presented . 
The fol lowing corollary shows the relationship between t i l t i ng modules 
and quasi-progenerators (or progenerators). 
Corollary 3 .4.9 ([C2 , corollary 4] and [MO , proposit ion 4.4]) Let Pn be a 
tilting module . Then the following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) Pji is a selfgenerator . 
(2) PR is quasi-projective . 
: (3) PR is a quasi-progenerator . 
(4) PR is a progenerator . 
(5) PR is projective . 
(6) PR is a generator . 
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Proof : 
Assume condi t ion (1) or (2) , by theorem 3.1.8 part (a) , we have (3) PR 
is a quasi-progenerator and Gen{PR) 二 S^ (P_R) . Bu t now PR be a t i l t -
i ing module and so Pn generates every injective r ight i^-module , hence , 
I Gen{PR) = Mod-R . Therefore we have (4) PR is a progenerator . • 
i 
: Now we can summarize the relations between *-modules , t i l t i ng modules 










A n d the inclusions are proper because we have the fol lowing examples : 
Example 3.4.10 Let Pn be a non-projective t i l t i ng module ( for an example 
see [HR , pp.126-127] ) , then by corollary 3.4.8 , Pn is a *-module but N O T 
L quasi-pmgenerator . So if we let A = End{PR) , ^ = HomR(P, Q) for a 
cogenerator Q n , then we have an equivalence 
(—(g)^ p ： Cogen{KA) ^ Gen{PR) ： HorriR^P,-) 
but Cogen{KA) ^ Mod-A . 
Example 3.4.11 [CM , example 3.5] Let k be a field , and let R be a 
hereditary f ini te dimensional N O T semisimple A;-algebra，e.g. the r ing of 
n-dimensional upper tr iangular matrices over k . Then Rn is hereditary ’ 
ar t in ian and the min imal injective cogenerator of Mod-R is f ini tely generated 
. M o r e o v e r， i f we let {Si)T=i be a representative system of the isomorphy 
class of simple r ight i^-modules and 
m 
作 二 由 1 ( 氏 ) “ ， 0 < h < oo 
i= i 
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, t h e n Pn is a *-module such that Gen{PR) = category of al l injective r ight 
i^-modules , hence Pn is a t i l t i ng module . Bu t R is N O T semisimple , so 
PR is N O T a generator and i t follows f rom corollary 3.4.9 that Pn is N O T a 
quasi-progenerator . 
Example 3.4.12 Z / 2 Z , as a Z-module , is a Z-quasi-progenerator but 
Ext^{Z/2Z, Z/2Z) ^ 0 . So this module is not t i l t i ng . 
Example 3.4.13 [D , remark 2] Let k be an algebraically closed field . Then 
there are a finite-dimensional A;-algebra A and a *-module ^ M which is nei-
ther a t i l t i ng module nor a quasi-progenerator . 
Let PR be a *-module , A 二 End[PR) and K ^ = HorriR^P, Q) for a 
cogenerator QR then we have 
Cogen{KA) = {L G Mod-A | Tor^{L, AP) = 0 } 
which clearly contains every projective r ight A-module and is closed under 
tak ing submodules . I n addit ion , i f Pn is t i l t i ng then 
Gen{PR) = {M e Mod-R | Ext],{PR, M) 二 0 } 
which contains every injective r ight _R_module and is closed under tak ing 
quotients . So every t i l t i ng module / ¾ induces an equivalence between a 
category which contains every projective r ight A-module and is closed under 
tak ing submodules and a category which contains every injective r ight R-
module and is closed under tak ing quotients . I n fact , these properties of 
such an equivalence characterize the t i l t ing modules . 
Theorem 3.4.14 [C2 , proposit ion 7] Let ^¾ be a Umodule , Tp = (— 0 ^ 
P) and Hp 二 i7om^(P,-) , Qn be a cogenerator and ^4 = Hp{Q) . let 
CA C Mod-A and Gn C Mod-R be full subcategories such that 
C^ contains all free nght A-modules and is closed under submodules , 
g^ contains all injecUve nght R-modules and is closed under quotients . 
// CA S Gn defines an equivalence , then Pn is a tilting module , A -
Hp 
End{PR) canonically， 
C^ 二 Cogen[KA) 二、L e Mod-A | T o r ^ , AP) = 0 } 









‘ We have 
A = HomA{A, A) ^ HomR{Tp{A),Tp{A)) = Homn{P, P) 
where isomorphisms are canonical and hence A = End{PR) canonically . 
For any set X , A 『 G C^ so 
p W ^ Tp{A^p) G gR 
and hence , Gen{PR) C g^ . Moreover Gn 二 Im{Tp) C Gen{PR) and 
therefore Gen(PR) = Gn . 
Now fix a congenerator Qn and for any set X , tp{Q^) G Gen[PR) , thus 
K^ = HomR{P,Q)^ = HorriR{P,Q^) 
=HomR{P,tp{Q^))eCA 
, s o Cogen{KA) C C^ . Also C^ 二 / m ( i f i ^ ^ Cogen{KA) and hence C^ 二 
Cogen{KA). — 
I t follows that PR is a *-module and by assumption / ( ¾ ) ^ QR 二 



















Equivalences and Dualities 
4.1 The Equivalence VA � ^ R 
Let A and R be rings , and denote w i t h VA the category of al l projective 
r ight A-modules and w i t h X^ the category of al l injective r ight i^-modules . 
Here we study the equivalences between VA and l R and the results are due 
to Colp i also [C3 , 1993] . Colpi proves that such an equivalence is precisely 
induced by a module Un which is a f initely generated injective cogenerator 
w i t h A = End{PR) canonically and Rn is ar t in ian . 
On the other hand , Azumaya have proved that a Mor i ta dual i ty between 
A-mod and mod-R , here A-mod ( mod-R ) is the category of al l finitely 
generated left A-modules ( r ight i^-modules ) , is also precisely induced by 
such a module ^ ¾ . So we have a good connection between equivalences 
and dualit ies in this si tuat ion . 
F i rst we give the following representation theorem due to Colpi [03 , 
1993]: 
I Theorem 4.1.1 [C3 , theorem 1] Let A and R he rings . If 
T : VA ^ ^R : H 
I 
define a category equivalence then 
(1) For UR 二 T ( A ^ ) , A ^ End{UR) canonically . 
(2) T ^ (— 0 A UR) 二 Tu and H = HomnUUR, —) 二 Hu and 
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(3) RR is artinian and Un is a finitely generated injective cogenerator . 
Proof : 
(1) I f JJR ^= T ( A 4 ) G l R , then Un has a canonical bimodule structure ^ ¾ 
defined by the composit ion of the r ing homomorphisms 
A ^ End{AA)工 End{T{A)R) = End{UR). 
But now T is an equivalence , so in fact this is a r ing isomorphism and hence 
A = End{JjR) canonically . 
(2) Note tha t now (T, H) is an adjoint pair w i t h respect to VA and lR and 
A^ e VA . So for every module M e Xn , we have the isomorphisms 
H{M) = HomA(A, H{M)) = HomR{T{A), M) 
which are natura l in M and hence H = HorriRUUR：—). 
We need to prove that T ^ Tu and i t suffices to show that Tu{N) e In , 
for every N G VA . 
(i) F i rst we assert that l R is closed under taking direct sums . 
Recall tha t for a fami ly of objects {L^jA of a category C , an object K 
i n C w i t h morphisms {^A : Lx — K ^ is called the coproduct of the fami ly 
{ L x ] A if for every family of morphisms {^A ： “ — Y } ^ in C， there is a 
unique morphism g : K — F such that g 0 sx = 9x . [W , 9.5 
Clearly the category VA has coproducts which are exactly the direct sums 
of projective modules . 
Now let { M x ] A in l R and then for each 入，we get a Nx e VA such that 
T{Nx) = Mx . Let 
M = 0 Mx and ix ： Mx 一 M be the inclusion , 
AeA 
N 二 ① Nx e VA and jx : Nx — N be the inclusion . 
AeA 
then I n . Nx — A^>A is a coproduct for {A^A>A in VA . 
S i n c e T L an e^iivalence , the family {T{n) ： T{N,) 一 T ( i V ) U is a 
coproduct for {T(A^A)>A ^ l R . 
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For every 入 ,consider T{Nx) ^ M ^ / ( M ) and we get a commutative 
diagram in l R , 
T{Nx) - ¾ T( iV) 
inc o ix 3 P 
^ 小 
I{M) - ^ /(M) 
. O n the other hand , i f we let 
oi = 0 T { j x ) : M — T{N) 
AeA 
then 
p o OL o ix = P o T { j x ) = ix 
for every 入 .There fore /3 o a 二 IdM and so M ^ a{M) is a direct summand 
of T{N) , hence injective . 
( i i) Now we can prove that T = (— (8u Un) = Tu natural ly , First we 
show tha t Tu{VA) C l R i.e. Tu ： VA — ^R is a well defined functor . 
To see this , let N G VA and so we get N 0 K = A ^ for some set 
X . Since an addit ive functor preserves split exact sequences , Tu{N) is 
canonically a direct summand of 
T ^ ( A ^ ) 二 4 f ) 0A UR - U(RX、G lR 
thus Tu{N) e lR also . 
Now bo th T and Tu are r ight adjoints to H = Hu ： ^ — ^A , i t follows 
tha t T = Tu natural ly . 
(3) (i) The module % is f initely generated . Suppose N O T , then there 
exists a sequence {xn)nen of elements in L ^ such that 
Xn e UR \ ( Xi, . . . , Xn-1 )R for al l n > 2 . 
Let L 二 ( Xn I n G N、R < Un and Qn be an injective cogenerator of 
^%'^n > 2 let i^n ： L 一 L/{{ x i , " . , ; - i M be the natural epimorphism 
and ^ n ： L / ( ( ' ^ i , " . , 4 - 1 、 R ) 一 ^丑 ^e a morphism such that 
VViO^n+ ( Xi,...,Xn-l )R) + • 
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, t h e n we get 小几 ^― ^n 〇"n : L 一 Q and 
0n(xn) ¥^  0 but 0 (x , ) = 0 for 1 < 3 < n - 1 
. N e x t we define ^ : L — Q(^) by ^{z) = {(j)n{z))nm for every z G L . 0 
is wel l defined because if we wri te z = E ^ i f^c f^c where n G R and N > 2 
then ^j{xk) = 0 for al l j > N and 1 < k < N , hence 小似=0 for al l j > N 
. S o 0 ( L ) C Q W . 
Let 7Tn ： Q _ 一 Q be the n - t h surjection then for every n , 7TnO^{xn) + 0 
Since J ^ is closed under direct sums so Q(N) is injective and we get the 
commutat ive diagram 
0 • " " > L - ^ Un 
c|> 3 f 
4^  小 
Q W - ^ ^ Q W 
so tha t f o inc = 4> and then for every n , T r ^。 f { xn ) + 0 . 
On the other hand 
(p(N)) 
HorMU, Q W ) ^= * Hu[{TuHu{Qm 
"^ HuTu{Hu{QY^^) 
S Hu(Q)^ = HomR(U,Qf") 
so for f G HorriR{U,Q^^^)，there exists a if 二（(^n)n€N ^ HomR{U,Qf^、 
• h t h a t M ( ^ * Q M ^ ) : ^ Q ( N ) 
i.e. / = pg^)o/xo(cjO/^)). 
Let u G UR , 
f{u) 二 " 『 0 ” 刚 ) ( 以 ） 
二 p 『 _ n ) n 6 N — ) ) 
二 p f (O^n<^WneN) 







.However i f we fix some integer m > max{n | ^pn + 0} and for x^ G Un , 
0 + TTm{f{Xm)) = Vrm((^n(^m))neN) = • 
‘ th is is a contradi t ion . 
( i i) R j i is noetherian as l R is closed under direct sums [AF , 18.13]. 
( i i i ) We c la im that now every injective r ight i^-module is a direct summand 
of a direct sum of copies of JJR . 
, For i f M e lR , then Hu{M) e VA and so Hu{M) is a direct summand 
I of y l f ) for some set X . Hence M ^ TuHu{M) is a direct summand of 
i Tu{A^f) = 4义 ) . 」1 , • 
I I n addi t ion i f 0 寺 M n is an indecomposable injective module then since 
i RR is noetherian , we can wri te U 二 ①八 Ua where U^ are indecomposable 
(injective) modules [AF，25.6] and so " ⑷ = ( 田 〜 ) ( 义 ） . 
On the other hand , as M is a direct summand of U、x、, we have an-
丨 other indecomposable d e c o m p o s i t i o n 「 ⑷ = M 0 ( 0 5 Lp) . Note that the 
I endomoephism r ing of every indecomposable injective module is local [AF , 
lemma 25.4] and again by [AF , 12.6 Azumaya theorem] , these two indecom-
posable decompositions are equivalent , so M = U^ for some a . I t follows 
tha t every indecomposable injective r ight i^-module is a direct summand of j j ^ 
R Moreover every indecomposable injective r ight i^-module is finitely gen-
erated as UR is f ini tely generated . 
( iv) We claim that i f Rn is noetherian then any f initely generated r ight R-
module MR has an injective hul l I{M) which is a direct sum of finite number 
of indecomposable injective modules . See also [AF , theorem 25.6] 
To prove this , let M < / ( M ) where / ( M ) is the injective hul l of M 
Since RR is noe the r i an， / (M) 二 % ^ j K ^ where K , are indecomposable 
(iniective) modules [AF 25.5] . Hence {K^ ]^eJ is a set of independent sub-
L d u l e s of / ( M ) and then { K , H M],,j is a set of independentsubmodules 
of M u Bu t MR is noetherian because R n is noetherian and M ^ is fmitely 
,enerated Thus al l but f initely many K^ H M are zero . As Mn is an essen-
L l submodule of I{M)，K] n M 二 0 i m f e s that K, 二 0 . Now we have 
al l bu t finitely many K ] are zero i.e. / ( M ) is a direct sum of fimte number 
of indecomposable injective modules . 
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(v) Therfore for any finitely generated r ight i^-module M n , its injective 
hu l l I{M) , By ( i i i ) and (iv) , is also f initely generated . Hence by [Fa， 
corol lary 20.13] , R n is art in ian . 
(vi) F ina l ly Un is an (injective) cogenerator since UR cogenerates I{S) for 
every simple r ight i^-module Sn . Or one can check that actually I{S) is 
indecomposable and hence is a direct summand of UR . • 
Conversely we have the following 
Theorem 4.1.2 [C3 , theorem 1] Suppose that Rn is artinian with a finitely 
generated injective cogenerator UR such that A = End{UR) . Let Tu = 
( - 0 4 ¾ ) and Hu 二 i^omH(A%, —) with their associated natural morphisms 
a and p , then 
Tu ： VA ^ ^R : Hu 
defines an inverse category equivalence between VA and Xn . 
Proof : 
Now Tu{A^A^) = U^R^ and as UR is f initely generated，we get 
Hu[U(RX、gH�mR^UR)(x�=A(f 
. S o i f N e VA then N is a direct summand of A ^ ) where X is a set . Hence 
T u { N ) is a direct summand of T u { A ^ f ) =的乂）w h i c h is injective because 
UR is injective and R n is art in ian (noetherian) [AF , 18.13]. 
On the other hand , for M G lR，since UR is an injective cogenerator we 
get an inclusion 0 — M — U^ for some set X . 
We cla im that M C [ / f ^ . To see this , let z G Mn then zR < U^ . But 
, R is finitely generated and R n is art in ian , by [AF , 10.18] , there is a f inite 
set F C X such that 
_ zR < U【< t4 ) 
. S o z G t 4 f ) . 1. . , 
Now MR < 的幻 and since M n is injective , i t is a direct summand of 
^{X) . Hence Hu{M) is a direct summand of HuiU^ ) = A^ which is 
project ive . Thus we have E u ( M ) e VA . 
We have proved that 




are wel l defined . 
Let N G VA we need to prove that a^ is an isomorphism . 
(i) Since AT^ is a direct summand of A f ) for some set X , so A ^ = HorriR(U, Uu) 
cogenerates NA and here Un is an (injective) cogenerator of Mod-R . Hence 
j , by proposi t ion 1.1.4(3) , a ^ is monic . 
( i i) F i rst we note that a^(x) is an isomorphism for every set X as 
i a^(x) : A f = Hu{U^R^) = H M A ^ ) 
•/.' 
here al l isomorphisms are canonical . Since iV^ is a direct summand of A ^ ) 
.:丨 for some set X , we have a split epimorphism 
I 4 f ) — N — 0 
and apply ing the addit ive functor HuTu，we get the commutative diagram 
w i t h spli t exact rows 
^ A ^ ) ——> N ——> 0 
% ( X ) ^ N 
X - � ’ 
HuTu{A^f) ^ ^ ^ HuTu{N) > ^ " > 0 
, a n d f rom this diagram , aN is epic . 
(a) Now for M G lR , since Mn is a direct summand of 6¾ for some set A 
, so Un generates M n and hence p u is epic by proposit ion 1.1.4(4) • 
(b) Consider the split monomorphism 
0 — M — U(f 
and apply ing the addit ive functor T u H u , we get the commutative diagram 
w i t h spli t exact rows 
0 ——> T u H u { M ) — — ^ TuHu{U^R^) 
PM 〜⑷ 
、, 
0 ^ ~ > M "^"^ U^R^ 
, a n d f rom this diagram , PM is monic . • 
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I 
Let R-mod (mod-R) be the category of al l f ini tely generated left (r ight) 
i^-modules . I t is well known that for a bimodule ^ ¾ ， t h e functors 
HoniA(-, AUn) : A-Mod — Mod-R and 
HomR[-, AUn) ： Mod-R — A-Mod 
induce a dual i ty between the subcategories A-mod and mod-R i f and only 
i f Rji is ar t in ian , UR is a finitely generated injective cogenerator and A 二 
End[UR) . Moreover in this si tuat ion , A ^ is art in ian and 八口 is a f ini tely 
generated injective cogenerator , and ^ ¾ is fai thful ly balanced . Further-
more this happens if and only i f A ^ and R n are art in ian , Mor i ta dual rings 
. T h e reader is referred to [Fa] and [AF] for these . Now we can restate the 
above theorems as : 
Theorem 4.1.3 [C3 , theorem 2] Let A and R he rings，AUn he a himodule 
.Then the following conditions are equivalent : 
T 
(1) there exists an equivalence VA ^ 知 • 
T' 
(2) there exists an equivalence nV 奈 A^ . 
Hi 
(3) there exists a duality A-mod ^ mod-R . 
H^ 
(4) A^ and Rn are artiman , Morita dual rings . 
(5) Rn is artiman , Un is a fimtely generated znjective cogenerator and 
A = End{UR). 
(6) ^ A is artiman and AU is a fimtely generated tnjecUve cogenerator and 
R 二 EndULO . 
If the previous condzUons are satisfied , then there are natural isomor-
phisms of functors : 
T ^ (一 (g)A UR) and H = HomniAUR, 一)， 
T' ^ [j^U ®R 一) and H' = HorriA[AUR,—), 
H,兰 HomA—, AUn) — H^ = HorriR(-, AUn). 
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Consequently we have the well known characterizations of a quasi-Frobenius 
r ing ( Q F - r i n g ) . 
Corollary 4.1.4 The following conditions on a ring R are equivalent : 
(a) R is quasi-Frobenius . 
(b)VR = l R . 
(c) RV 二 Rl . 
Proof : 
R is an QF-r ing iff Rn is art in ian and Rn is an injective cogenerator . By 
the above theorem , for A = R and Un = Rn , this happens iff ( - ^ R R R ) = 
Iduod-R and HomR(RRR, - ) = IdMod-R induce an equivalence between Vn 
and l R . Clearly this means that V n = Xn Note that we always have 
R = End{RR) canonically . 
4.2 The Equivalence F G P - A 〜 F C I - R 
For a r ing R , we denote FGP-R {FCI-R) the category of all finitely gen-
erated projective (f initely cogenerated injective) r ight i^-modules . Similarly 
we introduce the notations R-FGP and R-FCI for left _R-modules . 
By Mor i t a theorem , an equivalence between Mod-A and Mod-R for 
two rings A and R is precisely induced by a bimodule APR where Pn is a 
f in i te ly generated projective generator i.e. progenerator and A = End{PR) 
canonically . „ 
I n [X , 1995] , Xue proved that an equivalence between FGP-A and i ^ O i -
R is precisely induced by a bimodule AUn where Un is a f initely cogenerated 
iniective cogenerator and A ^ End[Un) canonically，also this happens if and 
only i f AUR induces a dual i ty between A-FGP and FCI-R i.e. the functors 
H, 二 HoTUAhA Un) ： A-FGP ^ FCI-R ： HomR(-,A Un) 二 th 
define a dual i ty . 
We first give a representation theorem . 
Theorem 4.2.1 [X ,theorem 2] Let T : FGP-A ^ FCI-R： H definean 
(addUwe) eqmvalence , and ^¾ = T(“A) be the canomcal Umodule . Then 
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(1) Un is a finitely cogenerated injective cogenerator and A = End{UR) 
canonically . 
(2) T ^ ( - (gu Un) and H ^ HomnUUR,—). 
P r o o f : 
Since T is an equivalence , for the canonical bimodule A^R = T{A^A) , we 
I have A = End{UR) canonically . 
As (T, H) is an adjoint pair w i t h respect to FGP-A and FCI-R , so for 
En G FCI-R , we get the isomorphisms 
H{E)A = HorriA{A, H{E)A) = HomR(T(A), E) = HomRUUR, E) 
I wh ich are natura l in E e FCI-R . Hence H = ^ o m n ( A % , — ) . 
； Un is finitely cogenerated injective because U 二 T ( A ) G FCI-R . 
I Now we show that Un is a cogenerator . 
Let ER 二 ^ ( ¾ ) be the injective envelope of a simple i^-module Sn . 
Then , for E G FCI-R [AF , 18.18] , H{E) e FGP-A . So we have 
A^ = H{E)^K 
for some K e FGP-A and n G N [AF , 17.3] . Hence , by applying T , 
U^ ^ T{A\)兰 TH{E) 0 T ( K ) = E 0 T { K ) 
and so UR cogenerates E ^ = ^ ( ¾ ) . Thus % is a (injective) cogenerator 
[AF , 18.15]. 
Now Un is a f ini tely cogenerated injective cogenerator and we can check 
tha t Tu 二 (— 0 A UR) : FGP-A — FCI-R is a well defined functor . I f 
p e FGP-A then by [AF , 17.3], 
P®Q = Al 
for some Q G FGP-A and n G N . Hence 
( P 0 A Un) 0 ( 0 ^ A Un) = {P ®Q) ^A Un = M ③ 乂 ^ = 。 1 
and so ( P 0 A Un) ^ FCI-R by [AF , 10.8]. 〜 „ . ^ 
F inal ly since bo th T and Tu are inverse functors of H 二 Hu , we have 
tha t T = Tu . 














I Theorem 4 .2 .2 [X , theorem 1] Let A^R be a bimodule . Then the following 
I statements are equivalent : 
I 
: (1) JJR is a finitely cogenerated injective cogenerator and A = End{UR) 
canonically . 
(2) Tu 二 ( - (8U Un) : FGP-A ^ FCI-R : HomR“UR, —) 二 Hu define an 
equivalence . 
I (3) Hi = i 7 o m A ( - , A % ) : A-FGP T± FCI-R : HomR[-,AUR)=乐 
I define a duality . 
: Proof : 
: (1) => (2) (i) I f P e FGP-A then 
P®Q = Al 
for some Q G FGP-A and n G N , by [AF , 17.3] . Hence 
{P ^A Un) ©(Q 0A Un) = ( P © 0 ) ®A Un = A^ 0^ ^ =『R 
and so ( P (8u % ) ^ FCI-R by [AF , 10.8]. 
( i i) Let E e FCI-R , as Un is a cogenerator , we have 
E ^ F ^ U ^ 
for some F G FCI-R and n G N . Hence 
HomR{UR, E) 0 HorMUR, F) = Homn{Un, U^) = A^ 
and so HomR{UR, E) e FGP-A . 
Now we have that 
Tu 二 ( - (gu UR) ： FGP-A ^ FCI-R ： HomR[AUR, —) 二 Hu 
are well defined functors . . . 
( i i i ) Note that for every n G N , we have the canonical isomorphisms ： 
^ n 0 4 UR = U^ and HomR[U, U^) = A 】 . 
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( iv) Let PA G FGP-A and we claim that the canonical homomorphism 
cFp : P "^ HorriR^U, P (8u U) [p ^ [u n^ p 0 u] 
: is an isomorphism . For simplici ty , we may assume A = End{UR) because 
A = End{UR) canonically • A n d then 
Hom^P, A4) 二 HomA(P, HorriR(U, U))皇 HorriR{P ®A U, U) 
where 歪 = a d j o i n t isomorphism . Since A ^ cogenerates F^ and so if 0 + 
p G P , there is a h G HomA[P, A) such that h{p) + 0 . Now h{p) G A = 
End{UR) , hence there exists a u G U such that 0 + h{p){u) = ^h){p (g) u) 
which implies tha t 0 + p 0 u 二 (7p、p、{v) i.e. ap{p) + 0 . A n d we get tha t 
cTp is monic . 
As P G FGP-A , P ® Q ~ A^ for some Q G FGP-A and n G N and by 
( i i i ) ’ o"An is an isomorphism . For the split epimorphism A \ 一 PA 一 0 , by 
apply ing the addit ive functor H u T u , we get the commutative diagram w i t h 
spl i t exact rows : 
A ^ ——> PA ——、0 
GA^ ^P 
HuTu{A^) " ^ ^ > HuTu{PA)——、• 
and f rom this diagram , we obtain that op is epic . 
(v) For any E^ G FCI-R , E®F 兰 U^ for some F G FCI-R and n G N 
So E e Gen{UR) and then pE is epic . By (i i i) , Pc/n is an isomorphism 
and for the split monomorphism 0 — E — U^ , applying T u H u , we get the 
commutat ive diagram w i t h split exact rows : 
0 ——> T u H u { E ) — — ^ T u H u m ) 
PE PU^ 
0 ~~~^> E " ~ ~ ^ U^ 
and f rom this diagram ’ we obtain that pE is monic • 
( 2 ) 令 ⑴ Since A ^ e FGF-A ’ \Jn 兰 A ®A Un e FCI-R . A n d we have 






where jtx : A (gu U — U [a (g) u n^ au] and jjL^ = HorriR{U, fj?j . Clearly 
i 
t 
/i* o o-A ： A ^ HomR{U, U) = End{UR) 
'^ is the canonical r ing isomorphism . 
We need to prove that JJR is an (injective) cogenerator . 
Let ER = E{SR) be the injective envelope of a simple r ight i^-module Sn 
’ then En = E{Sn) G FCI-R and so HorriR{U, E) G FGP-A i.e. 
^ A^^HomR{U,E)@Q 
for some Q G FGP-A and n e N . Then 
Ul ^ A^ 0 A UR ^ {HorriR{U, E) ®A ^ ) 0 ( Q ^ A % ) = E 0 ( Q 0 A % ) 
thus UR cogenerates E n and by [AF，18.16]，% is an (injective) cogenerator . 
( 1 ) � ( 3 ) Denote ( - ) * = Hom{-, U) and then M * = HorriA(M, U) for 
M e A-Mod and M * = HomR(M, U) for M G Mod-R . A n d a (left A-
module) r ight 丑-module M is [ - re f lex ive if the evaluation homomorphism 
6M : M — M** [m H^ [/ H^ f{m)] 
is an isomorphism . 
Now we have the canonical r ight i^-module isomorphism 
(A4)* = i 7 o m A ( A A , r ) g % 
and A 兰 End{JJR) 二 HomR(U, U) implies that ( % ) * = ^ A . Hence bo th 
A ] and UR are ^7-reflexive modules and so are ^ ^ " and U^ for every n G N 
[AF 20 13l 
• For AP e A-FGP , then ^ A ^ = P 0 Q ^ r some Q e A-FGP and n G N 
. B y [AF , 20.13] , A ^ is [/-reflexive i.e. 
ep ： P ^ P** for AP ^ A-FGP 
Moreover since 
^ S ( A A T 2 P * © Q * 










： On the other hand , for En G FCI-R then U^ = E®F for some F e 
I FCI-R and n G N . Since U^ is ^7-reflexive , so is its direct summand ER . 
Also note tha t 
1 AA^ = {u^y = ^ ; * 0 F * 
‘ and we have E* G A-FGP i.e. (—)* : FCI-R — A-FGP is well defined . 
(3) =^ (1) (i) Since A^ G A-FGP , we get the canonical left A-module 
isomorphism 
^A ^ (^A)** = HomR(HomA(A, U\ U) ^ HorriR(U, U) 
which induces the canonical r ing isomorphism A = End{JjR). 
( i i) For ^ A G A-FGP , HorriA(A, U) ^ Un e FCI-R . 
丨 ( i i i ) F ina l ly we check that Un is an (injective) cogenerator . 
Let ER 二 Ei^Sn) be the injective envelope of a simple r ight i^-module SR 
I , ’ then ER = ^ ( ¾ ) G FCI-R and hence E* G A-FGP and 
AA^ = E*^Q 
] 
! for some Q G A-FGP and n G N , thus 
Ul = {AA^r = £；** 0 Q* = ^ 0 Q * 
and so UR cogenerates E = E^Sn) . Final ly we obtain that Un is an (injec-
t ive) cogenerator . • 
We now see f rom the equivalence of ⑴ and (3) in the above theorem that 
a finitely cogenerated injective cogenerator Un induces a dual i ty between A-
FGP and FCI-R where A 兰 End{UR) canonically . Dual to this theorem 
,ac tua l l y any dual i ty A-FGP ^ FCI-R is also induced by such a module 
UR . 
Theorem 4 2.3 [X, Theorem 3] Let H, ： A-FGP ^ FCI-R ： H, define a 
(addmve) duaUty , and ^% 二 ^i(4]A) be the canomcal Mmodule . Then 
⑷ UR is a fimtely cogenerated injecUve cogenerator and A = End{Un) 
canonically . 
(b) Hi 兰 HorriA{'.A Un) and H^ = HomR(-,A Un) 
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A r ing R is called a nght (left) PF-ring i f R n {RR) is a finitely cogenerated 
inject ive cogenerator . We have the following similar result as corollary 4.1.4 
• 
i i 
I Corollary 4.2.4 A ring R is a right PF-ring if and only if we have an 
I equality FGP-R = FCI-R . 



















Torsion Theories Induced by 
Tilting Modules 
i 
5.1 The Tilting Theorem 
Our results in the previous chapters are mostly stated for right modules , 
however , one may notice that , w i t h minor change of notat ion , most of the 
theorems are t rue for left modules also . Therefore , although some results 
are original ly proved for nght modules , we may use the left version of the 
results f rom now on . 
Recall tha t a module F is a t i l t i ng module provided the fol lowing condi-
t ions are satisfied : 
(1) There is an exact sequence 0 — R — T '^ — V " — • such that V" and 
V" are in add{V). 
(2) Ext'^{V, V) 二 0 . 
(3) projdim{V) < 1 . 
(4) y is f in i tely presented . 
Here we present the T i l t i ng Theorem due to R. R. Colby and K . R. 
Fullar [ C b F l 1990] for t i l t ing modules over a arbi trary r ing . This theorem 
characterizes lhe t i l t i ng modules . First we fix our notat ion For a l e f t R-





be the derived functor of H , T = [V ^B —) and T' = Torf(V, - ) be the 
derived functor of T . Associated w i t h T and H , we have the natural 
transformations 
p : TH — Id,R.Mod and a : Ids-Mod — HT 
given by 
PM : V ^B HomR(V, M) — M [7； (8) f H f{v)' 
aN ： N ^ HorriR{V, V 0 ^ N) [n ^ [v ^ v 0 n] 
for each M G R-Mod and N G B-Mod . 
Recall tha t i f RV is a t i l t i ng module and B = End{RV) , then we have 
the equivalence : 
T = (V ^B —) ： Cogen{BK) ^ Gen{RV) : H = HomR(V,-) 
,here e K 二 HomR (V ,RQ) and nQ is a cogenerator in R-Mod , i.e. pM is 
an isomorphism for every M G Gen{RV) and ciN is an isomorphism for every 
N e Cogen [BK) . Moreover 
Cogen{BK) = {sN | Torf{V, N) = 0} 二 K e r ( T ' ) and 
GeninV) 二 { f i M | E r r t ^ V , M) = 0} 二 K e r ( i T ) . 
Also we have the functors : 
A 二 HomR(—, V) : R-Mod — Mod-B , 
A 二 HoruB(—, V) : Mod-B — R-Mod， 
r 二 Ext]il^-, V) : R-Mod — Mod-B and 
r = Exi^(_, V) ： Mod-B — R-Mod 
w i t h the natura l transformations 
S : IdR.Mod — A^ and 6 : Iduod-B — A^ 
given by evaluation . Now we have 
P r 0 D 0 s i t i 0 n 5 1 .1 [CbF l , proposition 1.1] Let nV be a tilting module and 
B = End{RV) . Then ^½ 沾 ^ faithfully balanced Umodule and Ve zs a 




We have the exact sequences 
(ex l ) : 0 — P i — Po — RV — 0 
w i t h Pi finitely generated and projective and 
{ex2) : 0 ~^R R — Vi — V^2 — 0 
w i t h ^ G add{RV) . Apply ing A 二 HomR(-,V) to (exl )，since T{V) 二 
Ext]^{V, V) 二 0 , we get the exact sequence 
0 — HomR(V, V) — HomR{Po: V) — HomR{Pu V) — Ext^V, V) 二 0 
with HorriR{Po, V) , HomR{Pi, V) G add{VB). 
App ly ing A = HorriR{-, V) to {ex2) , we have the exact sequence 
(ex3) : 0 — A(y2) — A ( y i ) — _ — r(T2) == 0 
. S o , since A ( R ) ^ Ve and A ( V ^ are f initely generated projective J5-modules 
we have the required projective resolution of Ve . 
, A p p l y i n g A 二 HorriB、—, V) to (ex3) , we get the commutative diagram 
w i t h exact rows 
0 ——> RR ——^ VI ——^ K ^ 0 
6R ^n <^V2 
0 _ • > A'UR) " ^ ^ ^ A ^ ( ^ ) ^ ^ 、 4 2 ( ½ ) • ^ ^ 、 r A U i ? ) ~ ^ > 0 
where 6^. are isomorphisms since % G add^) and PA(^,) 二 0 as A(^) ^ 
a project ive 5 -modu le . A n d f rom this diagram , we have h f f f ^ ( K V ) = 
YA{RR) 二 0 and fe is an isomorphism , hence RVe is fai thful ly balanced 
.AF , 20.15] . • 
Let T 二 KerH' , ^ = KerH ’ 5 二 KerT and £ = KerT'. 
Before we prove the Tilting Theorem，we need two lemmas . 
Lemma 5.1.2 [CbF , lemma 1.3] Let nV be a UlUng module and B = 










j (1) If Ms “^ M2 “^ Ml 上 Mo is an exact sequence in R-Mod with all 
'^ Mi G T = KerH' : Gen^RV) , then the induced sequence 
： H{M2) — i f ( M i ) — H{Mo) 
is exact • 
(2) IfM e T = KerH' = Gen{RV) , then there is an exact sequence 
^ _ — K — ^ i - i — ... — K — R — % — M — o 
I 
with Vi G AddinV) for all i e N . 
i ^ 
P r o o f : 
1 (1) We have the exact sequences 
0 — Imh 一 M2 一 Img 一 0 
0 — Img 一 Ml 一 Imf 一 0 
0 一 Imf — Mo 一 Cokerf 一 0 
w i t h Imh , Img and Imf G T = Ker{H') 二 Ker(Eo:fJ^(V; —)) 二 Gen(^n〈 
here T is closed under epimorphic image . Then applymg H = HomR[V,—) 
, w e get the exact sequences 
0 — H{Imh) — H{M2) — H{Img) — H'[Imh) 二 0， 
0 一 H{Img) 一 H{Mi) — H{Imf) — H'{Img) = 0 and 
0 一 H{Imf) 一 H{Mo) — H{Cokerf) — H'{Imf) 二 0 
. S o the induced sequence _2)—丑(似1) 一 華、is exact . 
(2) If M e r = KerH' = Gen{nV) then for X = H{M) 二 HomR(V, M), 
we have 
y ^ x { V ) = M and f ' ^ ^ @ x : V ^ ^ ^ ^ M is epic 
xex ^ x 
i.e. we get the exact sequence 















I . By construct ion , H{exO) is exact and so Ko G Gen{RV) = T = KerH' 
I and clearly ^ = 乂⑷ G G e n { R V ) . 
1 Now start the construction again by Ko instead of M , similarly , we get 
i an exact sequence 
I 
: (ex l ) : 0 — K i — F i — Ko — 0 
I 
^ with ^1 G Add{RV) and Ki G GeninV) = T = KerH' . Repeating the 
i 
process , we have the exact sequence 
… — K — K - i —…—V ^ 2 一 Vi — H — M — 0 
I with ^ G AddinV) for all i G N . • 
丨 Lemma 5.1.3 Let 
丨 0 
i 
K e r { j ) 
； A 
I 
1 • “^  
M , 丄 M - ^ M" ^“^> 0 
a P ^ 
: V 4- “^  




be a commutaUve dmgram wUh exact rows and columns . By snake lemma， 
we have an exact sequence 




where d{z) ^= fJd_ipp_iX(z) for every z G K e r { j ) andp'^X{z) is an element 
in M such that p{p'^X{z)) = X{z) . Suppose now that /3 is an isomorphism 
， then d is also an isomorphism and 
p o /3—1 o j =入 o 3 — 1 o /i ： N' 一 M" 
P r o o f : 
Clear . • 
Now we can give a general version of 
The Tilting Theorem 5.1.4 [ C b F l , the T i l t i ng Theorem 1.4] Suppose nV 
is a tilting module in R-Mod and B = End{RV) . Let 
H = HomR[V,-) , H' = ^ V , - ) , T = O / 0 B _ ) , T ' = T o r f ( V , - ) 
so that we have the pairs offunctors 
H ： R-Mod ^ B-Mod : T and H' : R-Mod ^ B-Mod : T' 
and let 
T = KerH, , J" = KerH , <S = KerT and S = KerT, 
.Then 
(1) TH' 二 QR-Mod = T'H and HT' 二 ^B-Mod 二 H'T . 
(2) There are natural transformations 
0 ： H'T' 一 Ids-Mod and rj ： IdR.uod 一 T'H' 
^at together with the canonical natural transformations p and a as-
sociated with T and H , yield exact sequences 
0 — THM ^ M ^ T'H'M — 0 
0 — H'T'N ^ N ^ HTN — 0 





(3) The restrictions 
H : r ^ 8 : T and H' : T ^ 5 : T' 
define category equivalences . 
(4) (T , J^ ) and {S,S) are torsion theories in R-Mod and B-Mod , respec-
tively . 
Proof : 
(1) Since F is a t i l t i ng module , we have the category equivalence 
H : Gen{RV) ^ Cogen[HomR[V, Q)) : T 
where nQ is an injective cogenerator and KerH' 二 Gen(i?V) = ImT and 
KerT' = Cogen{HorriR{V,Q)) = ImH . So T'H = OR.Mod and H'T = 
^B-Mod . 
Now i f M e R-Mod there is an exact sequence 
0 — M — C^  — i^ — O 
w i t h C 二 ^ ; ( M ) , D = E{M)/M e r = KerH' = GenUV) . Apply ing H , 
we have the exact sequence 
0 — H{M) — H{C) 一 H{D) — H'{M) 一 H\C) 二 0 
and so we get a commutative diagram w i th exact rows 
C ——> D ——> 0 
PC PD 
TH{C)——、TH{D)——> TH'{M) > 0 
where pc and pn are isomorphisms , hence TH'M = 0 . Note that Ker{T') 
t Z ^ L l l proTective left ^-modules and is closed under sudmodules . Thus 
， i f BN e B-Mod and 
Q—K—P—N—Q 
is exact w i t h P projective , applying T，we have the exact sequence 













I and then the commutat ive diagram w i th exact rows and isomorphic columns 
I 0 > K > P 
I-
I ^^K ^P 
B st- 、‘ 
！ 0 ——> Hr{N)——、HT{K)——> HT{P) 
F 
！ shows tha t HT'N 二 0 . 
[ (2) (i) By (1)，we have the exact sequences 
: Q — M & d D — Q 
: w i t h C = E{M)，D = E{M)/M e T = KerH' = Gen^nV) and 
0 — H{M) — H{C) ^ H{D) — H'[M) — 0 
• A n d f rom this , we obtain two short exact sequences 
(ex l ) : 0 — H{M) — H{C) A L — 0 
(ex2) : 0 ^ L ^ H{D) 一 H'{M) 一 0 
: where j 〇 7r 二 H(/3) . Note that V^ is a t i l t ing module , so flat dimension of 
Ve < 1 • App ly ing T to {ex2) , we get 
… — T o r f ( y , H ' m 二 0 一 T o r f ( y , L) 一 T o r f ( F , 嘲 ) = T ' H D 二 0 
where Tor^{V,H'{M)) 二 0 as flat dimension of V^ < 1 . So T'{L) 二 
T o r f ( V , L) 二 0 . Hence , by applying T to ( e x l ) , 
、 0 = T'L — THM 一 TEC ^ TL — 0 
is exact . App ly ing T to (ex2) , as T'HD 二 0 二 TH'M , we have the exact 
sequence 
0 二 T'HD 一 T'H'M ^ TL ^ THD 望 D 一 TH,M 二 0 
where A 二 canonical morphism . Hence we get the exact sequence 







「 • . 
I 





0 ~ ~ ^ . THM I ^ T H C ^ TL ~ ~ ^ 0 
pM = PC PDoT{j) 
“ 4 - 、一 




and f rom this diagram , pM is monic [AF , lemma 3.14] . Also by the snake 
lemma , we have a connecting morphism d : VH'M — M / / m ( p M ) which is 
an isomorphism because pc is . Then we have 
M A M//m(pM) '^ T'H'M 
where fi 二 natura l epimorphism . Thus there is an epimorphism 
— rjM = a-i。M : M — T'H'M 
w i t h kernel I m { p M ) i.e. we have the exact sequence 
0 _> THM ^ M ^ T'H'M — 0 
, A n d by lemma 5.1.3 ’ 






Now we need to show that 77 is natural . To see this , let nM' be a R-
module and f : M — M' be a i^-morphism . For RM' , similarly , we have 
an exact sequence 
0 — M' ^ C' ^ D' — 0 
w i t h C' injective and a commutative diagram w i t h exact rows 
0 ——、M ^ ^ C ~ ^ D ——> 0 
{G1) f h /2 
、, 4- 〜， 
0 ——> M' ~ ^ C' - ^ D'——^ 0 
. N o w applying H to (G1) we get the commutative diagram w i t h exact rows 
0 _ _ > HM 一 "> HC ^ HD •^“^ H'M 一"> H'C = 0 
Hf Hfi Hh H'f 
丄 sl 丄 、-
0 ——_> HM' "^"> HC' ^ HD' ^~> H'M' -^^> H'C' = 0 
. L e t t i n g L' = ImH{P') and factoring H{p') 二 j'。7r' as above we obtain 
two commutat ive diagrams w i th exact rows 
0 ——> HM ——> HC - ^ L ——> 0 
{G2) Hf Hh “ 
0 _ ^ ^ . HM' -“^^ HC' — “ " ^ " > 0 
where , note that Ker7r C Ker{^' 0 Hh) , ^ is defined so that this diagram 
is commutat ive and 
0 > L 丄一 HD ——> H'M " ^ " > 0 
{G3) “ Hf2 丄丑7 




here the diagram (G3) is commutative because 
j' 0 V 0 7T = j' 0 7T' 0 Hfi 
=H{P') o H{h) 
丨 = 奪 • /i) 
= H { f 2 o /3) 
二 H{h) o _ 
=Hij<2) 0 j 0 7T 
and 7T is epic . 
Note tha t , for n M ' , similarly we also have the cannonical morphism 
Y : T'H'M' — TL' which is monic and 
乂 o T]M' 二 T(7r') o p-} o a ' : M' — TL' 
. N o w we prove the diagram 
M - ^ T'H'M 
f T'H'f 
V ^  4^  
M, - ^ T'H'M' 
is commutat ive and i t suffices to show 
乂 o T]M' o f 二 入'o T'H'f o f]M 
since X is monic . 
Xor]M'of 二 T ( 7 0 o p g W o / 
= T { 7 r O 0 p^} 0 /1 0 a 
二 T(7T,) 0 THfi 0 pc'〇 « 
= T ( V o i I / i ) 。 P & i 。 Q ^ 
二 T(jy 0 7T) 0 p $ 0 a 
= T ( i / ) 0 T(7r) 0 pc^ 0 a 
= T ( z / ) 0 A 0 r]M 
=X' 0 T,H'f 0 f]M 
here the last equality holds because if we apply T to diagram (G3) , we can 
see tha t T{u) 0 入 二 乂。T'H'f . 




be exact w i t h P projective . Apply ing T we have the exact sequence 
0 = T'P 一 T'N — TK 一 TP 一 TN 一 0 
. L e t t i n g L = KerT^ir) we obtain two exact sequences 
0 — T'N — TK — L — 0 
0 — L — TP — TN 一 0 
〜 . N o t e tha t TK G T 二 KerH' = Gen(i^V) , so L G T . Apply ing H we get 
two exact sequences 
0 = HT'N — HTK — HL — H'T'N — H'TK 二 0 
0 — HL — HTP — HTN — H'L = 0 
and also the commutat ive diagram w i t h exact rows and columns 
0 
0——> K ——^ P ——> N ——> 0 
^ Cfpj 
.. 丄 、’ 
0 _ ^ ^ . HL ——> HTP ——^ HTN ——> 0 
H'T'N 
0 
From this i t follows that 印 is epic and there is a monomorphism 6^ : 
H,rN — N w i t h image Ker(aN) i.e. the sequence 
0 — H'T'N ^ N ^ HTN 一 0 
is exact . I t also follows that 6 defines a natural transformation . 
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(3) Clear . 
(4) {S = KerT, 8 = KerT') is a torsion pair in B-Mod by proposit ion 
3.2.2(3) . Moreover since RV is a t i l t i ng module , by theorem 3.4.7(3), 
Gen[RV) = {MR | Exti{V, M) = 0} 二 KerH' - T 
which is closed under extensions . Hence Gen{RV) is a torsion class and the 
corresponding torsion-free class is 
Ker{H) = {Ln 丨 HomR(V, L) = 0} 
since HomniN, Rh) 二 0 for al l N G GeninV) iff HomR(V,L) 二 0 . So 
(G67i (^y) ,J^ is a torsion pair in R-Mod . • 
Here i t is worthy to point out that the following converses of the T i l t i ng 
Theorem hold . Therefore the T i l t i ng Theorem actually characterizes the 
t i l t i ng modules . 
Theorem 5.1.5 [CbF2 , theorem 1.1] Suppose nV is a module in R-Mod 
and let B 二 End[RV) . With notation as %n the Tilting Theorem , assume 
(1) TH' 二 Oi^ _M(Ki . 
(2) There are natural transformations 6 and rj such that for each M G R-
Mod and N G B-Mod the sequences 
rp^j^ p^ M ^ T'H'M ^ 0 and 
H'T'N ^ N ^ HTN — 0 
are exact . 
Then nV is a tilting module . 
f^roof • 
I t suffices to show that ^ ^ is selfsmall and Gen{nV) = KerH, = T: 
(i) By hypothesis ⑶ ， 〜 ⑷ is an isomorphism，so we have canonical iso-
morphisms 
H ( y W ) - H{T{Br^) = mB(x))=召⑷=H{vr^ 
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for any set X . 
( i i) Let M € R-Mod , i f M G KerH' then T'H'M = 0 and so pM is epic i.e. 
M e Gen{RV). 
On the other hand , if M e Gen(jiV) then T'H'M 二 0 and from the 
exact sequence 
H'T'H'M = 0 — H'M — HTH'M = 0 — 0 
we have H'M = 0 . • 
Theorem 5.1.6 [CbF2， theorem 1.2] Suppose nV is a module in R-Mod 
and let B 二 End{RV) . With notation as in the Tilting Theorem，assume 
(1) ( r , J ^ ) = {KerH',KerH) and {S,S) 二 (KerT,A:erT' ) are torsion the-
ories . 
(2) The restrictions H : T ^ S : T define a category equivalence . 
Then RV is a tilting module . 
Proof : 
I t is clear by theorem 3.4.9 . • 
5.2 Tilting Torsion Theories 
Let ^ y be a t i l t i ng module and B = End{nV) . As before ’ we define the 
fol lowing functors : 
H^v 二 HomR{y, - ) ： R-Mod 一 B-Mod 
H'RV = Ext],{y^ - ) ： R-Mod 一 B-Mod 
TvB = (V ^B - ) : B-Mod — R-Mod 
T; 二 Torf{V, -）： B-Mod 一 R-Mod 
. . , ^ . , r . -Ker(H' y) , ^ . v 二 K e r ( i ^ ) , <Sy, 二 K e r ( 7 V j and 
a / i = ( T f ) t [en : y V e 4 t i x T g Theorem ’ ( T , . , ^ , . ) and 0 ¾ , ¾ ) 
are torsion theories and the restrictions 
HRV:TRV^B:TvB and E'^y'.T,v^Sy,-.T'y^ 
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define category equivalences . Moreover since Vg is also a t i l t ing module , 
we have the corresponding functors : 
HvB = HomB(V, —) : Mod-B 一 Mod-R 
H'VB = Extl{V, - ) : Mod-B — Mod-R 
T^V = ( - ^R V) ： Mod-R — Mod-B 
T'RV = T o r f ( - , V) : Mod-R — Mod-B 
and torsion theories {Ty^,J^VB) and {S^v,^Rv) where Ty^ , 〜 , ^ R V and 
E^y denote the kernels of the functors H'y^ , i7y^ , T^v and T'^y respectively 
. A n d the restrictions 
HvB : TvB ^ S^v : T^v and H'y^ ： Ty^ ^ < V : ^'^v 
define category equivalences . 
Because of these , the problem of when a torsion theory is induced by 
a t i l t i ng module has a special interest . Torsion theories induced by t i l t ing 
modules are called t i l t i ng torsion theories . This problem has been exten-
sively studied by many authors . Here we only consider the problem of when 
two t i l t i ng modules , ^ ^ and 只乂‘ , define the same torsion theories . Some 
u e s M results for this problem were obtained by P.A. Gui l Asensio and F. 
Gu i l Asensio [GG，1992]. 
Let R be a r ing ’ 丑乂 and ^ V ' , two t i l t ing modules , B = End{nV) and 
B' 二 End^V') . Then for the functors and torsion theories associated w i t h 
y and V ' defined above , we first have the 
Lemma 5.2.1 [GG , lemma 2.1] The following conditions are equivalent : 
(1) r , v C 7 > . 
(2) T ^ v ' C T ^ v . 
( 3 ) 〜 C 〜 ' . 
(4) <SRV' Q <^nV . 
(5) E o : t k ( V ' , V ) - 0 . 
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Proof : 
(1) <^ (2) and (3) <^ (4) are clear because (T^y,J^^y) and { T ^ v , ^ n v ) are 
torsion theories . 
(1) =^ (5) I f 7 > C r ^ v ' then since n V G T^v we have RV G 7 > ' i.e. 
Ext]^{V^V) = 0. 
( 5 ) 々 ⑴ I f Ext\iy\ Y) 二 0 , then ^V^ ^ 7 > ' = KerH'^y' 二 G^en(^V^') , so 
7 > = KerH'^y = Gen{RV) C 7 > ' . 
(3) =::^  (5) Suppose that E^v ^ E ^ v and let Ee be an injective cogenerator 
of Mod-B . Then E x t ^ ( y , E ) 二 0 . By Tilting Theorem，Im{Hv^) C 
Ker{T'^y) , so 
HorriB{V,E)eS^vQ^RV'. 
A n d , as n V ' is a t i l t i ng module , there is an exact sequence 
{exl) : 0 一 Po — Pi —R y' — 0 
w i t h Po and P i f ini tely generated and projective left 丑-modules . App ly ing 
the functor {HorriB{V, E) ®R - ) to {exl) , we get the exact sequence 
0 — Tor^{HorriB{V, E ) X ) — HorriB^V, E) ®R Po 
— H o r r i B { V , E) 0R P i 一 HomB(V, E) ®R V ' — 0 
where T o r ? ( H 。 m B ( V , E ) , P i ) 二 0 . On the other hand , i f we apply the 
functor H o m R { - , R V ) to (ex l ) , we get 
0 一 HomR[V', V) — HorriR{Pu V) — HomnJ^Po, V) 
—Ext'^{V', V) — Ext^{Pi, V) = 0 
and then applying the exact functor 丑隱成私 )， h e r e E s is injective , we 
have the exact sequence 
0 — HomB{Ext'j,{V, y ) , E) 一 HomB(HomR(Po, V), E) 
—HomB{HomR{Pu 乂 )，丑）— H o m B ( H o m R ( K V),E) — 0 
. N o w we obtain a commutative diagram w i t h exact rows : 
0 . Tor^(HomB(V,E),r)——> HomB(V,E) ^nPo 
V ^ 










I ——.HorriB {V, E) ®R Pi ——> HorriB {V. E) 0R V' ^ 0 
•I 
i U ^ V 
——^ HomB(HoruR[Pi,V),E)——^ HomB(HomR{y,,V),E) > 0 
where v is defined as in [AF , 20.11] and note that here 尸。and P i are finitely 
generated and projective . Now 
HorriB{V,E)eS^vCS^v' 
and so T o r ^ { H o m B { V , E ) X ) = • . Hence H o m B { E x t U V ' , V ) , E ) = 0 . 
Since 丑召 is a cogenerator , Ext^f^{V', V) = 0 . 
(5) =：> (3) Suppose now that Ext]^{V', V) = 0 and for any M ^ G S^y， 
since by T i l t i ng Theorem 
Hvs : ^VB ^ ^RV : Tj^v 
defines an equivalence , there is an N s such that H o m B ( V , N ) 二 M . A n 
argument similar to ⑶ 々 ( 5 ) give us a commutative diagram w i t h exact 
rows : 
0 > Tor^(HorriB(V, N), V')——> HorriB(V, N) ^R Po 
三 
0 ^ H o m B { H o m R { P o , V ) , N ) 
. H o m B { V , N ) ^RPi 
r \ j 
——.HorriB{HomR{PuV),N) 
and hence Tor?〔H。mB〔V, N),V') 二 0 i.e. M = EomB(V, N) G & v ' . • 
Now we can characterize when two t i l t ing modules F and F^ induce the 
same torsion theories . 







I • . 
) j 
j 
丨 （1) r ^ v = ^ n V ' . 
！ 
I ⑶ ^RV' = ^RV • 
丨 ⑶ ^RV = ^RV' • 
⑷ ^RV' = ^RV . 
(5) Ext]^{V', V) 二 0 二 Ea;tWV^ V'). 
and m particular , (T^y,J^^y) = {T^v.^nv) tf and only if {S^v.S^v)= 
{^RV',^RV'). 
Proposition 5.2.3 [GG , proposit ion 2.3] Let nV and RV' be two UlUng 
modules and let B = End[RV) , B' 二 EndUV') . Then the following 
conditions are equivalent : 
I 
(1) y ' G add{nV). 
(2) HorriR{V', V) is a progenerator in Mod-B and Ext]^{V', V) = 0 . 
Proof I 
(1)々 .（2) Suppose that F ' G add(RV) . Then , since Ext]^{V, V) 二 0 , 
we have E x t U V ' . V ) 二 丑讨乂乂，乂。二 0 . Also we have a spl i t t ing exact 
sequence , 
(ex) : 0 — K — F " —R V' — 0 
in Mod-R and here n G N . App ly Homn{-. V) to (ex) , we get a spl i t t ing 
exact sequence 
0 一 HomR{V', V) — B^ — HorriR{K, V) — 0 
in Mod-B and so H o m R { V ' , V ) is a finitely generated projective r ight B-
^ ^ W ^ n e e d to prove that HorriR{V',V) is a generator mMod-B . A n d i t 
suffices to prove that for M G Mod-B w i t h HomB^HomR^V, V), M) = 0 we 
have tha t M 二 0 . First we have an exact sequence 













1 in R-Mod w i t h V| , V^ e add{RV') . Apply ing HoruR(—, V) ’ we have 
* 
•1 
•！ 0 — HomR{V i , V ) — HomR(V(, V ) — HomR[R, V ) — E x t ^ V i , V ) = 0 
"i 
\ where HorriR{R, V) = V and then applying HomB(—, M) , note that 
•j 
HomB{HomR{V', V), M) = 0 
and HomR{V|, V) is projective 5-modu le , we have the exact sequence 
0 — HomB(V, M) — H o m B { H o m R [ V i V"), M) = 0 
i — EomB^Homniyi F ) , M ) 二 0 
—Ext\[V, M) — Ext\{HomR{V[, V), M) = 0 
and so HomB(V, M) 二 0 二 E x t ^ M) , but then M = 0 as % is a t i l t i ng 
module . 
- (2) 3^ (1) If HomR{V', V) is a progenerator in Mod-B and Ext]i{V', V) 二 0 
: ’ then HomB{HomR{V', V), V) G add(RV) because we have a splitting exact 
, sequence in Mod-B : 
: 0 — HorriR{V', V) — B^ — Le — 0 
'••M 
】 for some n G N , applyiny HoruB(—, V) ’ we get the spl i t t ing exact sequence 
in R-Mod : 
0 — HomB(L, V) — HorriB{B^, V) — HomB(HomR(V', V), V) — 0 
where H o m B { B ^ . V ) = V ^ . 
On the other hand , there is an exact sequence in R-Mod : 
0 一 Po — Pi —R y' — 0 
w i t h Po , Pi f ini tely generated projective i^-modules . Apply ing Homni-, V) 
，by hypothesis Ext\,{V\ V) = 0 , we get 





i and then applying HomB(-,V) , using that Ext]i{V, V) = 0 , we get the 
commutat ive diagram w i t h exact rows : 
0 ——^ Po ——^ Pi 
\ epo ^ ePi ^ 
0 ^ HomB{HomR{Po,V),V) > HomB{HomR{PuV),V) 
^ • ^ > RV' ~ ~ > 0 , 
ey 
小 
——> H o m B { H o m R { V ' , V ) , V ) — — > 0 
where E x t ^ { H o m R [ P ^ , V ) , V ) = 0 because E x t \ [ H o m R [ R ' , V ) , V ) 二 0 , 
note tha t Ext^{V, V) 二 0 . Moreover the evaluation maps e ^ and ep^ are 
isomorphisms because , as ^ ½ is fai thful ly balanced (proposition 5.1.2) , 
e^R : R — HorriB (HomR(R, V), V) 
is an isomorphism (see also [AF , 20.16 and 20.13]) . Final ly we obtain that 
y' ^ HomB{HomR{V', V), V) G addUV) • 
Note here that actually V' is F-reflexive . • 
Proposition 5.2.4 [GG , proposit ion 2.4] Let nV and nV be two tilting 
modules and let B 二 End(nV) , B' 二 EndUV') . Then the followmg 
conditions are equivalent : 
(1) £；工4(乂,^^')二丑工40^'，乂）二0 
(2) V , G add{RV). 
(3) F G add{RV'). 
Proof • 
Since ExtUV, V) = Ext],{r^ V') = 0 , ⑶ 々 ⑴ and ⑶ 々 ⑴ are clear . 










1 Ext]^{V", V) 二 0 and V G add^nV") and so we can apply the last proposi-
i t i on . I f we let S = End^RV") , by the proposit ion 5.2.3 , then HoruR^V, V") 
i is a progenerator in Mod-S . 
I By Mor i t a Theorem [AF , 22.2] , H o m s { H o m R { V , V " ) , S s ) is a progen-
i erator in Mod-End{HomR{V, ^ ' 0 ^ ) . But , by [AF , 20.7] , we have the 
！ isomorphisms 
i 
j Homs{HomR{V, V " ) ’ Ss) = Homs(HomR(V, V'), HorriR{V", V ) ) 
I 兰 HorriR{V", Homs[HomR(V, V"), V")) = Homn{V", V) 
！ where F ^ Homs{HomR{V, V"), V ' ) i.e. F is V"-reflexive as in the proof of 
" [proposit ion 5.2.3 ⑶ 4 (1)] . Moreover , [AF , 20.7] , we have that 
, 
^ End{HorriR{V, V")s) = Homs{HomR{V, V"), HorriR{V, V")) 
； 兰 HomR[V, Homs{HomR{V, V"), V")) = HomrdT, T) 二 B 
t ‘ . Therefore HorriR{V", V) is a progenerator in Mod-B . Now by proposit ion 
I 5.2.3 , V^" G add[RV) and hence F ' G add(RV). 
i: (1) =^ (3) Similar to (1) 4 (2) . • 
F inal ly we obtain the main theorem : 
i • 
i Theorem 5.2.5 [GG , Theorem 2.5] Let nV and RV' be two tilting modules 
j ， B 二 EndinV) and B' = End{RV') . Then the following conditions are 
1 equivalent : 
i 
; (1) ( i > , A v H ^ ^ ' , A w ) . 
i . 
！ (2) {S^v ,S^v ) = {S^v ' ^S^vr ) . 
： (3) E x t ] , i V X ) = E x t U y ' . y ) = ^ -
\ (4) y ' G add{RV). 
： (5) y G add{RV'). 
j (6) HorriR(y, V) is a progenerator in Mod-B and Ext]^{V', V) = 0 . 














i . ^ 
^ 3 ？ 
) 
j (8) There is a category equivalence 
F : Mod-B ^ Mod-B' : G 
i 
丨 with F(Ve) = V^ . 
j Moreover , if condition (8) holds , there are natural isomorphisms 
F ^ HomB{HomR{V', V), - ) and G = HomB'{HomR{V, V ' ) , - ) . 
•I 
j Proof : 
: (1) ^ (2) <^ (3) By corollary 5.2.2 . 
! (3) ^ (4) <^ (5) By proposit ion 5.2.4 . 
j (4) 44> (6) By proposit ion 5.2.3 . 
！ (5) <=4> (7) By proposit ion 5.2.3 . 
: (6) + ( 7 ) 々 ( 8 ) Since HoniR(V', V) is a progenerator in Mod-B , by Mori ta 's 
I theorem [AF , 22.2] , if we let F = H o m B ( H o m R ( r , V ) , - ) and for Q = 
i F(B) , let G = HomB[Q , —) then 
j 
丨 F : Mod-B ^ Mod-B' : G 
define an equivalence . A n d by proposit ion [5.2.3 ( 2 )令 ( 1 ) ] , we have that 
Y ' is F-ref iexive i.e. 
F(y) = HomB{HomR{V\ V), V)兰 V 
. A l s o Q = F ^ 二 HomB(HcmiR(r,V),B) 
=HomB{HomR{V', V), HorriR^V, V)) 
^ HomR{V, HomB{HomR{V', V), V)) 
=HoruR(V,r) 
,hence , G ^ HomB>{HomR{V, V'),—). 
(8) ^ (6) Suppose that there is a category equivalence 
F : Mod-B ^ Mod-B' : G 
w i t h F{VB) = K . Then by Morita's theorem [AF , 22.2] ’ set B'Ps 二 卿‘、 
;, and Q = HomB(P, B) , we have 
F ^ HorriB{P. - ) - (" ^ sQ) and 
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G = HomB'[Q,—)=(—③ B'P) 
where B'P , Ps ’ Qs' and uQ are progenerators . Hence 
Q = HomB(P, B) = HorriB(P, HorriR{V, V)) ^ HomR(V, HomB[P, V)) 
^ HorriR{V, V') and 
P = G{B') ^ HomB'[Q, HomR(V', V)) = HomR(V', HorriB'{Q. V)) 
^HorriR{V',V). 
Also Ext]^{V',V) = Ext^FV, V) ^ Ext]^{V^BQ,y) . But sQ is finitely 
generated and projective and Ext]^{V, V) 二 0 , so Ext]^{V 0 sQ^V) = 0 , 
hence Ext^ j^(V' ,V) = 0 . 
The final assertion follows f rom the proof of (8) =^ (6) . • 
5.3 Isomorphisms of Endomorphism Rings of 
Tilting Modules 
We want to characterize the isomorphisms between the endomorphism rings 
of some classes of modules by equivalences between module subcategories . 
To be more precise , let R and S be two rings , RC and sV fu l l subcategories 
of R-Mod and S-Mod respectively , nM G nC and sN G s^ and let 
6 : End{RM) — End{sN) 
be a r ing isomorphism . We say that S is induced by an equivalence i f there 
exists an equivalence 
Fs ： RC — sV 
and an isomorphism of left 5-modules 
0 : F{M) — N 
such tha t we have the commutative diagram 
F(M) - ^ F{M) 
4> 4> 











for every f G End{nM). 
\ Here we consider this problem for the classes of progenerators , quasi-
progenerators and t i l t i ng modules . I n 1984，Bolla obtained the following 
： Theorem 5.3.1 [B , theorem 2.1 ] Let nP and sQ be progenerators . Sup-
pose that 
0 : End{RP) — End{sQ) 
is a ring isomorphism . Then there exists an equivalence 
Fe : R-Mod — S-Mod 
(unique up to natural isomorphism) such that Fe{P) = Q and Fe{f) 二 6>(/) 
for all f G EndinP). 
Recently Bolla's theorem is generalized to the class of quasi-progenerators 
by Lok and Shum [LS , 1995；. 
i . 
Theorem 5.3.2 [LS , theorem 2 , 1995] Let RU and sV he two quasi-
progenerators . let 
0 : End{RU) — End{sV) 
he a ring isomorphism , Then there exists a categoncal equivalence 
Fe ： Gen{RU) — Gen{sV) 
_ich is unique up to natural isomorphism such that Fe^nU) 二 s"T^  and 
Fe{f) = 0 { f ) for all f G End^nU) • 
Note here that Gen(RU) and Gen{sV) are closed under submodules because 
^ U and 5 ^ are quasi-progenerators . 
On the other hand ’ Bolla's result is also extended to the class of t i l t i ng 
modules by P.A. Gui l Asensio and F. Gui l Asensio [GG , 1992] . However i t 
should be noted that in general , the class of quasi-progenerators . the class 
of t i l t i ng modules . 
Let ^ and ^ F ' be two t i l t ing modules , B 二 End(^RV) and B' 二 











； Lemma 5.3.3 [GG , lemma 3.1] let RV be a tilting module and suppose that 
i there is an equivalence F : R-Mod T=^ S-mod : G . Then F{V) is a UlUng 
I S-module . 
I 
J P r o o f : 
“ By Mor i t a Theorem， let GS = nP which is a progenerator in R-Mod and 
i we have F ^ HorriR{P, —) and EndinP) = F[nP) = S . 
: We first prove that i f ^ P is f initely generated and projective then there 
i is an exact sequence 
！ 0 —R P — % — W — 0 
i w i t h % G add{RV) . Now suppose ^ i T 二 尸① L for some nL , then 
‘ H o m M P , RVe) G add[VB) . Since V^ is a t i l t i ng r ight 5 -modu le , Vg 
: is finitely presented and projdim{VB) < 1 . By [W , 25.1 (ii i)] and [ R , 
： proposit ion 5.1.20 ] , we have that Horr iRUP, /¾¼) is f initely presented and 
\ projdim{VB) < 1 . Therefore there is an exact sequence 
t 
: 0 — K i — Ko — HomR(RP, RVe) — 0 
- w i t h K i e add{BB) . Now , applying H o m B ( - , R V B ) , we get the exact 
j sequence 
； 0 — HomB{HomR{RP, /¾½), RVs) — HomB、Ko, RVe) 
i — HorriB{Ku nVB) — Eoct^omR(^RP, nVB), Ve) 二 0 
! where HomB{Homn{RP. M ^ ½ ) = n P [AF , 20.16] ’ H o m B { K ^ ^ ½ ) G 
： add{RV) and 丑：7；4(丑_^^0^尸,^^)，％) 二 0 because HomR(RP ,RVB) e 
- add(yB). 
! Now for the progenerator nP , by applying F , we get the exact sequence 
I 0 — F{RP) = S- 一 F{Vo) — F{Vi) — 0 
： w i t h F{Vo) , F{Vi) e add{F{RV)) • • 
i Proposition 5.3.4 [GG , proposition 3.2] Let ^V and sV' he two tUUng 
modules wUh B = End{nV) and B' 二 End[sV,) . Suppose that there 仏 an 
^ equivalence 







where , for some progenerator sPs', 
F = HomB(^BPB',-) and G = ( s ^ ' ^ 5 ' - ) . 
If 
Ext's>{V 0 P, y ' ) 二 ExtVV,, V ® P) = 0 
then there is a category equivalence 
F' : R-Mod ^ S-mod : G' 
such that : 
(i) F'{V^P) = V'. 
( i i ) In the following diagram 
B-Mod ^ B'-Mod 
T t 
{V^B-) HorriR{V, - ) {V^B'-) Homs{V',-) 
p/ * 
R-Mod < 、S-Mod 
G' 
there are natural transformations 
7] : {V' 0 B'-) o F o HomR{V, - ) ^ F' and 
rj' ： {V (g) B-) o G o HomsQV', —) — G' 
such that 7]M and rj'^ are isomorphisms for any M e 7\v , N e T,v . 
Proof • 
Since .办,is a progenerator , the functor ( - 0 ^ ¾ ' ) defines an equivalence 
between Mod-B and mod-B' . So , by lemma 6.1.3 ’ ^ 0 B^B' is a r ight 
t i l t i ng B' -module and by hypothesis， 
Ext'^.(V ③ P, V ' ) 二 ExiUK V ③ P) = 0 
and then , by theorem 5.2.5(8) , we have an equivalence 
F' ： R-Mod ^ S-mod : G' 
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I 
w i t h (i) F'{V ^ P) = V' and F' 二 HomRlJIomB'(V', V 0 P ) , — ) . 
Now we show that there is a natural transformation 
7] : {V' 0 B'-)。F o HomjiiV, 一) 一 F ' . 
For M G R-Mod , F{HoniR{V, M)) = HomB(P, HorriR{V, M)) , by adjoint 
property [AF , 20.6] , there is a natural isomorphism 
au : F{HorriR{V, M)) — HorriR{V (8) sP, M) 
. N o w using [AF , 20.11] , we get a natural homomorphism 
"M ： V' 0B' Homn{V 0 ^P, M) — HomR{HomB'{V, V ® P), M) = F'{M) 
.Hence rjM ^= " M 〇[idy> 0 a u ) is a natural morphism . 
Finally , for M G 7 > 二 {nM | Ext],{V, M) 二 0} , since ^ P i : a finitely 
generated and projective B-module，we have Ext]^{V 0 ^ P, M) 二 0 . 
Moreover，there is an exact sequence 
(ex) : 0 — Ko — K i — V'B' — 0 
w i t h Ko and K i finitely generated and projective B'-modules . Then we have 
the exact sequence 
Ko ^B' HorriR{V 0 eP, M) — Ki ^B' HorriR{V ③ sP, M) 
— V ; 0B ' HomR{V ② BP, M ) — 0 
. O n the other hand , as E x t ^ r , V 0 P) 二 0 and Ext^V ③ P. M) 二 0 
and by [AF , 20.11] , we obtain the commutative diagram w i t h exact rows 
Ko ^B' HorriR{V 0 5P, M)——> ^i <^B' Homn(V ③ nP, M) 
c^ 
r s j — 
0 _ _ ~ . Homn{HomB'[K,, V ③ P) , M) - ^^^> HorMHomB'(Ki,V 0 P) , M) 
——.r 0B ' HorriR{V^BP.M) 
^M 
——> H o m R { H o m B ' { V , V 0 P) , M ) — — > 0 
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I and f rom this diagram , " M is an isomorphism for M G T^v • 
! Simi lar ly we can show that there is a natural morphism 
I 
i rj' ： {V ② B-)。G o Homs(K - ) 一 G' 
I 
: such that rfN is an isomorphism for any N e T ^ v . • 
Lemma 5.3.5 Let f3 : B — B' be a ring isomorphism and sMs he a himod-
ule .Ifwe treat, via / 3 ， B as a himodule ^¾'，B' as a himodule ^¾' and 
M as a himodule sMs' then 
\ fjL : sMs' — s^B ^B B'B, [m H"> m 0 1 
is a {S, B')-himodule isomorphism . 
Proof : 
Now P : BBB' — BB'B' is a {B, _B')-bimodule isomorphism and so 
IdM 0 P : sMe ®B Bs' 一 sMs ^B B'^> 
is a (5, EO-bimodule isomorphism . But , by [AF , 20.1(2)] , 
/i : sMs' — sMs ^B Bs' [m ^ m ③ 1 
is a (5, B ' ) -b imodule isomorphism . Hence 
V 暂 { I d M 0 P)。M : sMe' 一 sMe ^B B'^, 
is a (5, B ' ) -b imodule isomorphism . • 
Suppose now that ^V^ and 5V' are two t i l t ing modules w i t h B 二 E n d _ 
and B' = End{sV') and that there is an equivalence 
F : R-Mod ^ S-Mod : G 
w i t h F{V) = V' . Let RPs be a progenerator {End{RP) 二 S) and 






be a natura l isomorphism . By [AF , lemma 20.3] , we have the r ing isomor-
： phism 
F : B = End{RV) — B' - End{sV') 
and s o，v i a F , we can treat s M s = sHomR{RPs ,RVBh as a {S, B')-
b imodule sHomR、RPs,RVB、B' . By the above lemma , we have a {S, B')-
bimodule isomorphism 
F * : sHomR、RPs, RVB)B' ^ HorriR^RPs, ^ ¼ ) ^ ®B ^ s ' 
defined by F * ( / ) = f ③ 1 for every f G HorriR[P, V ) . 
Proposition 5.3.6 [GG , lemma 3.3 and proposit ion 3.4] With the above 
assumptions , the composition morphism 
F* o (v ‘ sF{V)B' — sHorriR[RPs, nVBh ^B B'^> 
is an isomorphism of {S, B')-himodules . 
Moreover 
Ext^V', V ^B B') = ExtUV ^B B\ V') 二 0 . 
Proof I 
Since RVs is a bimodule and , v ia the r ing isomorphism F , F{V) has a 
bimodule structure s F { V ) B . So by [AF , lemma 20.4(2)] , 
(y : sF{V)B — sHomR{RPs,RVB)B 
is an isomorphism of (5, 5)-bimodules . But now 
(y ： sF{V)B' — sHomR{RPs,RVB)B' 
is also an isomorphism of (^ , B')-bimodules and we obtain that F * 。 ( y is an 
isomorphism of {S, BQ-bimodules . 
Since RP is a progenerator , nR is a direct summand of nP^ for some n 
. T h u s y 0B B' ^ HomniRR, V) ®B B' is a direct summand of 




1 .( i 
•j • 3 
-1 i •^  i ;j 
i 
’！ 
！ as r ight J5'-modules . 
j Bu t now Hom{RP, V) ^B B' ^ F{V) = V' as r ight 5 ' -modules and 
Ext\,[V', V') 二 0 so we obtain that 
E z t ^ ( V ' , V 0 s B ' ) = E T f k ( V ( ^ B B ' , V ) = O . 口 
Final ly we can characterizes an isomorphism between the endomorphism 
rings of two t i l t i ng modules by category equivalence . 
Theorem 5.3.7 [GG ’ theorem 3,5] Let RV and sV' be two tilting modules 
with B 二 End(RV) and B' = End{sV') . Let 6 : B — B' be a nng 
isomorphism and suppose that 
Ext'^,{V^ V ^B B') = Ext'B^{V ^B B', V') = 0 
.Then there is a category equivalence 
F : R-Mod ^ S-Mod : G 
wUh F{V) = V' and 0 { f ) = F { f ) for all f G End{RV) 二 B . 
Moreover , this equivalence is unique up to natural isomorphism . 
P r o o f : 1 1 丄 
Note that the r ing isomorphism 6 : B — B' gives B' a bimodule structure 
5 ¾ / and , , 、 
HorriB{B', - ) : B-Mod ^ B'-Mod : (B' 0B'—) 
defines a category equivalence . By proposit ion 6.1.4 , there exists an equiv-
8ilence 
F' : R-Mod ^ S-Mod : G' 
sud i tha t F'{V ®B B') = V' and there is a natural transformation 
T] ： y' ^B' HomB{B', HomR(V, —)) — F' 
which restricted to T^v is an isomorphism . 
I n part icular , since F G 7 > , there is an isomorphism 
rjv ： y' ^s' HomB(B', HoruR(V, V)) = F'{V) 
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and so if f G End{RV) = B，we have that 
7]v。(Idv'H。mB(B', HorriR{V, / ) ) ) 二 F'(/)。ryv . 
F'V ^ 、 F'V 
^八 IV 
V V 
V'^,,Hom,{B'^Hom,{V.V)) “一一‘’一 ( ^’/) ) + r^,^Homs{B',Hom,{V.V)) 
Note that B = HorriR(V, V) and 
ei : HomB(M', sB's') = B'B's> [g ^ ^(1)] 
. N o w we define the 5-isomorphism 
* : y^ <S>B' HorriB{B', HorriR(V, V)) — T^' 
v'^h^v'-6{h{l)) 
and we claim that , for any f G End{nV) 二 B ’ the following diagram is 
commutative . 
V>B'HoruB(B',HorMV,V)) i f x ： ^ ^ = ! ^ ： ： ^ ^ 〜 , ^ 0 樣 一 靠 、 、 
4 、,々  
V, e_^ 、 y^ 
To see this , let ” ' ② h G V "③召‘HorMB, , HomR(V, V)) , we have 
^ o (Idv'� HorriB{B', HorriR{V, f))){v' (g) h) 
二 ^p(y③HomB(fi',HomHiV,似hy| 
二 ” 。 附 。 _ ) ) 
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and also 
e{f) o ^{v' 0 h) = o{f){y'o{hm 
= o { f m h { i w ) ) 
二 [0{f)o0{hmy') 
= { 0 [ f o h(l)])(^0 (^ is a ring iso) 
二 r ' . 0 ( / o _ ) ) 
.Therefore the diagram is commutative . 
So we have that , for any f G End{RV) 二 B , 
0( / ) = T/ ;o77f io i^ ' ( / )o7/voV^_i . 
Define now the functor F : R-Mod — S-Mod in the following way : for 
M, N G R-Mod , 
(i) If M + Y，then F ( M ) = F,[M) and F{V) = V'. 
(ii) If g : M 一 N is an homomorphism in R-Mod then 
F、g、= £NoF'、g>e。 
where . 
—IdM if M ^ V 
£M = j v ^ 。 ‘ i i f M = y 
V 
.Since F'{V) ^ F ' and for every f G B 二 EndUV)， 
F { f ) = £V。i^'(")。£^^i _ 
二 t|jo7^^ioF'(^g)or]vo^-i 
= 0 { f ) 
,thus F is the desired functor . , 
Suppose there is another equivalence 
H : R-Mod ^ S-Mod : K 
wi th H(V) 二 V '^ and 6{f)=丑(/) for all f G End{nV) = B. Let P = 





I .l ] 
1 
i progenerators of the equivalence F，G ( resp. H , K ) such that F = 
HomR(JP, —) and H = HorriR{P',-). 
i Then we have the bimodule isomorphisms , 
I sQR = F{R) = HorriR{P, R) ^ HorriR^P, HomB(V, V)) 
^ H o m B { V , H o m R { P , V ) ) [AF , 20.7] 
. N o t e that we have the r ing isomorphism 6 : B — B' and by proposit ion 
6.1.5 , we have RVs' = V ^B B'^. and sHomn{P, V)B' = HorriR{P, V)B ®B 
B'B' . Hence 
I sHorriB{V, HomR(P, V))R =s Hom^V 0^ B', HomR{P, V) 0^ B% 
\ . A n d by proposit ion 6.1.5 , F = HorriR[P,—), 
sHorriB'{V <S>B B', HomR[P, V) ^B B')n ^s HorriB'{V <S>B B', V')R 
.S im i l a r l y we also have that sQ'R = HoniB'{V ^B B', V') . So sQu =s Q'R 
and thus there is a natural isomorphism HomR(P, —) = H o n i R { P ' , - ) . 
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